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Summary
Interactive media have become a trend. Examples of interactive media include,
but are not limited to, Video-on-Demand (VoD), Networked Virtual Environ-
ment (NVE), Massively Multiplayer Online Game (MMOG), Google Earth,
zoomable video, and free-viewpoint video. The ubiquity of user interactions
causes user access patterns to become non-linear and non-continuous in inter-
active media.
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) streaming systems are widely adopted to deliver media
content due to their proven scalability and low operating cost. Non-linear and
non-continuous access patterns, however, pose non-trivial challenges on P2P
streaming systems, thanks to the uncertainties in user interactions. In this thesis,
we work towards addressing three major challenges: understanding the effect of
user interactions, fast content discovery, and request and service scheduling, in
order to provide good system support for streaming interactive media over P2P
systems.
First, we try to understand how user access patterns affect P2P streaming
systems’ performance. We pick the P2P VoD scenario and analytically study
how VCR (Video Cassette Recording) operations, such as forward seeks and
pauses, affect the streaming system performance, in particular, the server cost.
The resulting analytical model can help us understand the relationship between
user interactions and system performance. With this model, we find that forward
seeks and pauses may potentially increase the server load when coupled with an
imperfect prefetching algorithm (e.g. sequential prefetching). Further, either
small or large seek distance and pause time are beneficial in terms of server
load, as opposed to medium ones. More interestingly, interaction patterns with
larger variations tend to incur less server load.
Second, we propose APRICOD, an access-pattern-driven content discovery
caching middleware, to meet the short content discovery latency requirement
during non-continuous accesses. APRICOD exploits correlations among media
objects accessed by users and actively adapts its overlay structure to optimize the
viii
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performance as user access patterns change. APRICOD can effectively resolve
all continuous access queries with a single hop deterministically (with node fail-
ure as exception) and can resolve a significant portion of non-continuous access
queries with a single hop.
Third, we devise a joint request and service scheduling scheme named Joser-
lin to efficiently schedule requests in non-linear access scenarios. With non-
linear accesses, data availability in neighborhood changes fast and prefetch
misses become the norm, causing many on-demand requests that have to be
served within a stringent time limit. Joserlin helps avoid request contention
both within the same type and between different types of requests. More impor-
tantly, we systematically study the interplay between on-demand and prefetch
requests, and jointly schedule them based on a derived gain function. Our eval-
uation shows that Joserlin reduces the server load by 20% ∼ 60% compared to
existing state-of-the-art solutions.
Supporting non-linear and non-continuous access patterns in P2P systems
is a relatively new research area, where not much prior work exists. This the-
sis formalizes non-linear and non-continuous access patterns and addresses the
aforementioned three major challenges. Work in this thesis can help scalably
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Recently, the media industry is moving towards allowing more user interac-
tions. Examples of such interactive media include Video-on-Demand (VoD),
Networked Virtual Environments (NVE), Massively Multiplayer Online Game
(MMOG), Google Earth, zoomable video, and free-viewpoint video. These me-
dia often have huge data size (e.g., Google Earth has around 70TB data [50]),
but users only access a small portion of the data each time. As a result, these
media are often delivered to users through streaming. To scalably stream media
content to potentially millions of users, the P2P architecture can be adopted.
In interactive media, user access patterns shift from linear to non-linear and
from continuous to non-continuous. Designing P2P streaming systems that can
support non-linear and non-continuous access patterns well remains a problem.
Current P2P streaming systems mainly target at scenarios where user access
patterns are linear or with a limited amount of user interactions (e.g., seeks in
VoD). Non-linear and non-continuous access patterns caused by user interac-
tions pose new challenges on P2P streaming systems. For example, streaming
systems need to respond quickly to user interactions.
Prior to introducing the challenges posed by non-linear and non-continuous
access patterns, we formally define linear, non-linear, and non-continuous media
access patterns. An access is defined as: Ax = {di → dj}, where di and dj are
data units in the resource space S, which consists of all the accessible media
objects by users. The access Ax means that a user accesses two data units di
and dj in a consecutive manner. The definitions of linear, non-linear, and non-
continuous access patterns are given as follows.
Definition 1.1 If there exist at least two accesses Ax = {di → dj} and Ay =
{di → dk} (j 6= k, Ax and Ay can be from different users), we say the user
access pattern is non-linear. Otherwise, we say the access pattern is linear.
1
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Definition 1.2 If there exists an access Ax = {di → dj} and dj is not tempo-
rally, spatially, or logically adjacent to di, we call this particular access a non-
continuous access and the corresponding user access pattern is non-continuous.
Definitions 1.1 and 1.2 clearly distinguish that linear and non-linear access
patterns are collective behaviors of a group of accesses. Thus, it is inappro-
priate to say that a single access is linear or non-linear. On the contrary, non-
continuous access patterns are individual behaviors and they are used to refer to
individual accesses.
Figure 1.1 illustrates the concept of linear, non-linear, and non-continuous
access patterns. In Figure 1.1(a), all peers traverse in the resource space fol-
lowing exactly the same path. Such access pattern is linear. In Figure 1.1(b),
multiple peers traverse in the resource space following different paths, resulting
in a typical non-linear access pattern. In Figure 1.1(c), the peer’s traversal path
is non-continuous (there is a sudden jump from p1 to p2), resulting in a typical
non-continuous access pattern.
Non-linear access patterns create uncertainties in user accesses: given the
current accessed data unit, say di, it is uncertain which data unit will be accessed
next, dj or dk? The candidates of the next accessed data unit, however, are still
limited to neighbors of the current accessed data unit. Non-continuous accesses
make the situation worse by opening the candidature to potentially the whole
resource space. In general, non-continuous access patterns ultimately lead to
non-linear access patterns, but not vice versa.
In this chapter, we identify major challenges that non-linear and non-continuous
access patterns pose on P2P streaming systems and summarize our work toward
addressing these challenges. The rest of this chapter is organized as follows:
We give several concrete examples of non-linearly and non-continuously ac-
cessed media in Section 1.1; The challenges that non-linear and non-continuous
access patterns pose on P2P streaming systems are illustrated in Section 1.2;
Section 1.3 summarizes the contributions of this thesis.
1.1 Representative Applications
In this section, we list a few representative interactive media applications, where
non-linear and non-continuous accesses are present.
VoD: VoD allows random seeks, which are considered as non-continuous
accesses. Seeks also lead to non-linear access patterns: some users may play-














(c) A non-continuous access pattern
Figure 1.1: Non-linear and non-continuous access patterns.
case, the non-linearity is solely caused by the non-continuity, thanks to the sin-
gle temporal resource space. As a result, non-linear accesses in VoD are rare as
there may not be many seeks during a video session (an average of 1.6 − 3.4
seeks for movies [54] and an average of 9.3 seeks for sports videos [15]).
Networked Virtual Environment: The resource space dimension gets higher
in networked virtual environment (NVE) such as Second Life, where we have a
3
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two-dimensional spatial resource space. The extra dimension permits a higher
degree of freedom, allowing users to traverse in virtual environment following
different paths, even if their traversal paths are continuous. As a result, non-
linear access patterns are intrinsic and are much more common compared in
NVE to in VoD. Non-continuous accesses in the form of teleportations also ex-
ist in NVE. For example, in Second Life, avatars can teleport from their current
locations to other locations by clicking on a map or using UI (User Interface)
features such as teleporters and landmarks (Figure 1.2).
(a) teleporter (b) landmark
Figure 1.2: Teleporters and landmarks in Second Life.
3D Mesh and Google Earth: Users may asynchronously turn a 3D mesh
object in various directions to view different parts [34], resulting in non-linear
access patterns. It is the same case for Google Earth, where users browse dif-
ferent regions-of-interests (ROIs) in various orders. There exist two types of
non-continuous accesses for 3D mesh and Google Earth. First, users can jump
to predefined ROIs by clicking on bookmarks. Second, users can jump from one
zoom level to another. ROI movements may be regarded as non-continuous if
the moving speed is high.
Zoomable Video: Zoomable video is similar to normal VoD, but is aug-
mented with an appropriate user interfaces and system support, allowing users
to zoom into a particular region-of-interest (ROI) of a frame and watch that
part in higher definition [75, 71]. Figure 1.3 illustrates the concept of zoomable
video. After zooming into the ROI in Figure 1.3(a), the plate number can be
viewed clearly as shown in Figure 1.3(b). User behavior studies of such system
4
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(a) normal view (b) view after zooming in
Figure 1.3: Zoomable video.
Figure 1.4: User interface design.
have observed a tremendous amount of user interactions [16], including both
ROI movements and zooming. Here, we have an even higher resource space di-
mensions, including the temporal, spatial, and zoom dimension. Non-linear and
non-continuous accesses may occur in any one of these dimensions, resulting in
much more common non-linear and non-continuous access patterns as observed
by Carlier et al. [16]. Further, similar to the NVE scenario, non-linear accesses
exist regardless of non-continuous accesses.
We want to highlight that the existence of non-linear and non-continuous
accesses also depends on the UI design. The UI design may limit or encourage
non-linear and non-continuous access patterns. For instance, in networked vir-
tual environment, UI designers may choose to snap users’ navigation paths to
some predefined ones as shown in Figure 1.4. Moreover, in VoD, UI designers
may limit how far users can seek away from their current playback positions.
The UI design may subconsciously guide user access patterns [15]. This obser-
vation implies that, with the assistance of proper UI design, we may potentially









































Figure 1.5: Interactive P2P media streaming system abstraction.
1.2 Challenges
In a typical P2P (Peer-to-Peer) interactive media streaming system, users inter-
act with peers through a user interface and peers retrieve content on behalf of
users (Fig. 1.5). Peers are inter-connected to form certain overlay. In general,
the mesh-based pull overlay (Fig. 1.6(b)) is more suitable for interactive media
streaming compared to the tree-based push overlay (Fig. 1.6(a)) as only peers
themselves know best about what content they need in interactive media stream-
ing. With the tree-based overlay, upstream peers would have no idea on what
content they should push to downstream peers. The mesh-based overlay does
not have this problem, since peers pull content that they need from neighbors.
Henceforth, we focus on mesh-based P2P streaming systems in this thesis.
In mesh-based P2P streaming systems, after a peer arrives, it selects a list
of peers and connects to them as neighbors (Fig. 1.6(b)). Peers gossip with
their neighbors to exchange information such as what data objects each peer
possesses. Based on the exchanged data availability information, peers request
content from their neighbors. If a peer cannot get served from its neighbors
on time, it may resort to the streaming server. Meanwhile, peers also serve
requests from their neighbors. If few neighbors possess the requested content,
the content discovery process needs to be initiated to discover other peers. After
discovering new peers, the querying peer should update its neighborhood and
resume the content retrieval process.
As a peer navigates in the media resource space, it accesses media objects
along its navigation path. If a media object is not present in the peer’s cache by
the time it is accessed, the object will be requested on demand. Further, the peer
may also prefetch objects that are yet to be accessed. To perform prefetching,
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the peer should employ a prefetch prediction algorithm to predict objects that
are likely to be accessed in the future.
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Figure 1.6: P2P overlay choices.
Compared to the traditional P2P media streaming systems, we need to take
human factors into account in interactive media streaming, that is the way in
which users interact with the media content and we call it the user access pat-
tern.
By investigating the relationship between user access patterns and the stream-
ing system performance, we may raise the following three questions:
(i) How do user access patterns affect the streaming system performance?
(ii) How to design the streaming system so as to support a certain user access
pattern more efficiently?
(iii) How to design the user interface, so as to guide user access patterns and
make them beneficial from the system perspective, without harming the user
experience?
We would like to focus on Questions (i) and (ii) rather than the human com-
puter interaction aspect in Question (iii). Furthermore, the user access patterns
that we would like to study are in particular non-linear and non-continuous ac-
cess patterns. A further analysis of Questions (i) and (ii) leads to challenges
that non-linear and non-continuous access patterns pose on each system com-
ponent. We will present these challenges in the rest of this section. Note that
these challenges are not specific to a particular media application. Instead, they
are generic to all interactive media applications when streamed using the P2P
architecture.
1.2.1 Prefetching
Obviously, non-linear and non-continuous accesses make prefetching harder
compared to linear accesses. Without non-continuous accesses, even though
7
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user access patterns may still be non-linear, the next accessed data unit must
be in the vicinity of the current accessed one (can be temporally, spatially, or
logically). Let’s take Second Life for example. If we quantize a region into a
number of cells and treat each cell as a data unit, each cell has 8 neighbors. In
most scenarios, especially under bandwidth scarce circumstance, it is imprac-
tical to prefetch all neighboring data units. Therefore, the system has to make
a decision on which data unit to prefetch but the decision can be wrong. Non-
continuous accesses make the situation worse by offering more options besides
the neighboring data units.
With non-linear access patterns, users are likely to fall into multiple classes.
For instance, one class of users may tend to take path P1 and another may
prefer path P2. Most existing prefetching algorithms treat users as a single
class [46, 70, 39]. If we classify users into multiple classes and make prefetch
decisions based on the class that a user belongs to, prefetch hit rate may poten-
tially improve.
The difficulty of prefetching lies in predicting users’ intentions, i.e., the next
data units users will access. Understanding users’ intentions is a separate re-
search problem by itself, which has not been well addressed. What is worse,
in media streaming systems, we often only have access to a limited amount
of user information, such as users’ access history and registration data, which
may not suffice for predicting users’ intentions accurately. Therefore, devising
a prefetch prediction algorithm that can match the performance of their counter-
parts in linear accesses is probably hard. As a result, when user access patterns
are non-linear and non-continuous, we should expect prefetch miss as the norm
rather than the exception. This expectation, however, should not undermine the
motivation of seeking more effective prefetch prediction algorithms. Moreover,
note that the prefetching challenge exists not only for P2P streaming systems,
but also for other streaming architectures such as client-server-based and cloud-
based streaming systems.
1.2.2 Understanding the Effect of User Interactions
It is important to understand the effect of user interactions, which lead to non-
linear and non-continuous access patterns, on P2P streaming systems. For in-
stance, given that the server load is a great concern of streaming service providers,
it would be nice to understand how certain user interaction pattern affects the




Let’s consider a simple scenario where no prefetching is performed. Non-
continuous accesses shorten peers’ session times. Shortening the session times
of high-capacity peers whose upload bandwidth is larger than the download rate
is harmful. It is the opposite for low-capacity peers. The overall effect would
decrease the server load as the average download rate is normally larger than the
average upload bandwidth in most streaming systems.
Prefetching, however, is a common practice. When coupled with an imper-
fect prefetching algorithm that constantly misses its target due to non-linear and
non-continuous accesses, the situation gets a bit complicated. Let’s take VoD
for example. If sequential prefetching is adopted, seeks skips some parts of
the video, causing less content to be downloaded. From this aspect, seeks may
potentially decrease the server load. On the other hand, seeks may also cause
sequential prefetching to miss its target, leading to download of useless content
and increase in server load. The overall effect of seeks is unintuitive.
1.2.3 Content Discovery
In the context of P2P media streaming, content discovery refers to the process
during which a peer looks up where to retrieve a required object. Content dis-
covery is the precursor to content retrieval, which delivers the actual content to
requesting peers.
The widely adopted content discovery mechanism in media streaming is
gossiping [18, 93, 80, 50]. With gossiping, peers periodically exchange data
availability information with their neighbors. When peers need to download a
data object, they would know which neighbors possess that object based on the
exchanged information. During non-continuous accesses, a peer may jump to
a new location in the resource space, at which few of its neighbors possess the
content. Then, the content discovery process has to be initiated to discover other
peers that possess the content. In this case, gossip will either fail or take a long
lookup time as peers only have data availability information of their neighbors.
Many works thus design their own content discovery systems for specific
scenarios such as VoD [18] or simply adopt the DHT (Distributed Hash Ta-
ble) [92] to deal with non-continuous accesses (refer to Section 2.3 for details).
These content discovery mechanisms, however, incur either substantial over-
head that limits the system scalability or long lookup latency, which is not de-
sirable for prompt response to user interactions.
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Therefore, a distributed and yet fast content discovery mechanism that can
handle non-continuous accesses efficiently is demanded. Addressing this chal-
lenge properly can help ensure smooth user experience during non-continuous
accesses.
1.2.4 Request and Service Scheduling
During the content retrieval process, peers need to request content from their
neighbors. Obviously, there is a question of which neighboring peers we should
request from and how peers should serve incoming requests. Such decision
making process is a typical request and service scheduling problem, which at-
tempts to achieve the following goals [94]:
• Minimizing the server load. Content that cannot be retrieved by its play-
back deadline has to be downloaded from the server, increasing the server
load.
• Maximizing the prefetching rate. If there is spare upload bandwidth, we
should fully utilize it for prefetching. Some works [94] also take ISP
friendliness as a goal.
The fast changing system conditions caused by non-linear access patterns
pose significant challenges on the scheduling problem. Such system conditions
include:
• Data availability in neighborhoods changes fast. Due to non-linear ac-
cesses, data availability in neighborhoods may change fast in the sense
that neighbors may have the requested content at this moment, but may
not have the requested content at the next moment.
• Prefetch misses are unpredictable. With non-linear access patterns, prefetch
misses become the norm. When prefetch misses occur, on-demand re-
quests are issued to retrieve the content as soon as possible. In general, on-
demand requests are more urgent than prefetch requests. Prefetch misses,
however, are unpredictable and they may occur at any time and at any
peer.
• Data access rate varies over time. Peers’ data access rate depends on two
factors: (i) The location of data objects in the resource space and their
sizes, and (ii) peers’ moving speed. Peers’ data access rate may very
across peers and over time.
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The request and service scheduling scheme has to deal with the aforemen-
tioned fast changing system conditions. For instance, in many service schedul-
ing schemes, peers reserve a portion of their upload bandwidth for each of their
neighbors [94]. Such bandwidth reservation-based approach does not suit the
non-linear access scenarios very well, as even if a peer reserves a portion of its
bandwidth for one neighbor, it may not have the content requested by that neigh-
bor, resulting in bandwidth waste. Hence, we need a new request and service
scheduling scheme that deals with the fast changing system conditions well.
Apart from the aforementioned four major challenges, non-linear and non-
continuous accesses also create problems for data preparation, network cod-
ing, and caching. The data preparation problem refers to how to represent the
media content, e.g, how is media data encoded. With non-linear and non-
continuous access patterns, media data should be prepared to allow random
accesses. Hence, we recommend that the data preparation process should en-
sure independency or chained-dependency between different data units [69, 35].
Otherwise, content not accessed by peers may also need to be retrieved due
to dependencies, increasing the amount of useless content downloaded. Fur-
ther, dependency also increases the scheduling complexity. Network coding is
adopted in some media streaming systems [95] for transmitting data between
peers. Network coding creates dependencies between different coded blocks.
Similar to data preparation, we recommend to apply network coding only within
independent data units. As for caching, non-continuous accesses lead to non-
continuously cached content and non-linear accesses lead to skewed popular-
ity of data units. Issues mentioned in this paragraph, however, either exist in
current streaming systems, except that non-linear and non-continuous accesses
make them more severe, or they can be resolved by slightly adapting existing
solutions. Therefore, we choose to focus on the four major challenges in this
thesis.
1.3 Contributions
In this section, we summarize the contributions of this thesis, that is, how we
address the challenges sketched in Section 1.2.
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1.3.1 Understanding the Effect of VCR Operations on the
Server Load
As discussed in Section 1.2.2, the effect that non-linear and non-continuous
accesses have on the streaming system performance, say the server load, is un-
intuitive. So far, most literature on P2P media streaming systems focuses on
investigating the effect of system factors such as the peer departure rate and
peer upload bandwidth [67, 79]. Human factors, however, have been largely
ignored. When dealing with interactive media streaming, a thorough analysis of
the system performance with human factors taken into account becomes neces-
sary.
As part of the effort to analyze the effect of human factors and to address
the challenges in Section 1.2.2, we developed an analytical model to both qual-
itatively and quantitatively study the effect of VCR operations, such as forward
seeks and pauses, on the server load. The model is detailed in Section 3. To the
best of our knowledge, our model is the first one that relates P2P VoD systems’
performance to user behaviors such as seek and pause patterns.
With the analytical model derived in Section 3, we find that forward seeks
and pauses may potentially increase the server load when coupled with an im-
perfect prefetching algorithm (e.g. sequential prefetching). Furthermore, for-
ward seeks at the end of a video tend to be more harmful than those at the
beginning. Pauses are beneficial when considered alone. When interleaved with
forward seeks, pauses may increase the amount of useless content downloaded,
leading to increase in server load. Our model can help understand how human
factors, such as seeks and pauses, affect the streaming system performance and
provide a framework for capacity planning.
1.3.2 Access Pattern-Driven Content Discovery Middleware
Another challenge that we attempt to address is the fast content discovery chal-
lenge during non-continuous accesses, which is illustrated in Section 1.2.3. Ex-
isting content discovery mechanisms used to deal with non-continuous accesses
are data-driven, in the sense that they treat different data units as independent
from each other [81, 80]. Majority of them also treat queries issued from differ-
ent peers as independent. Unlike existing works, we exploit correlations among
different data units and allow peers to help each other by sharing their query
information. The key idea is that the content discovery system progressively
learns the user access patterns and this piece of knowledge should be preserved
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in the system regardless of peer churn. Meanwhile, the content discovery system
should actively adapt its overlay structure according to the user access patterns,
so as to reduce the content lookup latency.
Based on this heuristic, we designed APRICOD (Chapter 4), an access-
pattern-driven distributed caching middleware designed for fast and scalable
content discovery in P2P media streaming systems, especially when user ac-
cess patterns are non-continuous. APRICOD exploits correlations among me-
dia objects accessed by users and actively adapts its overlay structure to opti-
mize its performance as the user access patterns change. APRICOD can effec-
tively resolve all continuous access queries with a single hop deterministically
(with node failure as an exception) and can resolve a significant portion of non-
continuous access queries with a single hop. More importantly, APRICOD is
very general, so it can be attached with any existing content discovery system
and used for a large variety of interactive media streaming applications.
As opposed to the traditional data-driven content discovery solutions such
as distributed hash tables, APRICOD is user access-pattern-driven. To the best
of our knowledge, we are the first to explore this new paradigm of content dis-
covery for supporting non-continuous accesses in P2P media streaming.
1.3.3 Joint Request and Service Scheduling
Due to constant prefetch misses caused by non-linear accesses, we have two
types of requests: on-demand requests and prefetch requests. In many existing
works, on-demand requests are either served by the streaming server [56, 45] or
fall back to the streaming server if they are not served by neighbors on time [63].
In cases where non-linear access patterns are intrinsic (e.g., networked virtual
environment, 3D mesh, zoomable video, etc.), on-demand requests are the norm
rather than the exception. If on-demand requests are not served by neighbors in a
timely fashion, they have to be sent to the server, increasing the server load. Not
scheduling the two types of requests properly may result in request contention,
causing on-demand requests to miss their deadlines. Moreover, the scheduling
scheme has to respond quickly to changing system conditions such as prefetch
misses, data availabilities, and varying data access rate.
Motivated by the preceding demands, we devise a joint request and service
scheduling scheme named Joserlin (Chapter 5), which factors in the require-
ments of non-linear accesses. Joserlin systematically studies the interplay be-
tween on-demand and prefetch requests as prefetched objects not only increase
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the prefetch hit rate of a peer itself, but also increase the data provision for on-
demand requests issued by its neighbors. A gain function that factors in prefetch
requests’ contribution to on-demand requests is derived from our analysis and is
used to prioritize prefetch requests at both requesters and responders. Further,
Joserlin automatically adjusts the prefetch request issuing rate to fully exploit
available upload bandwidth. Our evaluation results show that Joserlin consis-
tently outperforms existing state-of-the-art solutions by 20% ∼ 60%.
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 introduces the
background and related works, focusing on those dealing with non-linear and
non-continuous accesses. Then, an analytical model that studies the effect of
seeks and pauses on the server load is presented in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 presents
APRICOD, our design work on the access-pattern-driven content discovery mid-
dleware. The joint request and service scheduling scheme is presented in Chap-
ter 5. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes and presents our future work.
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Background and Related Works
In this chapter, we conduct a comprehensive literature review on related sub-
jects of non-linear and non-continuous media accesses in P2P streaming sys-
tems. We classify existing literature into six related areas. Section 2.1 gives
a general background on various P2P streaming system designs. Section 2.2
briefly discusses some analytical models used to study different P2P systems.
Section 2.3 surveys content discovery schemes for supporting non-continuous
accesses. Various request and service scheduling schemes are presented in Sec-
tion 2.4. Section 2.5 surveys different types of prefetch prediction algorithms.
Finally, Section 2.6 presents some representative works on user behavior studies
in different types of media applications.
2.1 P2P Streaming System Design
In general, P2P streaming systems can be classified into two categories based
on their overlay constructions: the tree-based push approach (Figure 1.6(a)) and
the mesh-based pull approach (Figure 1.6(b)). With the tree-based approach,
peers are organized into delivery trees and media content is pushed from the top
to the bottom of the delivery trees. The tree-based approach has the advantage
of shorter delivery latency, but is subject to churn. The sudden departure of
upstream peers will affect the downstream peers as there is only a single path
from the source to each peer.
With the mesh-based approach, peers are organized into an unstructured
mesh overlay as shown in Figure 1.6(b). Each peer connects to a set of neigh-
bors. Peers can request content from and serve content to their neighbors. Un-
like the tree-based approach, peers often pull content from neighbors instead
of pushing. Otherwise, they risk pushing duplicated content. Even though the
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mesh-based approach may incur larger latency compared to the tree-based ap-
proach, it is robust in face of churn due to the redundant delivery paths.
P2P VoD streaming systems such as P2Cast [44], P2VoD [36] adopt the
tree-based approach. In such systems, peers arriving closely are batched into
one session and form a multicast tree. A base stream is sent over each multicast
tree. Patch streams are sent from earlier arriving peers to late arriving peers
in the same session. In general, the tree-based approach is inappropriate for
media streaming systems where non-linear and non-continuous (which often
lead to non-linearity ultimately) access patterns are intrinsic, as different peers
may access different content with non-linear accesses and only peers themselves
know best what content they need. With the tree-based approach, upstream peers
do not know exactly what content to push to the downstream ones.
Mesh-based P2P VoD streaming systems have been widely adopted not only
in the research world, but also in commercial products such as PPTV1, PP-
Stream2, and UUSee3, due to their simplicity and robustness. Research works
such as GridCast [20], BulletMedia [92], PROMISE [48], and Ponder [42] adopt
the mesh topology. Annapureddy et al. showed that high quality near-VoD is
feasible using P2P swarming systems, with network coding, optimized resource
allocation, and smart overlay management [11]. Shah et al. [84] built a P2P
VoD system on top of BitTorrent. They modified the BitTorrent protocol to
satisfy the real-time requirement of video streaming by introducing a sliding
window, whose size is equal to the playback delay. Video chunks inside the
sliding window get higher priority to be requested compared to those outside.
The rarest-first policy is adopted for deciding the requesting order of chunks
inside the sliding window. All the aforementioned works, except GridCast [20],
do not deal with user interactions. In general, the mesh-based overlay topology
is more suitable for non-linear and non-continuous accesses. In this thesis, we
assume the mesh-based overlay topology.
Apart from the aforementioned P2P VoD works, there also exist other sys-
tems that are specially designed to facilitate VCR operations. Wang et al. [96]
designed a video segmentation-aided P2P VoD system that supports VCR op-
erations. They proposed to segment the video into shots, which are further
grouped into scenes. Shot boundaries are determined by comparing adjacent
frames based on the 192-dimension color histogram. Each shot may contain
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All key frames and indexing metadata are transmitted to peers upon their arrival.
With key frames and indexing metadata, users can comprehend and browse the
video content easily with an interface shown in Figure 2.1, and seek to the shot
of their interests directly. As a result, the segmentation method may reduce un-
certainties in user seeks and introduce significant amount of correlations among
different shots, which reinforce the motivation of our access pattern-driven con-
tent discovery work in Chapter 4. The drawback of this work, however, is that its
overlay construction does not factor in the VCR operations. For instance, seeks
resemble new peer arrival, meaning that peers will have to incur the startup la-
tency every time they perform a seek. Moreover, this work purely relies on the
server for content discovery, subject to single point of failure.
Figure 2.1: VCR user interface [96].
2.2 Analytical Models of P2P Systems
To help design better P2P systems, researcher have put in quite a bit of effort to
model P2P systems’ performance. In this section, we introduce a few represen-
tative P2P analytical models.
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2.2.1 BitTorrent File Sharing Systems
Qiu et al. [79] developed a fluid model for BitTorrent-like P2P system, consider-




= λ− θx(t)−min{cx(t), µ(ηx(t) + y(t))} (2.1)
dy
dt
= min{cx(t), µ(ηx(t) + y(t))} − γy(t) (2.2)
where x(t) denotes the number of downloaders at a particular time instance t
and y(t) denotes the number of seeds in the system at time t. Seeds refer to those
peers that have finished downloading and only upload and downloaders refer to
those both upload and download. λ denotes the average peer arrival rate. Peer
arrival is assumed to be a Poisson process. θ is the rate at which downloaders
abort downloading. c and µ is the downloading and uploading bandwidth of a
peer, respectively. η represents the effectiveness of file sharing and takes values
in the range of [0, 1]. When η = 0, downloaders do not upload and only seeds
upload. γ is the rate at which seeds leave the system.
Eq. 2.1 and 2.2 can be obtained with a fluid model. θx(t) represents the
number of downloaders that abort downloading during the time interval ∆t.
min{cx(t), µ(ηx(t) + y(t))} gives the number of downloaders that convert to
seeds within ∆t. Hence, λ − θx(t) − min{cx(t), µ(ηx(t) + y(t))} gives the
change of x(t) within the time interval ∆t. Eq. 2.2 can be explained in similar
fashion. We can work out the number of downloader and seeds when the system
is at steady state (if the system has one) with these two differential equations.
Guo et al. [40] analytically compared the single-torrent and multi-torrent
system with extensive measurement and trace analysis. Unlike many other mod-
eling works that assume the Poisson peer arrival rate, they found that the peer
arrival rate for a single torrent decreases exponentially since it is born, resulting
in the peer population pattern as shown in Figure 2.2. As a result, a torrent dies
quickly when the file becomes unpopular and becomes hard to be located and
downloaded. Moreover, they discovered that the download rate of a single tor-
rent system fluctuates a lot as the peer population size varies over time. Finally,
unfairness exists as peers with higher download speed tend to download more
and upload less.
Based on the above measurement and trace analysis result, Guo et al. [40]
proposed that adopting the multi-torrent system can greatly enlarge the lifespan
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Figure 2.2: Torrent evolution over time [40].
of a torrent. Even though a single torrent’s request rate varies a lot over time,
the aggregated torrent birth rate and request rate, however, stay constant over
time. The expected lifespan of a single torrent system is






where γ is the seed departure rate, λ0 is the initial peer arrival rate, and τ is
the attenuation parameter of peer arrival rate. The paper assumes that the peer




With a multi-torrent system, where peers can upload files that they have
previous downloaded to other peers, the expected lifespan of a torrent becomes
T ′life > βTlife. (2.5)
According to their trace analysis, β ≈ 6, that is, the expected lifespan of a
torrent has increased by at least 6 times with the adoption of the multi-torrent
approach.
Corresponding to the multi-torrent approach, the multi-video approach in
P2P VoD streaming was proposed by Huang et al. [51]. Huang et al.’s work,
however, lacks a thorough analysis of the multi-video approach.
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2.2.2 P2P VoD Streaming Systems
The preceding works in Section 2.2.1 target at P2P file sharing systems primar-
ily. P2P media streaming system, however, can be different. For instance, in
P2P VoD, peers often depart the system after watching a video to the end. There
are a few modeling works dedicated to P2P VoD streaming systems.
Lu et al. [67] devised a fluid model for mesh-based P2P VoD systems. In
this work, authors assumed that peers playback the video continuously without
user interactions such as seeks and pauses. Moreover, they assumed that peers
depart the system and stop uploading when they watch to the end of the video.
They discovered that the definite seed departure rate directly determines whether
the system is linear or not. Under certain conditions, the P2P VoD system is a
nonlinear system [38], which does not satisfy the superposition principle. Due to
the unpredictable performance of nonlinear systems [29], the authors proposed
to linearize the system so as to achieve stable system performance under all
conditions. The work concluded that in order to obtain a linear system under all
conditions, the seed serving time has to be constant. In other words, seeds have
to stay for a fixed amount of time in the system after finishing downloading.
Aalto et al. [7] studied the steady state and scalability of mesh-based P2P
VoD systems. Similar to Lu et al.’s work [67], Aalto et al. also assumed that
users play continuously without seeks and pauses. They decoupled the down-
loading phase (called transfer phase in the paper) and the playback phase. In
addition, they assumed two types of peers: altruistic peers and non-altruistic
peers. Altruistic peers depart the system after the playback phase and non-
altruistic peers depart the system once they finish the downloading phase. The
work also allows a finite number of permanent seeds, which can be treated as
servers. Aalto et al. studied the local stability and scalability of the preceding
system model. The scalability of the system is defined as peers have sufficient
playback quality (downloading rate is larger than the playback rate) regardless





where η denotes the sharing effectiveness, z denotes the length of the playback
phase, and µ denotes the peer upload bandwidth. On the other hand, if the
system is not scalable, good playback quality can be achieved by controlling the





− ηz , (2.7)
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where k is the number of permanent seeds that stay in the system originally.
2.3 Content Discovery in P2P Media Streaming Sys-
tems
There are extensive related works on content discovery. In this section, we em-
phasize on those dealing with non-continuous accesses in P2P media streaming
systems. Approaches to content discovery in P2P media streaming systems can
be coarsely classified into the centralized approach, gossip-based approach, in-
dexing tree-based approach, DHT-based approach, cell-based approach, and
social-based approach.
2.3.1 Centralized Approach
The centralized approach relies on a central server to index the content and to
perform content discovery. Systems that adopt this approach include Kanga-
roo [99], GridCast [20], and oStream [32]. This approach provides the shortest
response time, but the system has to be carefully engineered to prevent a single
point of failure. Furthermore, the centralized approach may place significant
amount of workload on the server when the peer population size is large, since
it requires peers to continuously update the server about their data availability.
2.3.2 Gossip-based Approach
In general, the gossip-based approach is more effective for continuous accesses,
since peers normally only gossip with others having close contents. Many works
thus extended the gossip-based approach to support non-continuous accesses:
peers are grouped into clusters according to their playback positions; they not
only know nearby neighbors in their own cluster, but also some far neighbors in
other clusters. If a peer jumps to another cluster due to non-continuous accesses,
it reestablishes the new neighborhood either through its current neighbors or
through a neighborhood discovery mechanism.
Cheng et al.[18] proposed RINDY, a specialized overlay structure to sup-
port random seeks. Figure 2.3 illustrates the overlay structure of RINDY, where
neighbors of a peer are organized into a ring according to their playback posi-
tions. The radius of the i-th ring is w ∗ 2i, where w is peers’ buffer window size.
The innermost ring is called gossip-ring and outer ones are called skip-rings.
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Figure 2.3: RINDY overlay illustration [18].
Peers in the gossip-ring are near neighbors with close content and thus can ex-
change content among themselves. Peers in the skip rings are far neighbors with
remote content and they are used to facilitate random seeks. When a peer seeks
out of its gossip ring, it identifies another peer in the skip-rings that are closest
to the seek destination and sends a query to that peer, which may further for-
ward the query to peers in its skip-rings towards the seek destination. With the
RINDY overlay, a peer needs O(log(T/w)) hops (T is the video length and w is
peers’ buffer window size) to identify new neighborhood at the seek destination.
Qiu et al. designed a content discovery mechanism called InstantLeap for
P2P VoD systems [80]. InstantLeap divides peers into groups according to their
playback positions and each peer maintains connections to a portion of those
groups as shown in Figure 2.4. After a random seek, content discovery is car-
ried out by recursively exchanging neighbor list until finding some peers in the
destination group. Even though, theoretically, a constant number of hops is
needed at high probability, it is at the cost of scalability as the number of con-
nections that a peer has to maintain grows linearly with respect to the number
of groups.
FLoD [50] uses the Voronoi-based Overlay Network (VON) [49] to perform
content discovery for networked virtual environment. Figure 2.5 illustrates the
concept of VON. Voronoi diagram is a way to divide space into regions. A set of
points in the space are specified beforehand as sites. The space is then divided
into mutual exclusive regions and each region contains one site. Moreover, each
region consists of points that are closer to its site than to any other sites. In
VON, the media resource space corresponds to the space in the Voronoi diagram
and each peer corresponds to a site. Peers connect to neighbors that fall inside
their area-of-interest (AOI). Neighbors can be classified as enclosing neighbors
(denoted by squares in Figure 2.5), boundary neighbors (denoted by triangles),
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Figure 2.4: InstantLeap group connection [80].
and regular neighbors (denoted by dots). While moving, peers rely on their
boundary neighbors to discover new neighbors.
VON is initially designed to deal with continuous rather than non-continuous
movements in networked virtual environment, making it unsuitable for support-
ing non-continuous accesses. For instance, if a peer jumps from the current
location to somewhere even the boundary neighbors have no idea of, VON will
either fail or incur a long lookup latency.
2.3.3 Indexing Tree-based Approach
The indexing tree-base approach indexes peers with tree-like structures to fa-
cilitate searching. Wang et al. employed the skip list for content discovery in
VoD streaming and need O(log(N)) hops for random seeks [93], where N is
the number of peers in the system. Figure 2.6 illustrates the concept of skip
list, which consists of a set of sorted keys and links. Keys are organized into
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Figure 2.5: VON illustration [49].
hierarchies of layers as shown in Fig. 2.6. All keys are first inserted into the bot-
tom layer. Then, each key randomly promotes itself to the second layer with a
probability of 0.5 and leaves an identical logical node in the first layer. All keys
in the same layer are sorted and have links pointing to their neighbors. After a
random seek, we start searching from the top layer to the bottom layer, similar
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Figure 2.6: Skip list illustration [93].
Zhou et al. [65] used an AVL tree to index peers to facilitate content search
after VCR operations. If a new peer joins in with a playback offset of oi, we
can work out the virtual join time for that peer as ti − oi, where ti denotes the
current time. Peers are indexed using a AVL tree based on their virtual join
time. Random seeks are supported by letting peers leave the system first and
then rejoin with a playback offset. Peers’ buffer, however, may get fragmented
due to seeks and the indexing method based on the virtual join time rather than
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the actual data availability could potentially result in content discovery failure
or long lookup latency.
Chi et al. [24] proposed the BAS (Buffer Assisted Search) structure for effi-
cient data search after VCR operations. Chi et al. claimed that there is no need to
index all peers as doing so would incur substantial amount of overhead. Instead,
they proposed to prune the indexing structure without sacrificing the search per-
formance. Their work tries to find as few peers as possible, whose aggregated
buffer map can cover the whole video content, so that searching for any video
chunk will always return some peers that possess it. This approach, however,
ignores the bandwidth bottleneck. The upload bandwidth of those unindexed
peers cannot be fully exploited as there is no way for other peers to discover
them. With the BAS structure, we may always find some peers that possess the
requested content. These peers, however, may not have enough upload band-
width to serve the request.
2.3.4 DHT-based Approach
DHT also employs a structured overlay to route queries to their destinations
through intermediate nodes. DHT is highly scalable, but it is seldom adopted
by media streaming applications due to the long lookup latency. Existing works
only use DHT for non-continuous accesses such as random seeks in VoD ([92,
104, 48]) and teleportations in NVE ([105]), and fall back to the gossip-based
approach for continuous accesses. A significant amount of effort has been de-
voted to reduce the lookup latency of DHT.
CFS [33] adopts a passive caching approach to cache query results along
the query resolution paths in Chord. The passive caching approach, however,
is rather best effort. The proactive caching scheme Beehive [81] exploits the
skewness in Zipf-like distribution of queries. The idea underlying Beehive is
that popular queries should be cached more than unpopular ones. A popularity
aggregation protocol is used to collect popularity information, based on which
the replication factor of each key is determined, followed by proactively repli-
cating those keys across the Pastry overlay with a replication protocol. Rama-
subramanian et al. [81] showed that the proactive caching approach outperforms
the passive caching approaches such as CFS [33].
Rao et al. [82] developed an optimal proactive DHT caching scheme called
PoPCache. They proved that for a structured P2P network, the optimal replica-
tion factor of each key should be proportional to the key’s popularity. Specifi-
cally, if px (0 ≤ px ≤ 1) is the request popularity of a key cx and L is the total
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Figure 2.7: PoPCache replica placement [82].
number of replicas, then the optimal caching policy should assign lx = L × px
replicas to the key cx.
PoPCache also proposes a way to place replicas based on k-ary trees. Its
replica placement scheme is illustrated in Fig. 2.7. To place replicas for some
key cx, we first find the home node ni of this key. Then, we can constructed a k-
array tree as shown in Fig. 2.7(b), based on the routing tables of a structured P2P
overlay (e.g., the finger table of Chord). PoPCache places replicas by starting
from the first level of the k-ary tree, followed by the second level...., until all lx
replicas are consumed.
Unlike Beehive, PoPCache does not assume the Zipf-like distribution of
queries. Relaxing this assumption makes PoPCache more general than Beehive
as media access patterns do not necessarily follow the Zipf-like distributions.
All preceding DHT caching mechanisms treat media objects as independent
from each other. In other words, they do not exploit the correlations among
different media objects, which ubiquitously exist in media accesses.
2.3.5 Cell-based Approach
The cell-based approach uses cell managers to manage resources. Each cell
manager behaves like a central server for the resources that it manages. Hence,
the content discovery problem is converted to the problem of finding the right
cell manager, which manages the required resources. Unlike DHT, which routes
queries based on the hashed key values, the cell-based approach directs peers to
the right cell manager based on temporal, spatial or other types of localities.
Cheng et al. [21] grouped vertices of 3D mesh into hierarchical chunks as
shown in Figure 2.8. All peers possessing a particular chunk constitute a group.
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Within each group, a leader is elected. A peer cannot be the leader of more than
one group. Group leaders inherit the hierarchical structure of chunks as shown
in Figure 2.8. Cheng et al. adopted a top-down content discovery process, where
parent leaders direct the querying peer to their children leaders, which further
direct the peer to the next level of leaders. If the peer jumps to another view
point, the content discovery process needs to be restarted from the top-level
leaders, potentially resulting in a long lookup latency. Furthermore, this ap-
proach cannot be applied to scenarios where such nice hierarchical dependency
is not present.
010 011 101 110 111001
chunk chunk chunk chunk chunk chunk chunk
100
000 001 010 011 100 101 110 111
...
0000 11100010 0100 0110 0111 1000 1010 11000001 0011 0101
... ... ...
1001 1011 1101 1111
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Figure 2.8: 3D mesh vertices grouping [21].
2.3.6 Social-based Approach
There is another set of media sharing/streaming applications that exploit social
relations to facilitate content discovery. Pouwelse et al. [78] developed Tribler,
a social-based peer-to-peer file sharing system. In Tribler, peers are grouped
together according to their tastes. Each peer connects to some other peers with
similar taste and to some random peers. Neighbors exchange metadata using an
epidemic protocol. Content discovery is moved from network-based keyword
searching to local metadata browsing. As peers with similar tastes tend to be
grouped together, the requested content is likely to be located in the exchanged
metadata, but there is no guarantee. This technique requires users to have a per-
manent identity and to rate the content items. The social network construction
can be facilitated by importing social relations from sources such as MSN and
Facebook. Users, however, may not want to reveal their social relations due
to privacy concerns. Moreover, social relation alone is too limited to support a
large variety of media streaming applications.
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Figure 2.9: NetTube overlay structure [22].
NetTube [22] exploits social relations to assist streaming YouTube videos.
NetTube adopts the gossip-based approach for content discovery. In NetTube,
all peers that have watched a particular video form a data swarm as shown in
Figure 2.9. As a peer watches more videos, it joins more data swarms. Two dif-
ferent data swarms are connected by common peers that reside in both swarms.
When a peer finishes watching the current video and is about to download the
next one , the peer has to locate other peers from which it can download the next
video. The content discovery is achieved by checking with the peer’s neighbors
in all data swarms where it resides. The intuition is that if two peers have ever
watched the same video, they are likely to have the same taste, thus one is more
likely to watch the video that the other is going to watch. If no neighbors have
watched the requested video, the query is propagated to the neighbors’ neigh-
bors, until it is resolved.
With NetTube, the number of connections that a peer maintains grows lin-
early with respect to the number of videos that it has watched, regardless of
whether the video has been deleted from its cache or not, causing scalability is-
sues. Furthermore, NetTube can only utilize social information of online peers,
but not those offline.
2.4 Request and Service Scheduling
2.4.1 P2P Live Streaming
In P2P live video streaming, chunk scheduling (also called piece selection)
strategies, such as rarest-first [112], random [77], and the hybrid approach [109]
are well studied and understood. Guo et al. proposed an optimal scheduling
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strategy that exploits forward queues [41]. This approach, however, requires a
fully connected mesh of all participating peers. Video chunks are pushed/pulled
from the server, cached at peers’ forwarding queue, and replayed to other peers.
In order to fully utilize peers’ upload bandwidth, the forward queue has to be
kept busy. Therefore, whenever a peer’s forward queue is empty, the peer pulls
additional video chunks from the server and forwards them to other peers. When
the server has served all pull requests, it can push video chunks to peers, aim-
ing at fully utilizing the server’s upload bandwidth. This scheduling strategy,
however, is not practical when the peer population size is large.
Zhang et al.’s study showed that the pull-based streaming protocol is nearly
optimal in terms of peer upload bandwidth utilization and system throughput
even without intelligent scheduling for P2P live streaming [110]. Similarly,
Liang et al.’s study showed that P2P live streaming performance is insensi-
tive to scheduling only when the streaming rate is low or the playback delay
is long [61]. Bonald et al. analytically studied the performance trade-off of a
few peer and chunk selection policies in push-based epidemic live streaming
systems [14]. They pointed out that the combination of random peer selection
and latest useful chunk selection policy can achieve the optimal dissemination
rate within an optimal delay bound. Zhao et al. [113] analytically studied dif-
ferent piece selection policies for data-driven live streaming systems. They con-
cluded that the optimal policy has a convex shape (“V”-shape). That is some
segment in the buffer has the lowest priority and as we move away from this
segment in either direction of the buffer, the priority increases. To decide which
parent/neighbor a request should be sent to, PRIME [68] requests packets from
parent peers either randomly or proportionally to their upload bandwidth.
For service scheduling, Bertinat et al. [12] proposed a network-flow based
service scheduling scheme. This solution, however, incurs high complexity
and has the scalability problem. Chen et al. [17] proposed a scheduling pol-
icy based on Interest-Offer-Accept/Decline. A peer sends the interest message
to its neighbors. The priorities of different received interest messages are de-
termined based on two rules: (1) chunks with lower sequence number have a
higher priority; (2) peers with lower LS (the largest sequence number of the
chunks possessed by a peer) have a higher priority. Then, an offer message is
sent back to the selected requesting peers. A requesting peer may receive multi-
ple offer messages from its neighbors. The peer picks one responder to request
the data from and sends a decline message to others. With this approach, re-
sponders have to reserve their bandwidth and wait until requesters send back an
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accept/decline message, resulting in long content retrieval latency and upload
bandwidth waste.
The P2P live streaming scenario is, in general, quite different from the non-
linear access scenarios: in P2P live streaming, peers access the same video
chunks almost simultaneously; in the non-linear media access scenarios, dif-
ferent peers access different objects in an asynchronous manner. Furthermore,
prefetching does not exist in live streaming. Due to these fundamental differ-
ences, the above scheduling techniques for P2P live streaming cannot be applied
directly to the non-linear access scenarios.
2.4.2 P2P VoD Streaming
In P2P VoD streaming, chunk scheduling strategies such as rarest-first [92, 11]
and hybrid approaches [55, 54, 99, 8, 37] are still adopted by literature. Choe
et al. experimentally compared the performance of in-order, rarest-first, and
hybrid piece selection policies [27]. Their evaluation results showed that the
performance of the in-order and hybrid policy is similar and they beat the rarest-
first policy, especially when cache size is large.
Some works also proposed the partition-based method, which partitions peers’
downloading windows into urgent, normal, and prefetch sections [91]. Peers re-
quest data in each section with different probabilities. Kiraly et al. [59] proposed
a deadline-based scheduling scheme to prioritize streams of different impor-
tances in push-based overlays. The deadline of a chunk is initialized to its gener-
ation time by the source and is postponed by δ every time it is sent. Peers always
pick chunks with the earlies deadline to push to their neighbors. Prioritization
between different substreams is achieved by assigning different δ values. For in-
stance, substreams with high priorities are assigned smaller δ values. As a result,
high-priority substreams diffuse faster than low-priority ones. Further, the more
copies a chunk has in the system, the lower priority it gets. VOVO [46] adopts
association rule mining for predicting segments accessed by VCR operations.
The work employs the collaborative prefetching technique, which prefetches
the most frequent three segments inferred by association rules and prefetches
other segments with remaining bandwidth accordingly to the local-rarest-first
policy.
To decide which neighbor a request should be send to, TAG proposed by
Zhou et al. [65] sends a request to the neighbor that possesses the least number
of unavailable data segments. The intuition behind such arrangement is that
peers with good data availability are more flexible in supplying data and can
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potentially be used for fetching other unavailable content. Ying et al. [103] and
Hefeeda et al. [48] assigned requests proportionally to each neighbor’s historical
throughput.
As for service scheduling in VoD, Zhou et al. [119] investigated strategies
such as fair sharing and fixed bandwidth allocation. This work, however, focuses
on the effect of different scheduling assumptions on the optimal replication strat-
egy. Yu et al. [107], Huang et al. [52], and Wang et al. [94] proposed their re-
spective service scheduling schemes based on network-flow reservation, which,
however, does not fit well with non-linear access patterns, as even if we reserve
the bandwidth for a neighbor, the peer may not have the requested content due
to the non-linear access property. Shen et al. [85] studied how to allocate band-
width among different SVC-encoded or MDC-encoded video streams, aiming at
minimizing the average distortion if upstream peers disconnect. They concluded
that if the average upload bandwidth for a request is B¯, the system should never
stream more than B¯/r (r is the substream rate) substreams for a requests. Zhang
et al. [108] used super nodes to allocate bandwidth. The super nodes serve as
coordinators to break ties among different requests. This approach, however,
can result in priority inversion during online scheduling. For instance, if low-
priority requests arrive before high-priority requests at super nodes, bandwidth
would be allocated to the low-priority requests. Zhang et al. [111] proposed a
first-aid service scheduling scheme, which allows high priority requests to pre-
empt low priority ones. The work, however, lacks a mechanism to deal with
prefetch requests and preempted on-demand requests.
Figure 2.10: Queuing model of Abbasi et al.’s work [22].
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Abbasi et al. [9] used two separate queues as shown in Fig. 2.10 to serve
incoming requests: an on-demand serving queue and a prefetch serving queue.
The on-demand queue adopts the EDF (Earliest Deadline First) service policy
and the prefetch queue adopts the FCFS (First Come First Serve) service pol-
icy. The FCFS service policy, however, only provides best effort scheduling for
prefetch requests.
Yang et al. [100] proposed a deadline-aware scheduling (DAS) scheme.
DAS is a combination of the earliest deadline first (EDF) service policy and
the early drop technique. With DAS, peers pick the request with the earliest
deadline to serve first. Meanwhile, requests that cannot be served by their dead-
line should be rejected early, so that the requesting peers can retry to other peers
quickly. Yang et al. also proposed to integrate their DAS scheme with the
mixed piece selection algorithm: video pieces selected in order are served using
the EDF policy; video pieces selected in the rarest-first order are served using
the FCFS (First Come First Serve) policy. A rarest-first selected piece is served
if and only if serving it does not cause an in-order selected piece to violate its
deadline. With such an integration, the resulting scheming is very much similar
to Abbasi et al.’s [9] approach.
Incentive mechanisms such as tit-for-tat [84] and auction [97] are also in-
corporated into service scheduling to deal with free riders. Guo et al. [43]
pointed out that some incentive mechanisms such as tit-for-tat are not suitable
for streaming systems where peers arrive asynchronously. Nevertheless, incen-
tive mechanisms are out of the scope of this thesis.
2.4.3 P2P NVE Streaming
Apart from P2P video streaming, researchers also studied request and service
scheduling in P2P NVE (Networked Virtual Environment) streaming. For in-
stance, Chien et al. [25] proposed a reservation-based service scheduling scheme,
which is not suitable for non-linear access scenarios as explained in Sec. 2.4.2.
Moreover, this work does not distinguish on-demand and prefetch requests.
Sung et al. [87] proposed that a peer should send requests to neighbors that
are close to its current position with higher probability and send to far neigh-
bors with lower probability, so as to alleviate request congestions. By doing
that, this method, however, cannot exploit under-loaded far neighbors.
Liang et al. [63] used FIFO queues to serve incoming requests. A request
that cannot be served before its deadline is rejected and resubmitted to another
neighbor until its deadline is reached. The FIFO queue, however, does not factor
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in the timeliness requirement of requests. Each time a request is resubmitted,
it joins the end of the queue, making it even unlikely to be served on time.
Another drawback is that the work does not distinguish prefetch requests from
on-demand requests.
2.5 Prefetching Algorithm
Grigoras et al. [39] proposed a prefetching algorithm for hypervideos based
on the Markov Decision Process (MDP). The prefetching algorithm factors in
both the transition probability between different hypervideos (Fig. 2.11) and
the download bandwidth variation. With the MDP model, the work takes the
two sources of randomness into account, namely randomness in user interac-
tions and bandwidth. An optimal solution of the MDP model is obtained using
two methods: the classical stochastic dynamic programming algorithm and re-
inforcement learning. This prefetching algorithm, however, incurs significant
computation overhead, especially when the number of states is large. Moreover,












Figure 2.11: Hypervideo state transition model [39].
Mavlankar et al. [70] proposed a domain specific prefetching algorithm based
on content analysis for zoomable video streaming. Specifically, they targeted at
soccer videos and used content analysis to track either the ball or the players.
The regions-of-interest (ROI) are predicted to be centered at the tracked ball or
players. Video tiles (slices) within the predicted ROI will be prefetched. Such
prefetching algorithm only works for a specific type of video content.
He et al. [47] proposed to use guided seeks to help prefetch decision making
in P2P systems. They aggregated seek statistics and estimated the conditional
segment access probability. The obtained access probability, on one hand, is
used for guiding users’ seeks. On the other hand, the access probability is used
for devising an optimal prefetching policy. The optimality is defined as mini-
mizing the seek delay. He et al. found that video segments with larger AUR
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(Access-probability to Upload-capacity Ratio) values should be given higher
priority.
Huang et al. [53] proposed a prefetching algorithm using association rule
mining for client-server-based VoD streaming systems. They discovered the
user access patterns from the “Range” field of RTSP control messages and mine
association rules accordingly. The prefetching algorithm takes association rules
that contain the current accessed segment and sorts them in descending order
of their confidence × support values. Video segments in association rules with
larger confidence× support values are given higher priority. Similar association
rule mining technique is also adopted by VOVO [46].
Xu et al. [98] used machine learning-based method to predict seeks. Specif-
ically, they used offline user viewing logs to train a prediction model with rein-
forcement learning. The trained model can then be used for predicting the next
accessed video segment. They adopted a hybrid perfetching scheme: a peer
first utilizes its download bandwidth to fetch urgent segments and the residual
bandwidth is used for prefetching segments given by the prediction model.
Chim et al. [26] proposed three methods for predicting users’ movement in
networked virtual environment, namely mean-based, window-based, and EWMA-
based (exponentially weighted moving average). The mean-based method takes
the average of all previous movement vectors. The window-based method main-
tains a moving window that holds the most recent W movement vectors and the
predicted movement vector is taken as the average of all vectors in the window.
Unlike the window-based method with which all vectors have equal weights,
the EWMA-based method exponentially weights vectors in the window.
2.6 User Behavior Study
2.6.1 VoD
Substantial amount of effort has been devoted to study user behaviors in both
P2P and non-P2P streaming systems [10, 23, 90, 30, 31, 15, 51, 54]. Among
them, Almeida et al. [10] studied the logs of two educational video servers.
In the logs of one video server, they found that 90% of the requests are for
fewer than three minutes of the videos, indicating a high degree of interactiv-
ity. Moreover, the access frequency of different video segments in videos with
higher access rank is more or less the same. For videos with lower access rank,
however, video segments in the beginning of the video are more likely to be ac-
cessed. The work discovers that the number of user interactions increases as the
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file length increases. For short files, backward seeks are the most common user
interactions. For larger files, pauses become more frequent and forward seeks
have approximately the same frequency as backward seeks. This observation is
different from the one made by [76], where few backward seeks are present.
Costa et al. [30] studied user interactions in three domains: education, en-
tertainment videos, and entertainment audios. They found that the number of
user interactions increases as the video length increases and pauses are the most
common interactions. Fast forward and fast rewinding are rare. Costa et al. also
reported the conditional probability of two consecutive user interactions (Ta-
ble 2.1). Moreover, Costa et al. pointed out that user interactions are strongly
correlated to content types and file sizes. They made two observations from the
trace analysis: (1) the longer the video is, the shorter portion of the video is
requested by each user interaction; (2) users either listen to audios completely
or stop at an arbitrary position, with approximately equal probability.
Interaction i Interaction i+ 1
pause forward seek backward seek
pause 0.24-0.43 0.01-0.05 0.08-0.17
forward seek 0.02-0.07 0.08-0.13 0.02-0.09
backward seek 0.08-0.13 0.03-0.10 0.11-0.16
Table 2.1: Typical range of probabilities for each pair of consecutive client in-
teractions [30].
Huang et al. [54] conducted a comprehensive measurement study of PPLive.
They reported that the average number of seeks for movies that they studied is
between 1.6 and 3.4. One interesting finding is that the landing points of seek
operations are uniformly distributed. They, however, did not give a thorough
analysis of user interactions. Brampton et al. [15] studied user interactions in
sports videos. They showed that forward seeks are the most common user inter-
actions as opposed to Costa et al.’s work [30], where pauses are found to be the
most common one. They reported that on average a user performs around 9.3
seeks per video session. Moreover, the inter-seek time, segment popularity, and
session length can be characterized using LogNormal distributions. Brampton
et al. also found that bookmarks greatly affect user access patterns. The pres-
ence of bookmarks causes skewed accesses in video segments (users access a
few video segments that are popular and sparsely spread across the video).
These user behavior studies show that user access patterns in VoD highly de-
pends on the content type (sports, movies, etc.) and the video length. Therefore,
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when we model the effect of user interactions on P2P system performance in
Chapter 3, we do not assume any specific user interaction pattern. Moreover, the
skewed user access patterns will also be exploited in our access pattern-driven
content discovery solution in Chapter 4.
2.6.2 Networked Virtual Environment
Liang et al. [62] conducted a measurement study of avatar mobility in Second
Life, which is a typical networked virtual environment. They reported that the
diurnal pattern is not obvious due to the wide spread of users around the world.
There exist multiple revisits to the same region by the same avatar. In particu-
lar, roughly 25%-35% of avatars revisit the same region within a day. The stay
time of avatars in a particular region is highly skewed. Moreover, they divided
regions into small cells and found that cell popularity is also highly skewed. In
other words, there are some cells that are visited multiple times and there also
exist a few cells that are seldom visited. Avatars’ moving speeds are relatively
low in popular cells and are high in unpopular ones. The contact durations be-
tween avatars are long (over 50% of the contact durations are above 82s for one
region and above 303s for another region studied). In terms of meeting stability,
in some regions, high meeting stability is observed. In other regions, however,
more dynamic behaviors are observed, implying high mobility of avatars and
extensive non-linear accesses.
Varvello et al. [89] explored Second Life with extensive trace collection and
simulation. They reported that the total number of objects in Second Life was
approximately constant during their measurement period. Around 50% of the
regions were almost static, with a small variation between±50 objects within 28
days. Regions with continuous activities were rare and only less than 1% of the
regions consistently had at least 10 avatars. This suggests that different regions
have different characteristics and we probably need to differentiate them for re-
source provision. Moreover, the work investigated how avatars clustered within
a particular region. They reported that 45% of the virtual groups consist of 2-10
avatars. Virtual groups with large population size tend to have greater lifespan.
The content retrieval latency was about 4s for low and normal density regions
and about 30s for high density regions. Server’s bandwidth provision rather than
users’ network connection is the bottleneck. Varvello et al. demonstrated that
the adoption of P2P can greatly alleviate the server load.
The aforementioned user behavior studies on networked virtual environment
suggest that the media content is relatively static. The way that users access the
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content (i.e., user access pattern), however, is highly dynamic. This observation
implies the ubiquitous existence of non-linear accesses in networked virtual en-
vironment. Further, we know that server’s bandwidth provision is still the bottle-
neck and the adoption of P2P can significantly alleviate the server load. These
observations motivate our request and service scheduling work for non-linear
accesses in Chapter 5.
2.6.3 Others
Claypool et al. [28] studied the effect of network latency on online interactive
games. They suggested that games with different precision and deadline require-
ments place different demands on the network latency. Generally speaking, for
games with the avatar interaction model, first-person games tend to have high
demand (within 100ms) on network latency due to their high precision and tight
deadline requirement. On the other hand, third-person games can afford a bit
longer network latency (within 500ms). The omnipresent interaction model, in
general, is less sensitive to latency compared to the avatar interaction model
(within 1000ms).
Khiem et al. [58] studied user behaviors in zoomable videos. The main
finding of this work is that the UI design can potentially affect the user accept-
able latency. The user acceptable latency is significantly higher when we fill
the missing parts with low resolution pictures compared to simply filling them
with the black color. This observation suggests that having something of lower
quality is better than having nothing.
De Silva et al. [34] tried to understand the user tolerance to network latency
in progressive 3D mesh streaming. They reported that more than 90% of users
can tolerate data rate of 80 KBps or above and more than 95% of the users can






Seek and pause are two fundamental control operations supported by most ex-
isting P2P VoD streaming systems. Traditionally, users play back video frames
sequentially without seek and continuously without pause. With seek, however,
users can skip part of the video and watch only the interesting parts. With pause,
users need not watch the video continuously any more. Such non-sequential
and non-continuous viewing patterns affect P2P VoD system’s performance and
characteristics, such as the average number of peers in the system, the average
session time of peers, and the average amount of downloaded content per peer.
In this chapter, we address one of the most important system performance met-
rics, that is, server load, which is the bandwidth required by the VoD server to
support a given number of peers.
Seek and pause may affect the server load in the following ways: Through
seeking, peers skip part of the video, therefore remain in the system for shorter
time and contribute less. On the other hand, only part of the video is down-
loaded, reducing peers’ demand from the system. The effect of seeks on the
streaming system is a supply and demand problem, but it is unclear which fac-
tor dominates. Pause, when considered alone, causes peers to stay longer in the
system and upload more content. When interleaved with seeks, however, pause
may increase the server load. During pause, peers continue downloading con-
tent which may eventually be skipped by subsequent forward seeks. Apart from
seek and pause, random departure is another commonly observed user behav-




We study how seek and pause, when coupled with random departure, affect
the system performance, in particular, the server load, through analytical mod-
eling. The model developed in this work not only helps to reason on the effect of
different user interaction patterns, but also allows numerical calculation of the
server load, without resorting to simulation. To the best of our knowledge, our
model is the first one that relates P2P VoD systems’ performance to user behav-
iors such as seek and pause patterns. Note that the focus of this work is to model
the effect of user interactions on the server load, rather than some other system
properties such as the scheduling efficiency, replication scheme, and incentive
mechanism.
Our model is useful in several ways. By knowing the server load correspond-
ing to a certain user interaction pattern, P2P VoD systems can be optimized.
For instance, given that videos are typically replicated and stored at peers that
have watched them previously, those videos that require larger server load (due
to popularity and user interaction patterns) should be replicated more so as to
mitigate the server load. Our model can be incorporated into peer-to-peer repli-
cation schemes such as the one studied by Tewari et al. [88], to factor in the
effect of user interactions so as to achieve better replication efficiency. Further-
more, knowing the estimated server load also allows better provision of server
bandwidth capacity.
The rest of this chapter is organized into five sections. Section 3.2 describes
how we model a mesh-based P2P VoD system. The analytical model is derived
in Section 3.3. We then discuss about the extension to the analytical model and
the effect of data availability in Section 3.4. Section 3.5 presents simulation
results to validate our model. Finally, Section 3.6 concludes this chapter.
3.2 Systems Model
Before proceeding to the analytical model, we first describe a general sys-
tem model of mesh-based P2P VoD systems and highlight some simplifications
made to ease the derivation and presentation of our analytical model.
We restrict the playback control operations to forward seek and pause only.
Two other VCR “trick play” operations, namely fast forward and rewind, are
not widely supported by current P2P VoD systems. The other type of seek, that
is, backward seek, is often used to repeat the interesting part of the video (e.g.,
in educational videos). In this case, backward seek has similar effect on the
system as pause. When replaying part of the video, peers play content already
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in their local cache, causing them to stay longer in the system. We can convert
this type of backward seek to pause when studying its effects on the system.
Nevertheless, excluding backward seek helps simplify the model. In the rest of
this chapter, the term “seek” refers to forward seek only.
Figure 3.1: Fragmented buffer.
In the system we model, peers may arrive at arbitrary time and watch the
video from beginning. Peers adopt sequential prefetching, which means that
they download the next immediate chunk subsequent to the current playback
point. Sequential prefetching is widely adopted by popular P2P VoD systems
such as PPStream and non-P2P VoD systems such as YouTube4. During the
video playback, peers may perform seeks and pauses in arbitrary order. Due
to seeks, peers’ buffer may get fragmented as shown in Figure 3.1. Gaps are
created as peers skip past content that is yet to be downloaded. Since peers
always prefetch chunks subsequent to the current playback point, gaps before
the playback point will not be filled. Furthermore, prefetching does not stop
during the pause period, unless the end of the video has been reached.
Once a peer finishes downloading a chunk, it makes the chunk available
for other peers to download. After the video playback is complete, peers may
either depart the system immediately or stay in the system for some time. A
peer may also depart randomly before the video playback is complete, by when
it stops uploading. We assume that the download rate of each peer is no less
than the video rate and the video rate is constant (for variable-bit-rate videos,
we can use the average bit rate as approximation). If the download rate is less
than the video rate, the playback would be very jittery (peers have to keep on
pausing and waiting), leading to very bad user experience. Jittery playback is a
situation that any good streaming system tries to avoid. Hence, we are not going
to model scenarios where the download rate is less than the video rate. Besides,
if the download rate is less than the video rate, it is really an indication that we
should increase the server bandwidth provision, as it is generally believed that
the bottleneck is at the upload bandwidth rather than the download bandwidth
in most P2P streaming systems. We do not consider the start-up buffering time
for simplicity. Nevertheless, our model can be extended easily to take start-up
buffering time into account.
4The problem of prefetching exists regardless of P2P or non-P2P system.
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When deriving the model, we fix the download rate of each peer, but allow it
to vary across peers. Even though fixed download rate is not a realistic assump-
tion (in practice, the download rate of a peer may vary over time), it is necessary
to make the model tractable. Nevertheless, the impact of this assumption on our
model is going to be checked in Section 3.5.
We also assume that all users follow the same interaction pattern. For cases
where such condition is not true, we can classify users according to their in-
teraction patterns (e.g., those who perform seeks and those who do not) and
aggregate the result based on the ratio of each user class. Note that our model is
not applicable to cases where users do not seek, since many user interaction pa-
rameters defined in the next section such as seek distance and inter-seek distance
would be meaningless if there are no seeks. Such cases, however, are trivial and
can be handled separately by a normal fluid model [67, 60], thus they are not
going to be studied in the chapter.
3.3 Analytical Model
In this section, we develop the analytical model incrementally. First, we char-
acterize seek and pause in Section 3.3.1, followed by deriving the gap size in
Section 3.3.2. Section 3.3.3 devises the analytical model for seek and pause,
without considering random departure. Finally, the model is extended by taking
peer random departure into account in Section 3.3.4. We list important symbols
that will be used in subsequent discussions of this chapter in Table 3.1. Other
symbols will be introduced when encountered.
3.3.1 Characterizing Seek and Pause
We characterize forward seeks with the following two parameters:
Seek distance: defined as the amount of video time that a peer skips during
a seek. For instance, if a peer seeks from the 30th second of the video to the
200th second of the video, the seek distance would be 170s.
Inter-seek distance: defined as the amount of video time between two con-
secutive seeks. To handle boundary condition, we insert a dummy seek with zero
seek distance at the beginning of the video. Having the dummy seek is only for
the sake of convenient presentation. This dummy seek will not be counted into
the number of seeks performed by the peer. Note that inter-seek distance only




I inter-seek distance (second)
L seek distance (second)
P aggregated pause time between two seeks (second)
Q aggregated pause time after the last seek (second)
N number of seeks performed by a peer
θ the random departure rate per peer with the Poisson departure model
γ the probability that a peer randomly departs the system rather than def-
initely departs
System property variables
D download rate (bps)
ζ video length (second)
v video rate (bps)
ω server load (bps)
u average upload bandwidth per peer (bps)
α average upload bandwidth utilization
λ average peer arrival rate
c constant amount of overhead incurred when a seek misses (second)
Auxiliary variables
G gap size (bits)
Bi prefetch buffer size after the i-th seek (bits)
R session time of peers who randomly depart the system
z average amount of content downloaded per peer (bits)
td average amount of time a peer downloads content (second)
ts average peer session time (second)
W the prefetch buffer size after a seek, given that the prefetch buffer size
after the previous seek is zero
Hi the remaining prefetch buffer size after the i-th seek.
m the number of peers in the system when the system is at steady state
Zi the i-th video chunk
xi the expected number of peers who possess Zi
yi the expected number of peers whose current downloading point has
passed Zi
M the total number of chunks in the video
Table 3.1: Symbol table. Capital letters denote random variables, and lower-
case letters denote scalar variables.
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pause time is not counted. For instance, if a peer seeks from the 30th second of
the video to the 200th second of the video, pauses for 50s and then seeks from
the 500th second of the video to the 600th second of the video, the inter-seek
distance between the two seeks would be 300s.
Both inter-seek distance and seek distance are random variables, denoted by
I and L respectively. We do not assume any specific distribution that I and L
follow.
Another important variable is the number of seeks performed per peer, a
random variable denoted by N . Nk denotes the number of seeks performed by
peer k. Note that [54] reported that the average number of seeks performed per
peer is small (around 1.6 – 3.4) for three movies that they have studied. This
number, however, is obtained by averaging the number of seeks over all peers
including those which randomly depart the system. N in our model is the num-
ber of seeks performed by peers who do not depart the system randomly, that is,
peers that watch until the end. Random departure will be handled separately in
Section 3.3.4.
To characterize pauses, we observe that pauses can be classified into two
categories:
Type A. pauses that occur between two seeks;
Type B. pauses that occur after the last seek.
Pauses of type B cause a peer to stay longer in the system. As a result, the
peer contributes more by serving other peers for longer time. Hence, without
considering random departure, pauses of type B will definitely be beneficial in
terms of reducing the server load, compared to cases where they are not present.
Pauses of type A, however, can be either beneficial or harmful, depending on
the pause time as well as subsequent seeks. During pauses of type A, peers
continue prefetching content from the system. The prefetched content, however,
may be skipped by seeks following the pause. As a result, peers download
useless content from the system, which potentially places more burdens on the
streaming server. On the other hand, pauses of type A have the same effect
of increasing session time as that of type B, thus could be beneficial as well.
As two types of pauses have different effects on the system, we handle them
separately.
Moreover, we can aggregate all pauses that occur between two successive
seeks into one aggregated pause, with pause time equal to the sum of all pauses
between the two seeks. Between two successive seeks, regardless of pauses,
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downloading continues due to sequential prefetching. From the streaming sys-
tem’s perspective, there is really no difference between several short pauses and
an aggregated pause. Hence, for a peer k, all pauses of type A can be aggregated
into Nk aggregated pauses, where Nk is the number of seeks performed by peer
k. If a peer does not pause between two seeks, we simply set the pause time to
zero. Similarly, all pauses of type B can be aggregated into one pause. Some
peers may not depart the system immediately after finishing watching the video.
Rather, they stay in the system for some time and continue uploading content
to others. This extra time could be counted as pause time of Type B. In other
words, we can treat it as if peers pause at the end of the video for some time.
In the rest of our discussion, whenever mentioning pause, we really mean
the aggregated pause. Random variable P denotes the aggregated pause time
of type A. Pk,i is the i-th aggregated pause time of peer k, and P¯ is the mean
value. Similarly, random variable Q denotes the aggregated pause time of Type
B, with a mean value of Q¯. Again, we do not assume any specific distribution
for P and Q.
Download rate is modeled as a random variable as well, denoted by D. Dk
denotes the download rate of peer k. We assume that inter-seek distance and
pause time are independent of download rate. This assumption makes sense as
most of the time seek and pause patterns depend on the content type, rather than
the download rate.
Figure 3.2: Visualization of seeks and pauses.
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3.3.2 Estimating the Gap Size
Seeks cause peers’ buffer to be fragmented as shown in Figure 3.1. Gaps exist
in peers’ buffer because peers seek to a position where the content is yet to be
downloaded. In this section, we estimate the average gap size.
First of all, we focus on a single peer, say peer k. Figure 3.2 shows a se-
quence of three seeks interleaved with pauses. The dashed line indicates the
downloading process and the solid line indicates the watching process. A hori-
zontal segment of the solid line means a pause. There are three seeks at time t1,
t2, t3 and three pauses with pause time of Pk,1, Pk,2 and Pk,3, respectively. The
download rate of this peer is Dk and the video rate is v.
We define prefetch buffer as the content after the playback point but before
the downloading point. Then, the distance between the dashed line and the solid
line is the prefetch buffer size at that point of time. If the dashed line is lower
than the solid line, a gap is created. We use Bk,i to denote the prefetch buffer
size of peer k after the i-th seek. IfBk,i is positive, no gap is created. Otherwise,
a gap is created by that seek, and the gap size is equal to |Bk,i|.
In Figure 3.2, at time t1, peer k performs a seek with distance Lk,1, skips
vLk,1 amount of content, and creates a gap due to insufficient content in the
peer’s prefetch buffer. The second seek does not create a gap because of the
short seek distance. Based on this example, we can derive Bk,1, Bk,2, and Bk,3
as
Bk,1 = (Dk − v)t1 − vLk,1 + vPk,1, (3.1)
Bk,2 =
(t2 − t1)(Dk − v)− vLk,2 + vPk,2 if Bk,1 < 0(t2 − t1)(Dk − v)− vLk,2 + vPk,2 +Bk,1 if Bk,1 ≥ 0 , (3.2)
= (Dk − v)t2 −min(Bk,1, 0)− v
2∑
j=1
(Lk,j − Pk,j), (3.3)
Bk,3 =
(t3 − t2)(Dk − v)− vLk,3 + vPk,3 if Bk,2 < 0(t3 − t2)(Dk − v)− vLk,3 + vPk,3 +Bk,2 if Bk,2 ≥ 0 , (3.4)






(Lk,j − Pk,j), (3.5)
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where Bk,i < 0 implies a gap is created. After generalization, with Bk,1 as the
base case, we get











(Ik,j + Pk,j), (3.7)
Gk,i = −min(Bk,i, 0). (3.8)
HereGk,i is the gap size created by the i-th seek of peer k and it is non-negative.
Note that pause time Pk,i is not counted into inter-seek distance Ik,i. By substi-
tuting Eq. 3.7 and 3.8 into Eq. 3.6, Eq. 3.6 can be rewritten as






































Since we assume inter-seek distance and pause time are independent of the
download rate (refer to Section 3.3.1), Eq. 3.10 can be simplified to
np∑
k=1
Bk,Nk+1 = (ns+np)(D¯−v)I¯+nsG¯−(ns+np)vL¯+(ns+np)D¯P¯ . (3.11)
In Eq. 3.11, D¯, I¯ , G¯, L¯, and P¯ are all mean values of their respective random
variables. ns is the total number of seeks performed by peers. Let N¯ be the aver-
age number of seeks performed per peer, that is, N¯ = ns/np. By approximating∑np
k=1 Bk,Nk+1 to npB¯N¯+1, G¯ can be deduced as
G¯ = (1 +
np
ns
)(vL¯− (D¯− v)I¯ − D¯P¯ ) + np
ns






(B¯N¯+1 − B¯1). (3.13)
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Here B¯N¯+1 and B¯1 denote the expected prefetch buffer size after the (N¯ + 1)-th
and 1st seek, respectively. They can be negative values as mentioned before.
Negative value means a gap is created.
In Eq. 3.12, terms vL¯, (D¯ − v)I¯ , and D¯P¯ are distribution independent in
the sense that they are applicable to any seek distance, inter-seek distance, and
pause time distribution. In contrast, the term δ is distribution dependent. Next,
we propose a recursive method to estimate the term δ. Random variable W ,
denoting the prefetch buffer size after a seek, given that the prefetch buffer size
after the previous seek is zero, can be represented as
W = (D¯ − v)I − vL+ D¯P. (3.14)
We use random variable Bi to denote the prefetch buffer size after the i-th seek.
Bi can take negative values, which imply the presence of gaps. We introduce
another random variable Hi, denoting the remaining prefetch buffer size after
the i-th seek. Hi is non-negative. If the i-th seek creates a gap,Hi takes the value
of zero instead of a negative value that Bi takes. Hence, fHi(x), the probability
density function (pdf) of Hi, can be represented using Bi as
fHi(x) =

0 x < 0
FBi(0) x = 0
fBi(x) x > 0
, (3.15)
where FBi denotes the cumulative distribution function (cdf) ofBi. FBi(0) gives
the probability that the i-th seek creates a gap. The prefetch buffer size after the
(i+ 1)-th seek, Bi+1, can be computed as the sum of Hi and W :
Bi+1 = Hi +W, (3.16)
with the base case B1 as5
B1 = (D¯ − v)I − vL+ D¯P. (3.17)
Note that Bi+1 should not be the sum of Bi and W , as once a gap is created,
the prefetch buffer size restarts from zero instead of a negative value. The pdf
of the sum of two random variables is the convolution of their pdf’s. Hence,
5Even though B1 and W are computed with the same equations in this case, it is not neces-
sary. For instance, if we consider the start-up buffer, B1 can be different from W . As the two
have different meanings, we define them separately.
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fBi+1(x) is the convolution of the pdf’s of Hi and W . BN¯+1 can be obtained
by executing Eq. 3.16 for N¯ iterations. The mean value B¯N¯+1 can be computed
from the pdf of BN¯+1. We simply round N¯ to an integer if it is not. With the
value of B¯N¯+1, δ can be estimated accordingly.
The preceding estimation of gap size gives accurate results, but it is not a
closed-form equation, which is good for reasoning and providing the insight.
Next, we derive a closed-form estimation of the gap size by interpreting the
intuitive meaning of gaps and prefetch buffer size: When there is a relatively
small number of gaps compared to the number of seeks, the average gap size G¯
would be small, approaching 0. A small number of gaps implies that the seek
pattern does not tend to create gaps, thus the expected gap size would be small.
On the other hand, when there is a large number of gaps, B¯N¯+1 in Eq. 3.13 would
be very close to B¯1, and accordingly δ will approach 0. The intuition is that
whenever a gap is created, the prefetch buffer size restarts from 0. As a result, if
the i-th seek creates a gap, the expected prefetch buffer size after the (i + 1)-th
seek is the same as B¯1, given that the start-up buffer is not considered. A large
number of gaps will constantly reset the prefetch buffer size to 0, causing B¯N¯+1
to be close to B¯1. These observations lead to an approximation of the average
gap size.
G˜ = max(vL¯− (D¯ − v)I¯ − D¯P¯ , 0) (3.18)
Both Eq. 3.12 and 3.18 will be able to estimate the average gap size created
per seek. Eq. 3.12 would give a more accurate result, so it is good for evaluating
the effect of seeks quantitatively. Eq. 3.18, however, is easier to compute and it
is sufficient to give the insight, making it suitable for qualitative study.
3.3.3 Estimating the Server Load
With the average gap size estimated in Section 3.3.2, we can compute the aver-
age amount of content downloaded per peer z as
z = vζ − N¯G¯ = D¯(N¯ I¯ + N¯P¯ ) + v(ζ − N¯L¯− N¯ I¯)− N¯δ, (3.19)
z˜ = vζ − N¯G˜ =
{
vζ if G˜ = 0
D¯(N¯ I¯ + N¯P¯ ) + v(ζ − N¯L¯− N¯ I¯) if G˜ > 0 .
(3.20)
z˜ is an approximation of z using Eq. 3.18. ζ is the video length in terms
of seconds, and vζ gives the size of the whole video file. N¯G¯ gives the total
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gap size, i.e., the amount of content that is not downloaded. Furthermore, the
average peer session time ts can be computed as





Prob{Bi < 0}. (3.22)
ζ − N¯L¯ computes the total watching time. N¯P¯ + Q¯ is the total pause time.
Recall that P¯ is the average pause time between two seeks and Q¯ is the average
pause time after the last seek. Q¯ does not contribute to gap size, but contributes
to session time. ε is the expected number of misses (seek to a position where
data is yet to be downloaded) out of all seeks, and c is a constant amount of
overhead incurred if a miss occurs. When peers seek to a position where data
is not available in its buffer, a certain amount of overhead would be incurred.
The overhead is mainly due to the time spent on content discovery and bitmap
exchange. During the content discovery and bitmap exchange period, peers
neither download nor watch the video but only upload. Therefore, the overhead
actually increases peers’ session times.
Let the average peer upload bandwidth be u. Theoretically, it is possible
for mesh-based P2P VoD systems to achieve high bandwidth utilization, since
mesh-based VoD streaming systems are BitTorrent-like systems, whose upload
bandwidth utilization is normally very high as demonstrated by Bharambe et
al. [13]. Practically, peers’ upload bandwidth might not get fully utilized due to
multiple reasons. For instance, fully exploiting the upload bandwidth of peers
with large capacity will simply deter them from participating [51]. Moreover,
there may exist free-riders in the system. Nevertheless, we introduce another
factor α, which is the weighted average upload bandwidth utilization. The value
of α is subject to system properties such as scheduling and replication efficiency,
and free-riding. For instance, free-riding will decrease α.
Given the fundamental constraint that the total amount of download band-
width should be equal to the total amount of upload bandwidth, if peers’ upload
bandwidth is not sufficient to support the desired average download rate D¯, ad-




m = ω + αum, (3.23)
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where ω is the server load. The term z
ts
gives the average download rate of a peer
during its session time, and m denotes the total number of peers in the system
at the current moment. When the system is at steady state, we can estimate m
using Little’s law.
m = λts (3.24)
In cases where peer arrival rate keeps on changing, we can use the average peer
arrival rate within a sliding window to estimate m.
The server load ω can be deduced from Eq. 3.23 and 3.24 as
ω =λ(z − αuts) (3.25)
ω
λ
=(D¯ − v)N¯ I¯ − (v − αu)N¯L¯− αuQ¯+ (D¯ − αu)N¯P¯ + (v − αu)ζ − αuεc− N¯δ.
(3.26)
We do not limit ω to positive values only. When ω is negative, no additional
server bandwidth is required (we can interpret ω as the difference between the
bandwidth demand and supply). In contrast, abundant upload bandwidth (an
amount of |ω|) exists in the system and can be exploited to serve other videos
(so called the multiple video approach [51]). Similarly, ω˜, which is an approxi-
mation of ω, can be computed using z˜ and ts as





vζ − αu(ζ − N¯L¯+ N¯P¯ + Q¯) if G˜ = 0
(D¯ − v)N¯ I¯ − (v − αu)N¯L¯− αuQ¯+ (D¯ − αu)N¯P¯ + (v − αu)ζ if G˜ > 0 .
(3.27)
Since the overhead incurred by a seek miss is quite small (a few seconds) and
the number of misses is upper bounded by the total number of seeks, we drop
the overhead term εc in Eq. 3.21 when computing the approximated server load
ω˜, without affecting the overall trends. For accurate calculation of the server
load, Eq. 3.26 instead of Eq. 3.27 should be used.
Eq. 3.26 and Eq. 3.27 tell us how seeks and pauses affect the server load.
To emphasize on the effect of user interactions, we move the arrival rate λ to
the left side of the equation. Other system parameters such as the number of
downloaders and seeds (uploaders that are not downloading6) can be obtained
by substituting z and ts into Little’s law: λts would give the average number of
6Note that, unlike the common notion in literature, seeds in our model do not necessarily
cache the whole video due to gaps.
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peers in the session when the system is at steady state; λz
D¯
would be the average
number of downloaders; the difference between the two would be the average
number of seeds.
By interpreting Eq. 3.27, for cases where additional server bandwidth is
required, we have the following observations:
(O1) As the average download rate D¯ increases, the server load increases,
but only until the point when the average gap size in Eq. 3.18 becomes 0. The
average download time decreases as D¯ increases. Consequently, the number of
downloaders decreases. The peer session time, however, is not affected (ignor-
ing the overhead term εc in Eq. 3.21). Hence, the total number of peers in the
system does not change and the total bandwidth supply does not change as well.
When G˜ > 0, the decreasing rate of the downloaders is less than the increasing
rate of D¯. The total bandwidth demand, which is the product of the number
of downloaders and D¯, increases as D¯ increases. As a result, the server load
increases. When G˜ = 0, the decreasing rate of the downloaders is equal to the
increasing rate of D¯. Hence, increasing D¯ does not affect the server load. This
observation implies that we should have a low download rate so as to keep the
server load low. Once the condition G˜ = 0 is satisfied, however, we can increase
the download rate without placing extra load on the server.
(O2) When the average seek distance L¯ is small, the average gap size G˜
tends to be zero. We can see from Eq. 3.27 that increasing L¯ will increase the
server load. As L¯ increases further, G˜ will become positive. If v < αu, the
server load will keep on increasing as L¯ increases. If v > αu, however, the
server load will drop with respect to further increase in L¯. If v = αu, increasing
L¯ will not affect the server load any more. When G˜ = 0, increasing L¯ will
decrease the peer session time, and further reduce the bandwidth supply. It,
however, does not reduce the bandwidth demand. As a result, the server load
increases. When G˜ > 0, as L¯ increases, the relative speed of bandwidth demand
and supply decreases depends on the relative value of v and αu. When v <
αu, bandwidth demand decreases slower than bandwidth supply, thus the server
load keeps on increasing. If v > αu, decrease in bandwidth demand would be
faster than that in bandwidth supply. Therefore, the server load decreases as L¯
increases. When v = αu, the two speeds are equal and seek distance would no
longer be a factor that affects the server load. This observation implies that if
v ≤ αu, small seek distance incurs less server load than large seek distance. If
v > αu, small and large seek distance are beneficial for server load, and medium
seek distance will incur larger server load.
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(O3) When G˜ > 0, which is likely to happen when the average inter-seek
distance I¯ is small, server load will increase as I¯ increases. When G˜ = 0, the
server load equation, however, does not constitute I¯ any more. Hence the server
load will remain unchanged as I¯ increases further. If G˜ > 0, increasing I¯ will
cause more useless content to be downloaded, which will finally be skipped,
and thus increases the server load. When G˜ = 0, the amount of useless content
does not increase as I¯ increases, since there are no gaps in peers’ buffer. Hence,
small inter-seek distance is always beneficial for server load.
(O4) Server load increases as P¯ (the pause time of type A) increases when
G˜ > 0 (assuming D¯ > αu). Increasing P¯ causes more useless content to be
downloaded. As P¯ increases further, G˜ = 0, so increasing P¯ would not increase
the amount of useless content downloaded, but rather increase the peer session
time. Hence server load decreases as P¯ increases when G˜ = 0, which can be
easily seen from Eq. 3.27. Therefore, either small or large pause time will incur
less server load than medium pause time. Moreover, increase in Q¯, which is the
pause time of type B, will always help reduce the server load.
Many other observations can be made from Eq. 3.27. For instance, seeks at
the beginning of the video incur less server load compared to those of the same
seek distance but at the end of the video, when the average download rate is
small (small download rate tends to create gaps). This observation is intuitive
as seeks at the beginning cause less useless content to be downloaded compared
to those at the end. Moreover, Eq. 3.27 also suggests that the server load is
proportional to the peer arrival rate λ.
3.3.4 Random Departure
Random departure and definite departure are different. Definite departure refers
to peers logging out of the system after watching the video until the end. Ran-
dom departure refers to cases where peers abort halfway through the video. We
now extend our model to take random departures into account. Let peers ran-
domly depart with a probability of γ and each randomly departing peer indepen-
dently aborts watching after time R, which is a random variable. We denote the
mean value of R as R¯ and R has a pdf of fR(x). Variables affected by random
departure are the average amount of content downloaded z and the average ses-
sion time ts. Due to premature departure, both z and ts decrease. The average
session time with random departure t′s can be estimated as
t′s = R¯γ + ts(1− γ), (3.28)
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where ts is the average session time of those peers that watch until the end of the
video. t′s gives the new average session time under random peer departure. The
new average content size downloaded is a bit complicated, due to the fact that
even if a peer stays in the system, it may not download content. For instance,
a peer might have downloaded until the end of the video but has not finished
watching yet. Nevertheless, noticing that a peer will keep on downloading until
it either downloads to the end of the video or randomly departs the system, the










γ + z(1− γ)
= D¯E(R|R < td)Prob(R < td)γ + z(1− Prob(R < td)γ)






td is the expected amount of time that a peer keeps downloading given that there
is no random departure. Peers definitely depart with a probability of 1 − γ and
the expected amount of downloaded content would be z for this set of peers.
Peers randomly depart the system with a probability of γ. Suppose that a peer
stays in the system for x seconds before randomly departing, then we have:
1. if x ≥ td, the expected amount of downloaded content would be z, since
peers will finish downloading the amount of z before departure;
2. if x < td, the expected amount of downloaded content would be D¯x,
where D¯ is the average download rate.
Based on the above case analysis, we derive the new average amount of
content downloaded as shown in Eq. 3.29. Substituting z′ and t′s into Eq. 3.25,
the new server load ω′ would be
ω′ = λ(z′ − αut′s). (3.31)
By adjusting the average session time and the average amount of content
downloaded per peer, we seamlessly integrate random departure into our an-
alytical model for seek and pause. Next we use a simple Poisson departure
model, similar to the one used by Qiu et al. [79], to demonstrate how to apply
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Eq. 3.28, 3.29 and 3.31. Our model, however, is not restricted to this particular
departure model. Instead, our way of handling random departure is applicable
to any random departure pattern, such as the bimodal departure pattern.
The Poisson departure model we use is as follows: During every second,
each peer randomly departs the system with a rate of θ. Under this departure
model, peers randomly abort watching after certain amount of time, which fol-
lows a truncated geometric distribution (the discrete form of exponential dis-
tribution). Since geometric distribution is a discrete distribution, we use the
probability mass function (pmf) instead of pdf.
Under this Poisson departure model, only a portion of peers randomly depart
and the rest of them depart definitely. ts is the expected session time of peers
with definite departure and it can be computed using Eq. 3.21. We make the fol-
lowing approximation: if a peer has not departed the system by ts, we consider
such departure as definite. Otherwise, we consider the departure as random.
Based on the previous approximation, the random variable R follows a geomet-
ric distribution (p = θ) truncated at ts (if ts is not an integer, simply approximate
it to an integer). Thus, we can further derive the following parameters.







Prob(R < td) =
1
γ
(1− (1− θ)td), (3.34)
E(R|R < td) =
∑td
i=1 iθ(1− θ)(i−1)
1− (1− θ)td . (3.35)
Substituting Eq. 3.32, 3.33 into Eq. 3.28 and substituting Eq. 3.34, 3.35, 3.30




















The new server load ω′ can be computed by substituting Eq. 3.36 and 3.37 into














D¯(1− e−θtd)− αu(1− e−θts)) , (3.39)
where ts and td can be computed from Eq. 3.21 and 3.30 respectively. Since θ
is generally very small, Eq. 3.38 can be approximated to Eq. 3.39 given the fact
that (1 + θ)n ≈ eθn when θ is small. Similarly, an approximation of the server
load can be obtained by using z˜ instead of z when computing td in Eq. 3.30 and
dropping the term εc in Eq. 3.21.
Now, we can use Eq. 3.39 to examine the collective effect of seek, pause,
and random departure on the streaming system, by partially differentiating ω′
with respect to parameters such as D¯, L¯, I¯ , and P¯ . Here we highlight the dif-
ference from observations (O1 through O4) made in Section 3.3.3, with random
departure taken into account:
(R1) This case is similar to (O1), except that even if G˜ = 0, server load will
continue increasing as download rate increases. An intuitive explanation is that
when G˜ = 0, increasing the download rate only decreases the download time of
peers who depart the system definitely, but not those who depart randomly. As
a result, the decreasing rate of downloaders is less than the increasing rate of D¯,
and thus the bandwidth demand of peers in the system increases accordingly.
Meanwhile, the bandwidth supply does not change since peer session time is
not affected by the download rate. Therefore, server load keeps on increasing
as D¯ increases even if G˜ = 0, when random departure is considered. This
observation suggests that with the existence of random departure, we should
use low download rate to keep the server load low under all conditions. For
instance, if there is already enough content in the prefetch buffer, probably we
should stop downloading for a while.
(R2) This case is similar to (O2), except that when G˜ > 0, whether the
server load increases or decreases with respect to further increase in the average
seek distance L¯ really depends on the relative value of αue−θts and ve−θtd rather
than αu and v as in (O2).
(R3) This case is the same as (O3).
(R4) This case is the same as (O4).
In order to investigate how the server load changes with respect to θ, we
can differentiate Eq. 3.38 with respect to θ. After differentiation, we find that
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whether the server load increases or decreases as θ increases, actually depends
on other parameters such as D¯, I¯ , and L¯. For one set of configurations, it is
possible that the server load increases as θ increases, but it is also possible that
for another set of configurations, the server load decreases as θ increases.
3.4 Discussion
3.4.1 Multiple Video Approach
In Section 3.3, we study the single video approach [51], where peers only up-
load videos that they are currently watching. Even though the multiple video ap-
proach [51], where peers may upload videos that they have previously watched,
behaving like a video replica, is out of the scope of this work, we would like
to have a brief discussion on how a multiple video approach would affect our
model.
The multiple video approach allows one video session to borrow bandwidth
from other video sessions. From the perspective of a single video session, up-
loading previously watched content to other video sessions will decrease the
bandwidth utilization factor α for the current video session. The deficient band-
width of the current video session could be computed easily using the model in
Section 3.3 with the corrected bandwidth utilization factor α after factoring in
the amount of bandwidth lending to other video sessions. The deficit could be
either provided by the server or borrowed from other video sessions. Hence, the
server load of the current video session will be the deficit minus the amount of
bandwidth borrowed from other video sessions.
It is, however, probably more meaningful to study the aggregated server load
of all video sessions. In our model, the server load is computed as the band-
width demand minus the bandwidth supply. The aggregated server load can be
computed in similar fashion. The aggregated bandwidth demand would be the
summation of that of all video sessions. Our model in Section 3.3 can be used
for computing the bandwidth demand of each video session, which is not af-
fected by the multiple video approach. The aggregated bandwidth supply would
be the summation of that of all peers and accordingly the bandwidth utilization
factor α would be the portion of bandwidth utilized by peers to serve any video
session. Note that, even if part of a peer’s upload bandwidth does not contribute




The gain of the multiple video approach is achieved when bandwidth defi-
cient video sessions borrow from bandwidth surplus sessions. Our model can









where VS denotes the set of all video sessions and ωi denotes the server load of
session i computed using our model in Section 3.3, by treating each video ses-
sion as a single video approach. Eq. 3.40 gives an upper bound on the amount of
server load we can reduce by moving from the single video approach paradigm
to the multiple video approach paradigm. In practice, this upper bound may not
be reached due to replication and scheduling inefficiency [120].
Recall that the server load produced by our model is not restricted to pos-
itive values. Instead, it can take negative values, meaning that there is surplus
bandwidth in the current video session, which can be exploited to serve other
video sessions. With the single video approach, abundant bandwidth within one
video session cannot be used by other sessions. Hence, the server load for each
video session is given bymax(ωi, 0). Moreover, video sessions are independent
from each other in the single video approach, thus the total server load would be∑
i∈VS max(ωi, 0). For the multiple video approach, video sessions can borrow
bandwidth from each other. Hence, in the ideal case, the total server load would
be
∑






If small values are produced by Eq. 3.40, it implies that switching from the
single video approach to the multiple video approach will not reduce the server
load much and system designers should seriously consider whether such switch
is worth the effort or not. Otherwise, there is potentially large gain with the
switch.
3.4.2 Data Availability
One concern is whether the presence of gaps will affect the data availability
and further decrease the upload bandwidth utilization factor α, in other words,
whether the presence of gaps will place extra load on the server, as they may
cause insufficient number of peers to possess the requested content, thus re-
questing peers have to turn to the server. Therefore, in this section, we devise
a simple model to address this concern and show that data availability is indeed
not an issue for VoD-like streaming.
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We focus on a single chunk Zi, which has a length of li seconds. For the
purpose of tractability, we don’t consider random departure and we further as-
sume that gaps are randomly distributed across the video. Peers downloading
Zi can be viewed as a queuing system. When the system is at steady state, we
can derive the expected bandwidth demand for chunk Zi using Little’s law.
demand = D¯ × λli × (1− G¯N¯
vζ
), (3.41)
where λli gives the expected number of peers which are currently downloading
chunk Zi, if no gaps are considered. 1− G¯N¯vζ gives the percentage of peers who
are currently downloading chunk Zi, if we factor in gaps (gaps imply that the
chunk will not be downloaded). Similarly, we can derive the total bandwidth
supply for chunk Zi
supply = αuxi, (3.42)
where xi denotes the expected number of peers who possess Zi, which is related
to the position of the chunk and the gap size. For instance, the number of peers
possessing a chunk at the end of the video is much less than that at the beginning
of the video. If we assume that the video has in total M chunks, numbered from
1 to M , then the expected number of peers whose current downloading point
has passed Zi can be computed as
yi = (ts − i
M
td)× λ. (3.43)
In Eq. 3.43, we use i
M
td to approximate the expected amount of time a peer
spends before its downloading point passes chunk Zi. Thus, ts − iM td gives the
expected duration that a peer spends in the system after its downloading point
passes chunk Zi. For instance, for the first chunk, the expected duration is close
to ts, and for the last chunk, the expected duration is close to ts − td. Even if a
peer’s downloading point passes Zi, it does not necessarily mean that the peer
has the chunk in its cache, since gaps are present. With the assumption that gaps
randomly distribute across the video, each peer, whose downloading point has
passed Zi, possesses Zi with a probability of 1− G¯N¯vζ , thus we have





Substituting Eq. 3.44 and 3.43 into Eq. 3.42, we get
supply = αu× (ts − i
M
td)× λ× (1− G¯N¯
vζ
). (3.45)
If supply < demand, it means that the total bandwidth supply of chunk Zi
is not enough for supporting the bandwidth demand on Zi, thus extra load will
be placed on the server. Otherwise, chunk Zi has enough bandwidth supply to
fulfill the bandwidth demand. Therefore, we investigate the difference between
the bandwidth supply and demand.
supply − demand = λ× (1− G¯N¯
vζ
)× (αu× (ts − i
M
td)− D¯li) (3.46)
From Eq. 3.46, we can easily figure out that supply − demand is very likely
to be positive, as li (the length of one chunk, which is normally only a few sec-
onds) is very small. Even in the worst case, where i = M (the last chunk),
supply will be larger than demand as long as αu× (ts − td) > D¯li. Given the
fact that peers normally perform prefetching, ts− td will be much larger than li.
Moreover, there is no order of magnitude difference between αu and D¯. Hence,
even in the worst case, the bandwidth supply is very likely to be larger than
the demand. If we further consider the multiple video approach, the problem
of data availability is minimal. This conclusion is also confirmed by Huang et
al. [54]. In cases where we have large gap size, the data availability decreases.
The demand, however, also decreases as suggested by Eq. 3.41. Eq. 3.46 shows
that the presence of gaps does not change the relative value of supply and de-
mand. Therefore, the presence of gaps will not create data availability issue. By
performing appropriate bandwidth allocation (high priority should be given to
peers who are requesting for chunks at the end of the video), cases where the
requesting peers have to turn to the server due to poor data availability are rare.
It is worth noticing that data availability is not an issue does not necessarily
mean that no server load will be incurred, since even if peers have the data,
they may not have enough upload bandwidth to share. Therefore, in VoD-like
streaming systems, the bottleneck is the available bandwidth rather than the data
availability as in P2P live streaming scenarios.
3.5 Evaluation
In this section, we validate our model with respect to various system parameters,




All simulations are carried out on a discrete event simulator that we develop.
The system consists of a tracker, which has full knowledge of the chunk avail-
ability at each peer. We consider the sequential prefetching algorithm in which
chunks are downloaded sequentially ahead of the current playback point.
Peer arrival follows a Poisson distribution. After joining the system, a peer
contacts the tracker, which returns a set of serving peers. The peer randomly se-
lects a few of them as its serving peers, from which it can request video chunks,
resulting in a mesh-based topology. Each peer, while downloading, can upload
to one or more peers if and only if it already downloaded the requested chunk
completely and has enough capacity to share. If a serving peer that is uploading
becomes unavailable (due to departure or does not have the chunk requested),
the requesting peer just contacts the tracker for a new serving peer. If there are
insufficient serving peers or serving peers do not have enough bandwidth capac-
ity to support the desired download rate, the deficient bandwidth is provided by
the server. A serving peer stops uploading contents upon departing the system.
The departure model we implement is basically the geometric departure
model described in Section 3.3.4. During each iteration (set to be 1 second),
each peer randomly and independently decides whether it would depart or not.
As we have discussed in Section 3.3.3, the bandwidth utilization is normally
very high. The measured average upload bandwidth utilization in the system we
simulated is approximately 1. Hence, we set α = 1 for this simulation.
3.5.2 User Interaction Parameter Details
Each simulation round consists of 12000 iterations (each iteration has a length
of 1 second), long enough for the system to reach steady state. The average peer
arrival rate is set to be 1 peer per second. We present the validation of our model
against a user interaction pattern that follows a LogNormal distribution. Note
that LogNormal distribution is the typical user interaction pattern reported by
Brampton et al. [15]. To demonstrate that our model is applicable to other dis-
tributions, we also validate our model against a uniform distribution. Table 3.2
shows the default parameter settings that we use.
We assign each peer its download rate in a particular iteration according to
the following rules: When a peer arrives, it is assigned a mean download rate,
say τ . The mean download rate is drawn as an instance of the random vari-
able D, which follows uniform distribution between 600kbps and 1000kbps by
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each iteration 1 second
ζ 2 hours
v 500kbps
λ 1 peer per second
θ 0.0001
c 5 seconds
u Uniform [200, 600] kbps
D Uniform [600, 1000] kbps
download rate variation [τ − 50, τ + 50] kbps,
range over time where τ is the mean download rate of a peer.
I Uniform [0, 400] and LogNormal (4.49,
1.5) truncated at 2000s
L Uniform [0, 400] and LogNormal (4.49,
1.5) truncated at 2000s
P Uniform [0, 100] and LogNormal (2.88,
1.5) truncated at 2000s
Q Uniform [0, 80] and LogNormal (2.68, 1.5)
truncated at 2000s
N Uniform [1, 15], integers only
Table 3.2: Parameter settings.
default. As a result, different peers have different mean download rates. Note
that the heterogeneity of download rates across peers has been reflected in our
model. Apart from the heterogeneity across peers, the download rate of a sin-
gle peer may also vary over time. This level of heterogeneity, however, is not
reflected in our model. Nevertheless, we would like to capture this level of
heterogeneity in the simulation so as to validate our model against as realistic
conditions as possible. Our simulation achieves this level of heterogeneity by
varying the download rate of a peer around its mean download rate. Each iter-
ation, every peer randomly and independently changes its download rate with
a probability of 0.01, that is, a peer changes its download rate every 100 itera-
tions on average. The new download rate is uniformly drawn from the interval
[τ − 50, τ + 50]kbps, where τ is the mean download rate of that peer.
The LogNormal distribution of I , L, P , and Q are truncated at 2000s, since
LogNormal distribution produces huge values (due to its long-tail property) that
are meaningless in terms of user interactions. For instance, a seek distance
of 6000s for a video of length 2000s is invalid. Therefore, the distributions
followed by I , L, P , and Q are actually truncated LogNormal distributions.
The detailed parameter setting is shown in Table 3.2. Truncated LogNormal
distributions (truncated at 2000) with parameters (4.49, 1.5), (2.88, 1.5), (2.68,
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1.5) have a mean value of 200, 50, and 40, respectively, which is the same as
their corresponding uniform distributions.
The default settings in Table 3.2 can be overwritten by a particular sim-
ulation. For each figure (Figure 3.3-3.9), we choose to vary two parameters,
overwriting their default settings, and the rest of parameters follow their default
settings. When we use uniform distribution for I , L, P , and Q, they uniformly
distribute between [0, 2I¯], [0, 2L¯], [0, 2P¯ ], and [0, 2Q¯] respectively. When-
ever varying I , L, P , and Q that follow LogNormal distribution (µ, σ), we keep
σ fixed but vary µ. The download rate and upload bandwidth of a peer are
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average download rate (Kbps)
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average download rate (Kbps)
average seek distance: 300s
Simulation with Uniform
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Simulation with LogNormal
Our model with Lognormal
No seek and pause
(d)
Figure 3.3: Vary the download rate.
3.5.3 Model Validation
Figure 3.3-3.9 show our simulation results. All simulations include random
departures, thus model interpretations made in Section 3.3.4 (R1 through R4)
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Simulation with Uniform
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Simulation with LogNormal
Our model with LogNormal
No seek and pause
(d)
Figure 3.4: Vary the seek distance.
the simulation results. Every figure consists of four subfigures, each with five
curves. The first two curves correspond to the simulation result and our model
prediction with Eq. 3.26, respectively, using the uniform distribution. The next
two curves repeat the first two curves, but with the LogNormal distribution. The
last curve denotes the server load when there are no seek and pause, obtained
through simulation. As this curve is not subject to seek distance, inter-seek
distance, and pause time, it is a horizontal line in Figure 3.4-3.6 (obtained by
averaging the server load over all rounds of the same simulation).
The important varying parameters are download rate, seek distance, inter-
seek distance, pause time, random departure rate θ, upload bandwidth, and peer
arrival rate. For example, in Figure 3.3 we plot four subfigures for four different
mean values of seek distance – 150s, 200s, 250s, and 300s. The configurations
of the rest follow similar notation and have been labeled on the figures.
Figure 3.3 shows how the server load changes with respect to the download
rate. (R1) says that the server load will keep on increasing as the download rate
increases, which is confirmed by the simulation results in Figure 3.3. Moreover,
both simulation results and our model suggest that the effect of seek and pause
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(d)
Figure 3.5: Vary the inter-seek distance.
between the model prediction curve and the curve without seek and pause, for
both uniform and LogNormal distributions.
Figure 3.4 illustrates how seek distance affects the server load. The turning
points in four subfigures are where vL¯− (D¯ − v)I¯ − D¯P¯ = 0. The simulation
results of both distributions conform to the model interpretation (R2): small and
large seek distance are beneficial in terms of reducing the server load (with the
simulation setting, αue−θts < ve−θtd). It is the medium seek distance that could
potentially increase the server load.
Our model interpretation (R3) suggests that the server load should increase
as the average inter-seek distance increases, but after the turning point (vL¯ −
(D¯ − v)I¯ − D¯P¯ = 0), it does not increase any more. Figure 3.5 validates
this interpretation (the simulation curve flattens out when inter-seek distance is
large), suggesting that seeks at the beginning of the video incur less server load
compared to those at the end, as the average inter-seek distance turns out to be
small in this case compared to cases where seeks squeeze at the end of the video.
Figure 3.6 shows how the server load changes with respect to the average
pause time between two seeks. We can observe that, when interleaved with
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(d)
Figure 3.6: Vary the pause time.
plot the server load with respect to the average pause time after the last seek
(denoted by Q¯), since its effect is obvious as discussed in Section 3.3.3 (O4).
The effect of the random departure rate is shown in Figure 3.7. Our model is
very effective in predicting both the trend and the numeric values. Notably, we
can observe that seek and pause have significant effect on the server load when
the random departure rate is small. As the random departure rate increases, how-
ever, the effect of seek and pause diminishes. The reason for this phenomenon
can be explained easily using our model: under large random departure rate, the
average session time t′s in Eq. 3.36 and the average amount of content down-
loaded z′ in Eq. 3.37 are dominated by the random departure rate rather than
ts and td. In other words, when θ is large, the factor (1 − θ)ts in Eq. 3.36 and
(1− θ)td in Eq. 3.37 will be very small (close to zero). Note that seek and pause
affect the server load through affecting ts and td. Hence, an intuitive explanation
is that when the random departure rate is large, seek and pause will not affect
the average session time t′s and the average amount of content downloaded z
′
too much. According to Eq. 3.31, the server load will not be affected much
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(d)
Figure 3.7: Vary the random departure rate.
Figure 3.8 plots the server load versus the average upload bandwidth. Note
that when the average upload bandwidth is large enough, surplus upload band-
width exists in the system, resulting in negative values of the server load (which
is obtained by subtracting the surplus bandwidth of all peers in the system from
the server bandwidth). The absolute value of the negative server load gives
the amount of surplus, which can be utilized to serve other video sessions in
the multiple video approach (Section 3.4). Another notable observation is that
the effect of seek and pause on the server load increases as the average upload
bandwidth increases. This observation can be predicted by our model as well.
The peer population size is directly related to the peer arrival rate and user
interaction patterns such as the inter-seek distance and the pause time. In sim-
ulations of Figure 3.3-3.8, the peer population size is mainly affected by user
interaction patterns as we keep the average peer arrival rate constant. The peer
population size for this set of simulations is around 4000–5000, when the sys-
tem is at steady state. For cases where random departure rate is high, this num-
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(d)
Figure 3.8: Vary peers’ upload bandwidth.
server load and peer arrival rate. Both our model and the simulation results draw
the same conclusion that the server load is proportional to the peer arrival rate.
Finally, we can observe that seek and pause sometimes reduce the server
load, but at other times, they increase the server load significantly. For most
simulations (except Figure 3.4), there is significant difference in server load
between cases where seek and pause are present and cases where they are not.
Thereby, seek and pause have significant effect on the server load, reinforcing
the motivation of this work.
In practice, the number of peers watching a video has the diurnal pattern [54].
For instance, more users may watch a video in the evening, but less users watch
it at midnight. We use a sine function to generate a periodically varying peer
arrival rate as shown in Figure 3.10(a). The peer arrival rate has a period of 24
hours. We use the average peer arrival rate within a sliding window (the window
size is equal to the expected peer session time) to estimate the number of peers
in the system at a particular moment using Eq. 3.24. Simulation results and our
model prediction are shown in Figure 3.10(b). We can observe that our model
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Figure 3.9: Vary the peer arrival rate.
3.5.4 Comparing the Effect of Different Distribution Types
Evaluation results in Figure 3.3-3.9 show that the uniform distribution incurs
significantly larger server load compared to the LogNormal distribution with
the same mean values. Since our model prediction is reasonably accurate, we
give an explanation for this phenomenon using our model in this subsection.
The explanation will give directives on which distribution type are more likely
to incur large server load.
Both the uniform and the LogNormal distribution have the same mean val-
ues, so according to Eq. 3.26, the difference should mainly come from the
distribution-dependent factor δ (we ignore the overhead factor ε, as it is very
small). With further investigation to the factor δ, we can conclude that the dif-
ference between the uniform and the LogNormal distribution is due to B¯N¯+1,
which is computed using Eq. 3.14, 3.15 and 3.16. Note that in our model,
B1 = W = (D¯ − v)I − vL + D¯P . We use Wu and Wl to denote the W of
the uniform and the LogNormal distribution respectively. Figure 3.11 plots the

















































(b) Simulation result and model prediction
Figure 3.10: Validation against varying peer arrival rate.

































Wl  (unit Mbits)
Figure 3.11: pdf’s of Wu and Wl.
∫ 0
−∞
xfu(x)dx = −16.36 (3.47)∫ +∞
0
xfu(x)dx = 32.13 (3.48)∫ 0
−∞
xfl(x)dx = −43.36 (3.49)∫ +∞
0
xfl(x)dx = 59.35 (3.50)
E[Wu] ≈ E[Wl] (3.51)
Here fu(x) and fl(x) denote the pdf’s of Wu and Wl respectively. Even though
the mean values of Wu and Wl are the same, these two distributions are quite
different in nature. With Eq. 3.15 and 3.16, we can recursively compute B¯ui
and B¯li, denoting the mean value of Bi for the uniform and the LogNormal
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distribution, respectively. For instance,
B¯u2 = E[B
u
2 ] = E[H
u


















E[Wu] ≈ E[Wl] (3.55)
=⇒ B¯u2 < B¯l2. (3.56)
Unfortunately, it is difficult to get a closed-form equation for B¯N¯+1, thus we
have to compute it numerically. By recursively executing Eq. 3.15 and 3.16 for




. Hence, we have
δu < δl. (3.57)
From Eq. 3.26, we can see that δu < δl implies that the uniform distribution
incurs larger server load than the LogNormal distribution. An intuitive expla-
nation for this phenomenon is that the large variance of LogNormal distribution
makes it much easier for gaps to appear, resulting in larger average gap size
(Eq. 3.12). Larger gap size reduces the bandwidth demand. The bandwidth sup-
ply for the two distributions is the same, as the average peer session time is the
same for the two distributions (Eq. 3.21). Therefore, the uniform distribution
incurs larger server load.
3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we proposed a model that takes seek, pause, and random de-
parture as system parameters for analyzing the server load in mesh-based P2P
VoD systems. We first characterized seek and pause, and developed an analytical
model that supports both qualitative and quantitative analysis on the server load.
Then the model was extended to support random departure. Finally we validated
our model with a discrete event simulator and showed that it can predict both
the trend and the quantitative value of server load accurately. Moreover, seek
and pause patterns with larger variance tend to incur less server load.
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The model derived in this chapter, however, also comes with some limita-
tions. For instance, it assumes that peers will keep downloading until either the
end of the video or their departures. In practice, downloading may pause if there
has been enough content in peers’ buffer. Furthermore, this model only studies
sequential prefetching. The analytical model with non-sequential prefetching is
left for future work.
Understanding the effect of user interactions on the server load of a P2P
VoD system is crucial in many ways. For instance, as seeks are largely affected
by bookmarks [15], given a bookmark placement, user interaction patterns can
be predicted, and thus seek distance and inter-seek distance can be further esti-
mated. Feeding these parameters into our model gives the required server band-
width of that bookmarked video, allowing better provision of server bandwidth
capacity. Our model also shows that seeks at the end of the video incur more
server load compared to those at the beginning of the video. Hence, we can
choose to place bookmarks and design the playback interface so as to reduce
the number of seeks at the end of the video. Apart from those above, a handful
of other results can also be derived from our model.
Our analytical model may also find its application in other domains. For
instance, with little modification, our model also works for client-server-based






In the context of P2P file sharing and P2P media streaming systems, content
discovery refers to the process during which a peer looks up where to retrieve
a required object. Content discovery is the precursor to content retrieval, which
delivers the actual content to requesting peers. The requirement for content
discovery time varies across applications. File sharing applications can afford
long content discovery time; interactive media streaming applications, however,
demand shorter lookup latency to ensure smooth user experience. For instance,
[28] report that the acceptable latency for online interactive games varies from
300ms to 1s. [34] show that over 95% of users can tolerate delay up to only 1s in
progressive mesh streaming. As an indispensable component, the performance
of content discovery directly affects the quality of service and user experience
when using a P2P system.
By Definition 1.2, non-continuous accesses occur when users jump from
one location in the resource space to another. The amount of non-continuous
accesses depends on the application type and content type. In VoD, for example,
users may seek more often while watching an educational video compared to
while watching a movie. To give a sense of seek frequency, [15] observed an
average of 9.3 seeks for sports videos. Furthermore, non-continuous access also
depends on the interface design. For instance, if the user interface supports




Even though, in most cases, there are fewer non-continuous accesses than
continuous accesses, reducing the response time during non-continuous access
is essential to ensure smooth user experience. As pointed out by [19], reducing
startup latency and seek latency is crucial for user experience in VoD service.
Similar arguments apply to other applications as well.
In P2P streaming, peers with contents that are close are often grouped to-
gether and form a neighborhood, so that they can upload content to each other.
When non-continuous accesses occur, it is likely that a peer jumps to a location
where there is no content in its prefetch buffer, and none or few of its neighbors
possess the requested content. As a result, the streaming system has to quickly
locate other peers who have the contents at the location where the peer jumps
to, so as to establish the new neighborhood. [86] highlight this challenge in
the context of P2P VoD streaming. The situation worsens for applications with
higher dimension in resource space, such as Networked Virtual Environment
(NVE). Existing content discovery approaches cannot cope with non-continuous
accesses efficiently. A fast and scalable content discovery system that supports
non-continuous media accesses is needed.
Next, we characterize media accesses, leading to possible directions that
can be exploited to make content discovery for non-continuous accesses effi-
cient. In general, there exist strong correlations among media objects. We
say object Obj2 is correlated with Obj1, if peers are likely to access Obj2 af-
ter accessing Obj1. Media objects accessed by users can correlate temporally,
spatially, and in various other forms, for example, zoom level [75, 71]. These
correlations can be exploited for provision of efficient content discovery. Exist-
ing approaches, however, are unable to exploit these correlations. In particular,
in DHT-based systems, 〈key, value〉 pairs are looked up independently of each
other. In gossip-based systems, only obvious correlations, such as temporal and
spatial locality, are exploited. This approach suffices for continuous accesses,
but not non-continuous ones. Moreover, mining the non-obvious correlations in
a white-box manner is rather difficult and tedious.
In this chapter, we propose a distributed caching middleware named APRI-
COD to provide fast content discovery for non-continuous media accesses. APRI-
COD exploits the correlations among media objects. The correlations, including
those non-obvious ones are mined in a black-box way, making APRICOD ap-
plication independent. More specifically, we use the user interaction history to
imply the correlations. The mined correlations are further used to facilitate con-
tent discovery. As opposed to the traditional data-driven content discovery so-
lutions, such as DHT and many others, APRICOD is user access pattern driven.
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To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to explore this new paradigm of
content discovery for non-continuous media accesses.
There exist two major differences between the access-pattern-driven ap-
proach and the data-driven approach. First, the access-pattern-driven approach
learns user access patterns over time. In other words, the knowledge of histor-
ical queries, such as the query results, is preserved in the system to help future
queries. Second, the access-pattern-driven approach exploits the correlations
among media objects to predict which data unit the peers are likely to look up
next, so as to reduce the lookup latency. Apart from the general APRICOD
design, we also provide a specific implementation of APRICOD on top of Pas-
try [83]. We show that APRICOD can be elegantly incorporated into the DHT
overlay, without affecting the underlying DHT lookup function.
Note that, even though we call APRICOD a caching middleware, the term
“caching” here is different from its usual interpretation. Traditionally, peer de-
parture causes loss of the information that the P2P system caches. In APRICOD,
however, the cached information is preserved in the system, through appropri-
ate replication schemes, regardless of peer failure and churn. The information
cached in APRICOD can be interpreted as a “knowledge base” that accumulates
over time, and is passed down from one generation of peers to the next.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. A general system model is
introduced in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3, we present a concrete system design of
the general model, with cell managers. Section 4.4 discusses some important is-
sues related to the system performance. Section 4.5 provides an implementation
of APRICOD on top of Pastry. Section 4.6 evaluates APRICOD with real traces
collected from Second Life and a VoD player. Finally, the chapter is concluded
by Section 4.7.
4.2 General System Model
In this section, we sketch the general system model. A detailed system real-
ization is presented in Section 4.3. Note that there may be other alternatives to
realize the general model presented here.
As a caching middleware, APRICOD should be used together with an under-
lying content discovery system, which provides a query resolution guarantee so
as to ensure global connectivity. Two possible configurations are shown in Fig-
ure 4.1, where APRICOD provides support for a centralized and a DHT-based










(b) Attached with DHT
Figure 4.1: APRICOD used together with the underlying content discovery sys-
tem. (Arrows indicate query resolution path. Queries are passed to the content
discovery layer if they cannot be resolved by APRICOD.)
restricted to supporting these two overlays. Figure 4.1 shows that the APRICOD
overlay is designed separately from the data dissemination and the content dis-
covery overlay. All layers in Figure 4.1 are conceptually independent of each
other, even though, in real implementation, they may be combined together. The
data dissemination layer issues a query to the APRICOD layer. If APRICOD
cannot resolve the query, it relays the query to the content discovery layer. Both
configurations in Figure 4.1 have their respective advantages and drawbacks: the
centralized-based system architecture shown in Figure 4.1(a) trades scalability
for shorter lookup latency. It is the other way round for the DHT-based system
architecture in Figure 4.1(b). Our work focuses on the APRICOD overlay, and
we treat the content discovery layer as a black box.
The key construct of APRICOD is a resource map. All media objects acces-
sible by users constitute an pi-dimensional resource space that is partitioned into
small cells. Each cell is managed by a logical node. Content discovery in APRI-
COD is achieved by exploiting correlations among media objects managed by
these nodes. Recall that object Obj2 is correlated with Obj1, if peers are likely
to access Obj2 after accessing Obj1. Accordingly, two nodes are correlated if
the objects they manage are correlated. Each node maintains a small number of
links pointing to the set of nodes with the highest correlation. These nodes and
the links they maintain constitute the resource map.
Different applications use resource space in different number of dimensions.
For instance, VoD has a one-dimensional resource space, since users can only
access video frames in temporal order. Thus, each cell in the resource space
corresponds to a video segment for VoD streaming. For zoomable video, where
we have non-continuous accesses in the temporal, spatial, and zoom dimension,
the resource space has four dimensions (the spatial dimension is treated as two
dimensions) and each cell would be a hypercube.
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Suppose a peer is currently accessing the resources managed by a node H .
The peer attaches itself toH , and uses it as the query resolver to perform content
discovery. Every node maintains a content provider list for objects it manages.
Therefore, if the peer queries for a list of content providers for objects managed
by H , H would be able to answer the query directly. If the peer starts accessing
objects in a cell that is not the responsibility of H , it should find the correspond-
ing node K, who is in charge of that cell first, and then request a list of content
providers from K. To discover K, the peer queries H as well, as it is very likely
that H has a link pointing to K, given the way we construct the resource map.
If so, the query is a hit and resolves with just a single hop.
In cases where H does not have a link pointing to K, it resorts to the content
discovery layer to find K. In addition, H should establish a link pointing to K,
since a query miss indicates H is not aware of the correlation among the two
nodes. Even though establishing the link does not help the querying peer, doing
so will help future peers that issue the same query. In other words, H caches the
query result. As the peer moves to access resources managed by another node,
it changes the node that it attaches to, and repeats the same querying process as
described before.
The previous procedure locates the query resolver recursively. The recursive
process can be bootstrapped by a bootstrap server or DHT lookup, depending
on the underlying content discovery system used. Furthermore, the resource
map is constructed incrementally: a new link is established if a query misses.
The construction process is indeed a learning process that learns the correlations
among cells, reflecting the user access patterns. Due to the capacity limitation
at each node, we may want to limit the number of links that a node maintains.
If the capacity limit is reached, an existing link should be replaced. State-of-
the-art cache replacement policies can be adopted to determine which link to
replace.
If the peer has cached enough content managed by a node, it registers itself
as a content provider to that node for those objects it has cached. Accordingly,
deregistration should be carried out when deleting contents from its cache.
4.3 System Design
Next, we provide a detailed design of the system model in Section 4.2, by taking
various concerns into account.
Figure 4.2 shows a sample two-dimensional resource space, quantized into






Figure 4.2: Cell managers and links.
cell is assigned a cell manager, which is responsible for maintaining a content
provider list for resources within the cell.
4.3.1 Peer Navigation Model
Peers navigate within the resource space, and we characterize peers’ navigation
patterns with the following two parameters:
• virtual position O.
• interest window, a window centred at the virtual position with size of ψ
(ψ ≥ 0).
Peers’ virtual position could appear in various forms: temporal, spatial, a com-
bination of the two, or even other forms, depending on the nature of the target
application. For instance, in NVE, it would be the spatial location of avatars.
In VoD streaming, it would be the playback point, which is in temporal form.
A peer should always attach to the cell manager of the cell, where its virtual
position falls into, and use that cell manager as query resolver.
A peer at position O may access media objects around O. Taking NVE as
example, avatars need to access objects in their Area of Interest (AOI), which
may fall into another cell. The interest window is incorporated to handle such
scenarios, where peers simultaneously access resources managed by multiple
cell managers. We assume that all peers have the same interest window size. If
not, the maximum window size would be used. We say that cell managers M1
and M2 are associated if the distance between the two cells is no more than the
interest window size ψ. The distance between two cells can be defined as the
shortest distance between the two cells’ contour points. Neighbor cell managers




Suppose a peer’s current virtual position falls into cell Ci. It attaches to the cor-
responding cell manager Mi and uses Mi as the query resolver. Whenever the
peer tries to access resources in another cell, say Cj , it first needs to identify
the corresponding cell manager Mj , and then retrieve a list of content providers
from Mj . Identification of the cell manager Mj is done by querying Mi. De-
pending on the peer’s movement, queries issued to Mi can be classified into two
types.
• Association query. The peer’s virtual position remains in cell Ci. There-
fore, resources accessible by the peer are bounded by the interest window.
Thus, Mj must be a cell manager that is associated with Mi. For an asso-
ciation query, after receiving the query result, the peer remains attached
to cell manager Mi.
• Movement query. The peer moves into cell Cj . Unlike the association
query, upon receiving the query result, the peer detaches from Mi, at-
taches to cell manager Mj , and uses Mj as the new query resolver. We
say a movement query is non-continuous (also called non-continuous ac-
cess query) if the peer’s virtual position moves to a non-neighbor cell.
Otherwise, we say this query is a continuous access query.
Cell ID IP:port Type Access count Time stamp
72 45.34.1.7:7784 dynamic 34 10:20am
81 102.4.6.8:7784 fixed - -






Table 4.1: Link table.
To answer both association and movement queries, each cell manager main-
tains a link table as shown in Table 4.1. The link table consists of two types of
links: fixed and dynamic links. For each cell manager Mk that is associated
with Mi, Mi maintains a fixed link pointing to Mk. With fixed links, Mi can
answer all association queries and continuous movement queries with a single
hop. Fixed links are created during the initialization process and they encode
strong and obvious correlations, so we do not allow them to be replaced. Un-
like fixed links, dynamic links can be dynamically added and replaced. They
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store the non-obvious correlations that are learned dynamically, to deal with
non-continuous movement queries. Next, we discuss how to manage the link
table, especially the dynamic links.
Suppose the peer queries Mi for the cell manager Mj . Mi looks up its link
table to check whether it knows Mj or not. If yes, we say the query is a hit.
Otherwise, the query is a miss. Based on whether the query hits or misses,
actions are taken accordingly as follows.
• If the query hits, it can be resolved within a single hop. Attributes such as
the link access count and access time stamp are updated.
• If the query misses, Mi is unable to answer the query directly. Hence, Mi
resorts to the server or the DHT overlay, as shown in Figure 4.1, to resolve
the query. Thereafter, Mi should establish a dynamic link to Mj . In case
the link table is full, some dynamic link has to be replaced. This process
is similar to cache replacements [73, 72]. We adopt the Least Frequently
Used (LFU) for determining which dynamic link to replace.
If the query hits, only one hop is needed to get the query result. Otherwise,
additional hops are needed. Thus, the non-continuous access query hit rate ξ is
an important indicator of the system’s performance in terms of lookup latency. ξ
is related to two factors: the number of dynamic links n and user access patterns.
We are going to relate the three parameters in Section 4.4.1 to give a perspective
on how the two factors affect the performance of our system.
4.3.3 Peer Failure and Flash Crowd
To improve the robustness of the system, we need to handle cell manager failures
and overloading due to flash crowd. Both issues can be mitigated by using an
appropriate replication scheme that replicates cell managers and preserves the

















Figure 4.3: Traffic redirection. R1 and R2 are the replica of M3. M1 and M2
help redirecting traffic to replicas by modifying their link table entries.
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To prevent cell managers from being overloaded due to flash crowd, we can
adopt the traffic redirection techniques as widely used by Content Delivery Net-
works (CDN) [102]. The primary cell manager monitors the query incoming
rate. If the query incoming rate exceeds the upper threshold, replicas are cre-
ated as shown in Figure 4.3 upon the primary cell manager’s request, so that peer
request traffic can be partially redirected to the replicas. When the query incom-
ing rate falls below the lower threshold, some replicas are destroyed. Replicas
and the primary cell manager periodically synchronize with each other, by using
the primary cell manager as coordinator. Even though replicas are dynamically
created and destroyed, a minimum replication factor should be retained to cope
with peer failure. Moreover, it should be noted that temporary inconsistencies
between replicas and primary cell managers would not be a problem here, as the
lookups only need to return a subset of content providers rather than the exact
set of all content providers.
4.3.4 Registration and Deregistration
As a peer caches enough content from a cell, it should register itself as a content
provider to the corresponding cell manager. Meanwhile, the peer should note
down the cell manager’s contact information for future deregistration purposes.
When the peer deletes contents from its cache, accordingly, proper deregistra-
tion should be carried out. Note that peers always keep connections to cell
managers who manage resources that they are currently accessing, but not oth-
ers. Hence, registration will always be successful, but deregistration may fail
due to stale contact information, since the connection to the corresponding cell
manager may no longer be maintained when the deregistration occurs.
If the deregistration fails, the peer will appear as a dead entry in the cell
manager’s content provider list. In other words, the cell manager still recognizes
the peer as a content provider, but the peer no longer has the content. We define





where lv is the total number of valid entries in the content provider list, and ld is
the total number of dead entries. Deregistration failure decreases the freshness
level; therefore, we need a mechanism to retain the freshness level. Otherwise,
eventually, the content provider list will be populated with dead entries. Note
that it is almost impossible to ensure that every entry in the list is valid all the
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time. There exist two approaches to retain the freshness level, with opposite
design philosophies.
Passive approach: If peer X’s deregistration from cell manager Mi fails,
X does nothing. As a result, cell manager Mi’s content provider list contains a
dead entry of X . If, later, another peer Y tries to request content of cell Ci from
peer X , as X is returned as a content provider of cell Ci to Y , Y would discover
that X is no longer a content provider for cell Ci. As a result, Y informs the
cell manager Mi to remove X as a content provider. Finally, the dead entry X
is removed from the content provider list.
Theorem 4.1 If the deregistration failure probability is %, and each querying
peer requests m random peers from the cell manager to download content from
(assuming that each entry, regardless it is valid or not, has the same probability
to be selected), the passive approach gives η = 1 − ν%
m
, when the system is at
steady state, where ν is the portion of peers that later become content providers
for that cell after fetching the content.
valid provider queue invalid provider queue
Figure 4.4: System queue for the content provider list.
PROOF. For the sake of convenient presentation, we split the content provider
list into two parts: valid provider queue and invalid provider queue. As their
names suggest, the valid provider queue contains valid providers, while the in-
valid provider queue contains dead provider entries. Figure 4.4 shows the sys-
tem queue. The arrival rate of peers at cell Ci is λ. After fetching content of
cell Ci, a portion of them, defined as ν (0 ≤ ν ≤ 1), become content providers
for cell Ci. When peers deregister from the cell manager Mi, with probability %,
deregistration fails. Those who fail to deregister join the invalid provider queue,
where they remain until being removed by the passive approach.
The term µ in Fig. 4.4 is the departure rate of the invalid provider queue due
to the dead entry removal process by the passive approach. An invalid entry
is removed if and only if it is selected as a content provider. Therefore, the






λm = (1− η)λm, (4.2)
where m is the number of content providers requested by a peer from the cell
manager to download content from, and η is the freshness level at the steady
state. Furthermore, at the steady state, we have
νλ% = µ. (4.3)
With Eq. 4.2 and 4.3, we can deduce the freshness level at steady state.
νλ% = (1− η)λm,
η = 1− ν%
m
. (4.4)
Proactive approach: Cell managers periodically check the validity of each
entry in their content provider lists, and remove those dead entries.
Theorem 4.2 Let the deregistration failure probability be %, the inter-checking
time be tc, and the average content hold time, defined as the period of time





when the system is at steady state.
PROOF. We use the same system queue as shown in Figure 4.4 to prove Theo-
rem 4.2. The average content hold time is the average amount of time that a peer
stays in the valid provider queue. By Little’s law, we can compute the average
size of the valid provider queue as
lv = νλth. (4.5)
The size of the invalid provider queue varies over time. Right after a check,
the invalid provider queue is empty, since all dead entries have been swept out
by the check. Henceforth, the invalid provider queue size keeps on increasing
until the next check. We assume that the deregistration failures arrive randomly
between two checks. Thereby, the freshness level at the t-th second after the






where νλ% gives the arrival rate of dead entries. If we assume queries arrive

















The average freshness level achievable by these two approaches is deter-
mined by different parameters. Given the same deregistration failure probability
%, the passive approach is determined by m and the proactive approach is deter-
mined by tc and th. Both of them, however, are independent of the peer arrival
rate λ.
Even in the worst case where % = 1, by carefully selecting m, tc, and th,
both approaches would be able to retain a reasonable high freshness level. De-
pending on the application scenario and the target freshness level η, we may
choose which one to adopt. For instance, if p is small and m is large, the pas-
sive approach would be enough. Note that the two approaches do not contradict
each other and can be combined. When used together, cell managers period-
ically check the validity of each entry in the content provider list (proactive
approach). Meanwhile, peers may also report dead entries to cell managers
(passive approach). Cell managers remove an entry if either they discover that
the entry is dead through the proactive approach or the entry is reported as dead
by a peer.
4.3.5 Link and Peer Prefetching
The lookup latency of APRICOD can be further reduced with the assistance of
link and peer prefetching. APRICOD requires one more hop compared to the
centralized solution as illustrated in Figure 4.5(a), even if the query hits. This
additional hop, however, can be eliminated by performing link prefetching as
shown in Figure 4.5(b).
When a peer requests a set of content providers from its current query re-
solver, say M1 in Figure 4.5(b), the links that M1 maintains can be piggybacked
to the content provider set and returned to the requesting peer (step B in Fig-










































(c) with peer prefetching
Figure 4.5: Adopting link prefetching and peer prefetching to further reduce the
lookup latency. The Ei and Fi pairs denotes the request and response for a list
of peers from each cell manager.
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the IP address and port number, which takes only a few bytes. Thus, the cost
of prefetching links is relatively low. With link prefetching, if the querying peer
moves to the next cell and the query hits, the peer can request a set of content
providers from the corresponding cell manager (say M2 in Figure 4.5(b)) di-
rectly. By prefetching links, we can save one hop, making the lookup latency of
APRICOD comparable to the centralized solution when a query hits.
The problems introduced by link prefetching are twofold. First, the query
resolver (M1 in Figure 4.5(b)) will not be able to know which cell the peer ac-
cesses next. This piece of information is crucial for the query resolver to update
its link table. Hence, the peer has to explicitly update the query resolver on the
next cell that it accesses. The update, however, is not as urgent as resolving the
query, so it can be performed later, after the peer gets the query results. Second,
by the time the peer moves to the next cell, the corresponding cell manager, say
M2 in Figure 4.5(b), may be offline or fail. In other words, the contact informa-
tion of cell manager M2 may be stale. Generally speaking, if the peer spends
a short period of time in the current cell, it is not a big problem as the failure
probability of a cell manager within a short period of time is small. Even if
such assumption is not true, the problem can be relieved by issuing two parallel
queries to both the prefetched link and the query resolver. In this case, the first
response of the two parallel queries is adopted. Note that parallel queries should
have the same transaction number to avoid duplicate responses.
The lookup latency can be further reduced by prefetching a set of peers (Fig-
ure 4.5(c)) after prefetching the links. This step involves contacting cell man-
agers that each link points to and prefetching a set of peers (content providers)
from them. With peer prefetching, a query hit results in a lookup latency of 0.
Compared to link prefetching, peer prefetching incurs more message overhead,
but has shorter lookup latency.
4.4 Discussion
4.4.1 Query Hit Rate
APRICOD is designed based on the assumption that there are strong correlations
among media objects accessed by users. This assumption only qualitatively
addresses the applicable condition of APRICOD. It is, however, important to
quantitatively answer this question.
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When is it beneficial to adopt APRICOD? How do we set the num-
ber of dynamic links so as to achieve a certain level of non-continuous
access query hit rate, say ξ?
To answer these questions, we derive a model that relates user access patterns
and the number of dynamic links nwith the non-continuous access query hit rate
ξ. Here we emphasize on non-continuous access queries, as association queries
and continuous access queries will always hit. For the purpose of simplicity, we
assume a cell’s associated cells are its neighbors.
We focus on a single cell C and its cell manager M . Let the cell that is
not a neighbor of C and is accessed right after C be a random variable Q. Q
follows a probability mass function (pmf ) f(x), which is also called the access
pattern function. Rank(j) denotes the cell at the j-th rank in terms of access
probability. Furthermore, we assume that peers do not collude to make decisions
on which cell to access next.
Theorem 4.3 For the link table of M , the optimal caching policy is the one that
caches the set of links pointing to cells with the highest access probability. The
optimal policy achieves a hit rate of ξ =
∑
k∈S f(k), where
S = {Rank(j), j = 1...n} (n is the number of dynamic links). (4.8)
PROOF. The steps to prove Theorem 4.3 are outlined as follows: we first
use a discrete-time Markov chain to model a general cache replacement policy;
next we show that any cache replacement policy will perform no better than the
optimal caching policy.
We focus on the single cell manager M , and define its cache state as the set
of links it caches. For instance, the state {3, 7, 12} denotes that links pointing
to Cell 3, 7, 12 are cached. When a query arrives at M , the probability that this
query requests for link x is f(x). Any cache replacement process, including
LFU, LRU, etc., can be represented as a discrete-time Markov chain. We de-
note the state space of the discrete-time Markov chain as T = {T1, T2, ...., TN}.
When a query arrives at the cell manager M , the Markov chain model transits
from its current state Tu to another state Tv (note that u and v are index variables
and they can take the same value). Each state Tu is a set of cached links, with
size |Tu| ≤ n, where n is the cache size. The preceding general discrete-time
Markov chain model captures all possible cache replacement policies. At any
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time instance, we denote the probability that the system is at state Tu as pu, and
N∑
u=1
pu = 1. (4.9)










Next we consider the optimal caching policy, where the cell manager caches
the set of links with the highest access probability: S = {Rank(j), j =
1...n} (n is the cache size). The corresponding hit rate when the cell manager
caches S is ξ =
∑
k∈S f(k). Note that Rank(j) denotes the link at the j-th rank











pu = ξ, (4.12)
E ≤ ξ. (4.13)
Eq. 4.13 shows that the expected hit rate of any cache replacement policy is
no more than that achieved by the optimal caching policy.
Note that Theorem 4.3 only applies for scenarios where there is no big ac-
cess pattern shift. For instance, if peers issue queries to cell manager M for
links 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 in order, and the cache size of M is 1, the query hit
rate would be 80% with the Least Frequently Used (LFU) policy, exceeding the
upper bound of 50% calculated by Theorem 4.3. This phenomenon is caused by
the access pattern shift: link 1 is popular in the first half of the access sequence,
and link 2 is popular in the second half. Generally speaking, the larger n is, the
less subject Theorem 4.3 is to access pattern shift. To deal with access pattern
shift, we should periodically reevaluate the access pattern function f(x). As a
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result, the non-continuous access query hit rate ξ given by Theorem 4.3 varies
as the access patterns change. Given the current access pattern function f(x),
we further deduce the following corollary.
Corollary 4.1 To achieve a non-continuous access query hit rate ξ, the number







Eq. 4.14 computes the minimum value of x that enables
∑x
j=1 f(Rank(j))
to approximate ξ. Corollary 4.1 gives clues on how to determine the number of
dynamic links n, so as to achieve the target hit rate ξ. Note that the query hit rate
here refers to the hit rate of those queries that are seen the second time onwards.
The first time that a query is seen, it always misses, and increasing the number
of dynamic links cannot make it hit.
4.4.2 Relation to Prefetching
The underlying assumption of APRICOD is the same as prefetching: there are
strong correlations among media objects accessed by users. Hence, it is natural
to consider using APRICOD as a prefetch decision making mechanism: peers
query cell managers for the most frequently accessed link and prefetch content
from the cell that the link points to. Such prefetch decision making process only
considers peer’s current location. It is also possible to incorporate more sophis-
ticated prefetch decision making strategy by considering the peer’s historical
location path. This direction remains a future work.
Even though the assumption that APRICOD and prefetching rely on is the
same, it is important to highlight the difference between the two. Due to band-
width limitations, peers can often only prefetch one or two links. If prefetching
misses its target, peers have to initiate content discovery and fetch the right link.
Cell managers of APRICOD can maintain multiple links simultaneously. As
long as the queried link falls into any one of them, the query is a hit. Hence, we
can expect the query hit rate to be much higher compared to that of prefetching.
In scenarios where lots of user interactions are present, it is hard for prefetching
policies, even those that take non-continuous access into account, to be com-





APRICOD is proposed as a general middleware that can be attached with var-
ious content discovery systems. For our implementation, we choose to imple-
ment APRICOD on top of FreePastry 2.1 [3], without modification to the un-
derlying Pastry routing function. We choose Pastry as it is locality aware and
thus can take advantage of the fact that on the Internet, a two-hop path may have
lower latency than a single-hop path.
In this particular implementation, we quantize the media resource space into
cells with equal size, and the cell ID is assigned as its coordinate in the resource
space. Hence, given the interest window size ψ and the quantization scale, we
can easily deduce whether two cells are associated with each other or not from
their cell ID.
We map APRICOD cell managers to the home node of their hashed cell ID
in Pastry. Each cell manager c is stored in Pastry as a key-value pair: 〈#cellId,
cellManager〉, where #cellId denotes the hashed cell ID, and cellManager is a
vector [cellId, contentProviderList, linkTable], consisting of the unhashed cell
ID, the content provider list, and the link table. All functions of cell managers,
such as query resolution and link establishment, are performed by the Pastry
node that hosts the cell manager. Henceforth, whenever we mention that a cell
manager performs an action, we mean that the hosting Pastry node performs
the action. For the sake of convenient presentation, we do not distinguish be-
tween the two. Furthermore, Pastry uses replication scheme to ensure that the
〈#cellId, cellManager〉 pairs are preserved in the system regardless of peer fail-
ure. Thereby, there is no need to implement our own replication scheme as
proposed in Section 4.3.3.
During the system initialization process, all 〈#cellId, cellManager〉 pairs
are inserted into the Pastry overlay by the bootstrapping node. After all pairs
are successfully inserted, the bootstrapping node routes a message to each cell
manager to create the fixed links. Upon receiving this message, a cell manager
issues DHT lookups (we implement a variant of the DHT lookup function to
return the home node of a key, rather than the actual value associated with the
key) to identify the node handles of all associated cell managers. A node handle
comprises a cell manager’s contact information, such as the IP address and port
number. A sketch of the initialization algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
A peer attaches to the Pastry node, which hosts the cell that its current virtual
position falls into, and issues queries to it. Given that a Pastry node may host
multiple cells, the query should be issued with two parameters: srcCellId, the
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Algorithm 1: System initialization algorithm





// #cellId denotes the hashed cellId
route(#cellId, msg(“create cell manager”, cellId));
// wait until all cell managers are created
successfully
foreach cellId do
route(#cellId, msg(“create fixed links”, cellId));
end
// called upon receiving a message
Receive(#cellId, msg)
begin
if msg is “create cell manager” then
store
〈#cellId, [cellId, emptyProviderList, emptyLinkTable]〉
into the repository;
else if msg is “create fixed links” then
Mi=retrieve the cell manager with cellId. ;
foreach each cell manager Mj that is associated with Mi do
nodehandle=retrieve the node handle of Mj through DHT
lookup;
// 0 is the access count
store 〈Mj.cellId, nodehandle, 0〉 as a link into the link table
of Mi;
end
cell ID of the cell that the peer’s current virtual position falls into and destCellId,
the queried cell ID. srcCellId is used by the Pastry node to uniquely identify the
cell manager that should be used as the query resolver among all those it hosts.
Then, the Pastry node checks whether the cell manager has a link pointing to
destCellId. If yes, the query is a hit. Otherwise, the query is a miss. To further
reduce the lookup latency of missed queries, we implement two additional levels
of optimization in addition to APRICOD.
• First-level optimization: For a missed query, the Pastry node checks
whether it hosts a link Lk pointing to a cell manager Mk, which is asso-
ciated with the queried cell manager. If yes, the Pastry node routes the
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Algorithm 2: Query resolution algorithm
// This function should be called remotely by
peers firstLevel indicates whether it is a
first-level optimization query or not
Query(srcCellId, destCellId, firstLevel=false)
begin
if #destCellId is stored in the Pastry node’s repository then
return self.nodehandle.
else if #srcCellId is stored in the Pastry node’s repository then
linktable=retrieve the link table of srcCellId;
if linktable consists of a link pointing to destCellId then
// Query hit




// Continue for the first-level optimization
if the Pastry node hosts a link, say Lk, pointing to a cell manager
associated with destCellId then
result=Lk.nodehandle.query(Lk.cellId, destCellId, true);
else
// Fall back to DHT lookup
result=retrieve the node handle of the Pastry node that hosts
destCellId through DHT lookup;
// Link establishment
insert the link 〈destCellId, result, 1〉 into the link table of
srcCellId if it exists in the repository;
return result;
end
// the following procedure should be called
periodically by each Pastry node
Checklink()
begin
id=randomly select a cell ID that the Pastry node hosts;
links=retrieve the link table of id;
foreach link l in links do
check whether l is valid;
if l is invalid then
newhandle=initiate DHT lookup to find the node handle of




query to Mk and Mk should be able to resolve the query within a single
hop, as Mk must maintain fixed links pointing to all the associated cell
managers.
• Second-level optimization: If the first-level optimization fails, we fall
back to DHT lookup. The second optimization is similar to DHT caching.
Each Pastry node may host a set of links, so it is possible to intercept
the DHT lookup and take a shortcut. On the DHT routing path, each
intermediate Pastry node should check whether it possesses a link pointing
to the destination. If yes, we take this link as the shortcut.
Queries that cannot be filtered out by APRICOD and the two levels of optimiza-
tion will have to incur O(log(N)) hops of DHT lookup latency.
Furthermore, links have to be periodically checked by hosting Pastry nodes
to ensure that they are not stale. For instance, if the Pastry node that a link
points to fails, the link will no longer be valid. Pastry nodes should issue DHT
lookups to fixed stale links once discovered. Note that the preceding two levels
of optimization should not be applied to DHT lookups of this purpose, other-
wise, the returned lookup results could be stale as well. Algorithm 2 sketches
the query resolution and link checking algorithms. In the sketched query reso-
lution algorithm, for the sake of convenient presentation, we return the queried
cell manager’s node handle instead of a list of content providers. Retrieving a
list of content providers from the returned node handle is just one step further.
4.6 Evaluation
We evaluate our APRICOD implementation on top of Pastry (Section 4.5) in
simulation mode with 1024 nodes, driven by traces collected from Second Life
and a VoD player. The rest of this section is arranged as follows. Section 4.6.1
presents how the two traces are collected and the general simulation setup. In
Section 4.6.2, we examine the amount of correlations observed in the two traces.
Section 4.6.3 uses the VoD trace to illustrate how correlations are created. Sec-
tion 4.6.4 summarizes different APRICOD variants that we are going to study.
Section 4.6.5 evaluates the APRICOD performance by comparing with PoP-
Cache [82]. Finally, the effect of various system parameters on the APRICOD
performance is studied in Section 4.6.6.
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4.6.1 Trace Collection and Simulation Setup
We collect the Second Life trace by placing a bot in the popular region Free-
bies [2] between January 18, 2011 and February 10, 2011. The Second Life
simulator informs every avatar in the region about the respective position of
other avatars within the same region. We obtain the avatars’ mobility traces by
using the bot to sample avatars’ positions every second. The total number of
avatars in this trace is 5, 735. The resources looked up by peers are textures.
Freebies is a 256m × 256m region in Second Life. We quantized Freebies
into 32 × 32 cells of the same size, each of which is mapped to an APRICOD
cell. Links pointing to neighboring cells are stored as fixed links. Except for
those at the boundary, each cell manager has 8 fixed links. The default number
of dynamic links is set to 10.
The VoD trace is collected by a customized Adobe flash player in an uncon-
trolled environment. The video content is a lecture video, with a length of 14
minutes 17 seconds. The player is embedded into a Web page, and students can
watch the video anywhere and anytime. The user interface of our video player
is the same as a typical Web-based video player. Our player logs users’ seek and
playback behaviors as the users watch the video. When users exit the Web page,
the logs are sent to a logging server. Over the semester, we logged the behavior
of 54 viewing sessions.
The video is quantized into segments with equal length of 10s (except the
last segment). The resources that peers look up would be video segments in this
case. Each segment is mapped to an APRICOD cell. Whenever the playback
point moves from one segment to another, a movement query is issued to the
cell manager that is in charge of that segment. We encode neighbor links as
fixed links. Except for the first and last segment, each cell manager has 2 fixed
links. The number of dynamic links is also set to 10 by default.
Individual peers are identified from the collected user traces based on user
ID or IP address. The traces from each peer are fed into our APRICOD imple-
mentation as input for simulation. The Pastry node churn rate is set to 0.0005
per node per second and the Pastry base bit-length b is set to 1. We set the repli-
cation factor to 2, which is enough for the churn rate of 0.0005. The replication
revocation interval is set to 5 seconds, and the link checking interval is set to 20
seconds. Peer arrival follows Poisson arrival rate with a mean value of 1 peer
per second. We use a modified version of the Least Frequently Used (LFU) pol-
icy as the default cache replacement policy. One disadvantage of LFU is that it
may respond slowly to major access pattern shift. Hence, we augment the LFU
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policy with information aging: the access count of a link is decremented by 1 if
it has not been accessed in the last 50 queries issued to the hosting cell manager
(we do not decrement the access count further after reaching 0).
Note that we focus on evaluating the APRICOD performance when handling
movement queries, since association queries always result in a hit according to
the APRICOD design in Section 4.3. Movement queries are the only type of
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Figure 4.6: Correlations among non-neighbor cells observed in the trace.
4.6.2 Examining Correlations in the Traces
Before presenting the evaluation results, we first examine the correlations among
non-neighbor cells, as such correlations are the fundamental assumption based
on which APRICOD is designed. Correlations among neighbor cells are obvi-
ous, so we do not examine them.
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Fig. 4.6 shows the correlations among non-neighbor cells mined from the
two traces. The X-axis denotes the top x portion of most popular non-continuous
access links, and the Y-axis denotes the portion of queries attracted by the top
x portion of most popular non-continuous access links. Meanwhile, the dotted
line denotes the random user access pattern. The solid line denotes the user ac-
cess pattern observed from the traces. Note that each cell has around 1016 and
84 non-neighbor cells, respectively for the Second Life trace and VoD trace. We
can observe that queries do not uniformly spread across all links. Instead, there
is a small number of links that attract a significant portion of queries.
From these two figures, we can conclude that there is significant amount
of correlations even among non-neighbor cells. By knowing a small number
of non-neighbor links, we can answer a significant portion of non-continuous
access queries. Note that having enough correlations is a necessary, but not
sufficient condition for APRICOD to give good performance. The actual per-
formance evaluation of APRICOD is presented in Section 4.6.5.
4.6.3 Illustration of Correlations Using the VoD Trace
Next, we use the VoD trace to demonstrate how the APRICOD overlay evolves
over time and show how APRICOD works. For clarity, we limit the number
of dynamic links to 5 and focus on the cell managers in charge of segments
60, 61, 62, 63 and 64 only (shown as blue nodes). Figure 4.7 shows a serial of
system state snapshots. Outgoing links of the black nodes and neighbor links are
not shown in Figure 4.7. Each link is labeled with its access count. The thicker
the link is, the more often it is accessed, indicating a stronger correlation.
When the simulation starts (Figure 4.7(a)), there are no dynamic links in the
system. After receiving 700 queries, dynamic links start appearing. From Fig-
ure 4.7(b) to 4.7(c) we start observing link replacement. For instance, the links
62 → 55 and 62 → 57 in Figure 4.7(b) are replaced by 62 → 59 and 62 → 69
in Figure 4.7(c). As receiving more queries, dynamic links automatically adapt
to the user access pattern. One observation from Figure 4.7(a) to 4.7(f) is that
those links that indicate strong correlations tend to be kept over time. Note that
access count of each link may not increase monotonically. For instance, the link
62 → 65 has an access count of 3 in Figure 4.7(e), but only 1 in Figure 4.7(f).
This is because the link is replaced and later added back between the 2800th
and 3500th query. When adding back a previously replaced link, its access
count restarts from 1.
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(f) after receiving 3500 queries
Figure 4.7: Evolution of dynamic links over time.
We discover a strong correlation between Segment 60 and Segment 62. Af-
ter looking into the 600th − 610th second of the video, which corresponds to
Segment 60, we found that the lecturer made a mistake while doing a demo and
started checking his code at the beginning of this period. Obviously, students
were not interested in looking into the code, and they just wanted to get to the
correct result. This mistake is probably the reason why quite a number of seeks
were observed during this period. Figure 4.8 plots the seek distance distribution
of seeks issued during this period. We believe that the seek distance indicates






















Figure 4.8: Seek distance distribution.
to the correct result. The distribution shown in Figure 4.8 reflects the students’
guesses. A guess of 0 ∼ 40s makes sense, as there is not much time for de-
bugging during a lecture. The correlation between Segment 60 and Segment
62 is probably caused by the skewed guesses, which is further due to humans’
common sense. Despite the subtlety of such a correlation, APRICOD is able to
capture it.
4.6.4 Different APRICOD Variants
We now describe the three APRICOD variants that we will evaluate:
• Basic APRICOD (Section 4.3.2).
• APRICOD with link prefetching (Section 4.3.5).
• APRICOD with peer prefetching (Section 4.3.5).
The APRICOD with link and peer prefetching variants include the two levels of
optimization presented in Section 4.5, but the basic APRICOD does not. The
three variants resolve hit queries with 2, 1, and 0 hops, respectively. There-
fore, we can expect that APRICOD with peer prefetching will perform the best,
followed by APRICOD with link prefetching and the basic APRICOD.
In terms of message complexity, APRICOD with link prefetching is slightly
higher than the basic APRICOD, as it requires links to be piggybacked to query
results. Compared to the basic APRICOD, the extra overhead incurred by link
prefetching is z×v per query, where z is number of links cached in the link table,
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and v is the size of each link. A link encodes a node’s contact information, such
as IP address and port number, occupying only a few bytes.
APRICOD with peer prefetching incurs more message overhead than link
prefetching, which is around z × u per query, where u denotes the message
overhead of prefetching a set of peers from one cell manager. Note that peer
prefetching only prefetches peers’ contact information. We will empirically
compare their message complexity in Section 4.6.6.
4.6.5 Evaluation of Lookup Hops and Latency
In this subsection, we evaluate APRICOD against PoPCache [82], which is a
state-of-the-art DHT proactive caching scheme implemented on top of Pastry.
PoPCache does not assume a Zipf-like distribution of cell popularity, which does
not hold in our traces, making it a good candidate to compare with. Considering
that the content provider list is highly dynamic, PoPCache caches pointers to the
list, rather than the actual list itself. For a fair comparison, we set the number of
cached copies to be the same as the total number of links (including both fixed
and dynamic links) in APRICOD.
In both PoPCache and APRICOD, we adopt parallel queries to alleviate
timeouts. For PoPCache, two parallel recursive queries are issued to the DHT
overlay and whichever returns first is adopted. Similarly, for APRICOD, we is-
sue one query to the APRICOD layer and one recursive query to the underlying
DHT layer. The query resolution time is equal to that of the one that returns
first. If the query result does not return within 2s, the query times out.
In our simulation, we first use the Euclidean network topology generator
in FreePastry to simulate the end-to-end latency in Internet, for extensive eval-
uation. To be more realistic, we also use real end-to-end latency dataset for
validation.
We use lookup hops and lookup latency as the performance metrics. These
two metrics are widely adopted by other content discovery systems introduced
in Section 2.3 as well. A good content discovery system should achieve both
fewer lookup hops and shorter lookup latency. More lookup hops imply more
routing message processing overhead, and potentially longer lookup latency.
Longer lookup latency leads to slower content discovery.
Figure 4.9 and 4.10 plot the lookup hops and latency distribution function
(CDF) using the Second Life trace and VoD trace, respectively. We can eas-
ily observe that all APRICOD variants outperform PoPCache in terms of both




















APRICOD w. link prefetching
APRICOD w. peer prefetching
(a) Lookup hops distribution. The mean values of the five distribu-


















APRICOD w. link prefetching
APRICOD w. peer prefetching
(b) Lookup latency distribution. The mean values of the five distri-
butions are 472.78ms, 397.22ms, 393.67ms, 293.03ms, and 46.82ms
respectively
Figure 4.9: All queries of the Second Life trace.
peer prefetching > APRICOD with link prefetching > basic APRICOD > PoP-
Cache. Notably, APRICOD with link prefetching can resolve around 90% of the
Second Life queries and 80% of the VoD queries with a single hop, comparable
to the performance of centralized content discovery solutions. Queries that take
a single hop in APRICOD with link prefetching are those resulting in a hit in
APRICOD, with a few exceptions. These exceptions are those queries whose
DHT lookup takes a single hop and returns first. In contrast, PoPCache takes
up to 5 hops to resolve the same number of query for both traces. The perfor-




















APRICOD w. link prefetching
APRICOD w. peer prefetching
(a) Lookup hops distribution. The mean values of the five distribu-


















APRICOD w. link prefetching
APRICOD w. peer prefetching
(b) Lookup latency distribution. The mean values of the five distri-
butions are 507.00ms, 428.84ms, 416.23ms, 312.27ms, and 91.25ms
respectively
Figure 4.10: All queries of the VoD trace.
both lookup hops and latency to 0. In terms of lookup latency, PoPCache and
the three APRICOD variants resolve 33%, 51%, 77%, and 94% of the Second
Life queries, respectively, with less than 400ms. For the VoD trace, these num-
bers become 25%, 42%, 72%, and 88%, respectively. The APRICOD with link
and peer prefetching curves almost coincide except for hop 0 in Figure 4.9(a)
and 4.10(a), as peer prefetching can only reduce the lookup latency of those
queries that hit in APRICOD.
Furthermore, the portion of queries that take a single hop in APRICOD with
link prefetching is slightly higher than the portion of queries that take two hops
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in basic APRICOD, as shown in Figure 4.9(a) and 4.10(a). This phenomenon
is due to the fact that there are some DHT queries that take more hops, but
incur shorter latency in basic APRICOD. As a result, their query results are
adopted as opposed to the APRICOD’s query results, since they return first.
In APRICOD with link prefetching, such queries are less common, due to the


















APRICOD w. link prefetching
APRICOD w. peer prefetching
(a) Lookup hops distribution. The mean values of the five distribu-


















APRICOD w. link prefetching
APRICOD w. peer prefetching
(b) Lookup latency distribution. The mean values of the five
distributions are 472.16ms, 436.28ms, 428.02ms, 365.19ms, and
214.25ms respectively
Figure 4.11: Non-continuous access queries of the Second Life trace.
Results shown in Figure 4.9 and 4.10 include both continuous and non-
continuous access queries. We are, however, more concerned with the non-




















APRICOD w. link prefetching
APRICOD w. peer prefetching
(a) Lookup hops distribution. The mean values of the five distribu-


















APRICOD w. link prefetching
APRICOD w. peer prefetching
(b) Lookup latency distribution. The mean values of the five
distributions are 501.64ms, 459.56ms, 449.37ms, 364.51ms, and
210.42ms respectively
Figure 4.12: Non-continuous access queries of the VoD trace.
by prefetching, or they can be resolved quickly using existing content discovery
approaches such as gossiping. Nevertheless, continuous access queries will al-
ways hit in APRICOD, with node failure as exception. Henceforth, we focus on
evaluating non-continuous access queries.
Figure 4.11 and 4.12 plot the lookup hops and latency distribution function
of non-continuous access queries only. Figure 4.11(a) shows that around 55%
of the Second Life and VoD non-continuous access queries are resolved with 2
hops by the basic APRICOD, 1 hop by APRICOD with link prefetching, and 0




















APRICOD w. link prefetching
APRICOD w. peer prefetching
(a) Latency distribution of the Second Life trace. The mean values of



















APRICOD w. link prefetching
APRICOD w. peer prefetching
(b) Latency distribution of the VoD trace. The mean values of the
five distributions are 639.54ms, 525.75ms, 529.67ms, 442.10ms,
and 265.90ms respectively
Figure 4.13: Non-continuous access queries with GNP latency dataset.
link prefetching can resolve up to 58% of the Second Life non-continuous ac-
cess queries and 59% of the VoD non-continuous access queries, in less than
400ms. In contrast, PoPCache can only resolve 33% of non-continuous queries
in Second Life and 26% in the VoD case, within 400ms. With peer prefetching,
the improvement of APRICOD over PoPCache becomes even more significant.
As stated in Section 4.1, the acceptable latency is generally less than 1s, in-
cluding both the content discovery latency and the content retrieval latency. By
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significantly reducing the lookup latency to less than 400ms, we are more likely
to control the overall latency within the acceptable range.
Figure 4.13 further evaluates APRICOD using real latency dataset GNP [74].
Similar results can be observed. PoPCache and the APRICOD variants resolve
8%, 19%, 48%, and 61% of the Second Life non-continuous access queries, and
8%, 22%, 48%, and 60% of the VoD ones within 400ms.
As for the query timeout ratio, there is no significant difference between
APRICOD and PoPCache. Most of the time, the query timeout ratio varies




































Figure 4.14: Non-continuous access query hit rate over time.
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4.6.6 Effect of Various System Parameters
APRICOD is able to improve the lookup latency of non-continuous access queries
that hit. Thus, as discussed in Section 4.4.1, the non-continuous access query hit
rate is an important indicator on how much improvement that APRICOD could
possibly make. In this subsection, we use the query hit rate as the performance
metric, to evaluate APRICOD against various system settings and user access
patterns. Note that the lookup latency of those hit queries is not subject to the
DHT overlay size. Therefore, we do not evaluate APRICOD against different
DHT overlay sizes. To isolate the APRICOD performance from the underly-
ing DHT, we only issue a query to the APRICOD layer, without the parallel
recursive query to the DHT layer anymore.
Convergence. Figure 4.14 shows the non-continuous access query hit rate
over time. For each trace, we group every 50 queries into a round, according to
the order that they are issued, and compute the hit rate of each round. Note that a
query hit means that only a 1-hop lookup latency is incurred in APRICOD with
link prefetching, and 0-hop lookup latency in APRICOD with peer prefetching.
The curve shown in Figure 4.14(a) has been smoothed over multiple rounds. We
can observe the learning process from the two curves: at the beginning of the
simulation, the hit rate of non-continuous access queries is low. After receiving a
few rounds of queries (each round consists of 50 queries), the hit rate converges
quickly to around 0.65 for the Second Life trace and 0.7 for the VoD trace.
Analysis of missed queries. For the Second Life trace, we observed 76, 080
non-continuous access queries, out of which 2, 271 queries time out, 45, 633
queries hit, and 28, 176 queries miss. We further analyse the reason for query
misses: out of the 28, 176 missed queries, 17, 029 of the queries miss because
they are seen for the first time; the other 11, 147 queries miss after they are
issued two or more times.
Similarly, for the VoD traces, we observe 1, 459 non-continuous access queries,
out of which 28 queries time out, 839 queries hit, and 592 queries miss. Unlike
the Second Life trace, the majority of the missed queries are due to the fact that
they are seen for the first time. Only 40 queries miss when they are issued the
second time onwards. This observation suggests that we can get a higher query
hit rate by training the system with more data for the VoD case. As for the Sec-
ond Life case, we should consider increasing the number of dynamic links, to
reduce the number of missed queries that are issued the second time onwards.
Number of dynamic links. Figure 4.15 plots the non-continuous access
query hit rate when the system reaches steady state versus the number of dy-
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Non-cont. queries
Non-cont. queries seen 2nd time onwards
(b) VoD trace
Figure 4.15: Effect of the number of dynamic links on the non-continuous ac-
cess query hit rate.
access query hit rate increases as well. The curves, however, flatten out and the
hit rate does not increase further, as the rest of missed queries are mainly those
that are seen for the first time. Note that when a non-continuous access query is
seen for the first time, it is bound to miss and increasing the number of dynamic
links simply does not help.
We use Figure 4.16 to demonstrate the use of Corollary 4.1 in Section 4.4.1.
The Second Life trace is divided into two halves. The first half is used to profile
the user access pattern, namely to get the access pattern function f(x) in Corol-
lary 4.1. Then, we set a target hit rate for non-continuous access queries that




























Figure 4.16: Varying number of dynamic links.
with the target hit rate, are used to determine the required number of dynamic
links by each cell manager, using Corollary 4.1. Note that unlike previous cases
where each cell manager has the same number of dynamic links, here we allow
this number to vary across different cell managers. Finally, the second half of
the trace is used to validate if the target hit rate is reached. The result is plotted
in Figure 4.16.
The x-axis denotes the average computed number of dynamic links per cell
manager. The solid and dotted curves represent the target and observed hit rate
of non-continuous access queries that are issued the second time onwards, re-
spectively. Figure 4.16 shows that the achieved hit rate with the computed num-
ber of dynamic links is very close to the target hit rate. Furthermore, with vary-
ing number of dynamic links, we can achieve a high query hit rate with a small
average number of dynamic links.
Maintaining freshness. Figure 4.17 validates Theorem 4.1 and 4.2 in Sec-
tion 4.3.4, using the Second Life trace. The deregistration failure probability %
is set to 1 for both approaches. For the passive approach, we set ν = 1, im-
plying that all peers who request contents from a cell will eventually register as
content providers for that cell. A peer remains as a content provider for the cell
that it has registered to until its departure, which causes dead entries in the con-
tent provider list. Figure 4.17(a) plots the content provider list freshness level
against m, the number of content providers requested from cell managers by a
querying peer (Theorem 4.1). We can observe that the simulation result matches
our model closely. Even with small values of m, such as 4 or 5, the freshness
level is reasonable high.
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Figure 4.17(b) shows how the freshness level changes with respect to the
inter-checking time tc (Theorem 4.2) in the proactive approach. The content
hold time th follows an exponential distribution with a mean value of 300s. Dead
entries in the content provider list are caused by deleting content from a peer’s
cache. Figure 4.17(b) shows that our analytical model in Theorem 4.2 matches
the simulation result perfectly. Furthermore, the freshness level decreases as the



















































Estimated using Theorem 4.2
(b) proactive approach
Figure 4.17: Freshness level vs. different decision parameters.
Access pattern shift. Figure 4.18 validates APRICOD’s reaction to user
access pattern shift. The access pattern shift is created by concatenating two
Second Life traces: one is collected from the region Korea2 [4], and the other















Figure 4.18: Reaction of APRICOD to access pattern shift.
different, since they are collected from two different regions. We feed the Ko-
rea2 trace to our APRICOD simulator first. After draining the Korea2 trace, the
Freebies trace is pumped into the APRICOD simulator. As a result, an access
pattern shift is created at the junction point of the two traces. Figure 4.18 shows
the smoothed non-continuous access query hit rate over time. The junction point
of the two traces is indicated by the vertical line in Figure 4.18. We can observe
that after the junction point, there is a dive in the non-continuous access query
hit rate. The access pattern shift causes the query hit rate to drop first. As APRI-
COD is equipped with self-learning capability, after some time, it is able to auto
adapt to the new user access pattern, thus the query hit rate starts picking up.
The time that APRICOD takes to adapt to the new access pattern is less than
100 rounds (recall that each round consists of 50 queries). User access pattern
shifts within each trace can also be identified and APRICOD is able to adapt to
them quickly as well.
basic with link pref. with peer pref. PoPCache
Maintenance message 72 72 72 71
Lookup message 171 460 2471 224
Table 4.2: Message overhead. The unit for maintenance message overhead is
bytes per cell manager per second, and the unit for lookup message overhead is
bytes per query.
Message overhead. Table 4.2 lists the message overhead of different APRI-
COD variants and PoPCache, measured using the Second Life trace for both
continuous and non-continuous accesses. The message overhead listed in Ta-
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ble 4.2 does not include the underlying DHT maintenance messages. The re-
ported maintenance message overhead includes keep alive messages and DHT
lookup messages issued to repair broken links. We can observe that the main-
tenance message overhead is almost the same across all variants. On average,
each cell manager receives around 72 bytes of maintenance message per sec-
ond, which is quite small. Lookup message overhead refers to messages issued
or routed by all nodes to resolve a query. The basic APRICOD incurs 171 bytes
to resolve one query on average, which is lower than that required by PoPCache.
The reduction is mainly due to the shortened lookup hops. APRICOD with link
prefetching and peer prefetching incur 460 and 2, 471 bytes message overhead
per query, respectively. The absolute number of lookup message overhead, how-
ever, is still very small compared to the media streaming rate. Therefore, we
would recommend either APRICOD with link prefetching or APRICOD with
peer prefetching, due to their superior performance.
4.7 Conclusion
In this Chapter, we proposed a distributed content discovery caching middle-
ware named APRICOD for media streaming applications. APRICOD is able
to resolve all continuous access queries with a single hop and non-continuous
access queries with a single hop with a probability of 0.65 and 0.7 for the Sec-
ond Life and VoD traces, respectively, by exploiting correlations among media
objects accessed by users.
Apart from the general APRICOD system model, we also provided a de-
tailed system design and implementation on top of Pastry. The conditions when
APRICOD can be applied was addressed by investigating how user access pat-
terns affect the APRICOD performance. We evaluated our APRICOD design
using real traces collected from Second Life and a VoD player, showing that it
is capable of reducing both lookup hops and lookup latency significantly.
Note that the performance of APRICOD depends on the user access patterns.
APRICOD may perform poorly for user access patterns where the assumption
of significant amount of correlations is violated. However, this assumption gen-
erally holds for media access.
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Joserlin: Joint Request and Service
Scheduling
5.1 Introduction
Non-linear access patterns create uncertainties in user accesses: given the cur-
rent set of media objects accessed, more than one possible set of objects can be
accessed next. The ubiquitous presence of non-linear accesses in interactive me-
dia poses great challenges on request and service scheduling in P2P streaming
systems.
In a typical P2P media streaming system, peers navigate in the media re-
source space, consisting of all accessible media objects. Objects not in a peer’s
cache when they are needed will be requested from neighbors. We call such
requests on-demand requests. Each on-demand request is associated with a
deadline. If the requested object has not been retrieved from a neighbor by
the deadline, the request is sent to the server as a last resort. To reduce object re-
trieval time, prefetching is commonly used. Prefetching predicts objects needed
in the future and issue prefetch requests to neighbors to retrieve them. In order
to reduce the server load, prefetch requests are not sent to the server..
Our goal is to schedule on-demand and prefetch requests to reduce the amount
of content requested from the server 7. This goal is equivalent to reducing the
number of requests sent to the server, assuming equal-sized media objects.
We call scheduling activities at the requester side (the peer that sends the
request) request scheduling and call those at the responder side (the peer that
receives the request) service scheduling. Request scheduling decides:
7If we fix the server bandwidth, the problem would transform to maximizing the total number
of objects retrieved on time, which positively correlates to the user experience.
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• which neighbor a request should be sent to,
• the requesting order of prefetch requests, and
• when and at what rate prefetch requests should be sent out.
Accordingly, service scheduling decides:
• which request to serve and which request to reject (referred to as rejection
policy) and












Figure 5.1: Non-linear access pattern vs. linear access pattern.
Request and service scheduling has been studied extensively in the context
of P2P VoD streaming systems. In VoD, however, video chunks are accessed
mostly sequentially as shown in Figure 5.1(b). Seeks are rare (an average of
1.6 − 3.4 seeks for movies [54] and 9.3 for sports videos [15]) and thus the
access patterns are mostly linear. Existing solutions would not work well for
non-linear access patterns, due to the following characteristics of interactive
media streaming systems:
(i) Data availability changes quickly. Take the networked virtual envi-
ronment shown in Figure 5.1(a) as example. Even if a peer A currently holds
a media object needed by peer B, the next object needed by B may not be
available at A. In the VoD case (Figure 5.1(b)), however, if peer A possesses
the current chunk requested by peer B, A is likely to possess the next chunk
requested by B, due to the linear playback property. Existing scheduling solu-
tions that fail to factor in this property cannot work well with non-linear access
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scenarios. For instance, bandwidth reservation-based service scheduling solu-
tions [107, 52, 94, 48] are inefficient, as the reserved bandwidth at a peer A may
not be used to serve another peer B if peer A does possess the objects requested
by peer B later.
(ii) Prefetch misses frequently. Non-linear access patterns lead to a clear
difference between on-demand and prefetch requests – on-demand requests are
caused by prefetch misses and have much tighter deadlines. Many existing
works do not distinguish the two [94, 103, 63, 100], and thus on-demand re-
quests’ deadlines are often missed due to unnecessary contentions with prefetch
requests. Solutions that consider the two separately [9] do not study the inter-
play between the two systematically, in particular, how scheduling of prefetch
requests can benefit on-demand requests. Existing prefetch request scheduling
solutions have been largely heuristic or best-effort, leading to limited benefits to
on-demand requests.
(ii) Data access rate varies over time. The data access rate of peers de-
pends on two factors: (a) the data units size and their respective positions in the
resource space, and (b) the moving speed of peers in the resource space. Dif-
ferent peers’ data access rate can be different. The data access rate of one peer
may also vary over time.
To address the aforementioned challenges, we propose Joserlin, a joint re-
quest and service scheduling scheme designed for P2P non-linear media access
systems. Joserlin performs request-level scheduling, which is more flexible than
the bandwidth reservation-based approaches. Moreover, Joserlin assigns priori-
ties to both on-demand requests (based on urgency) and prefetch requests (based
on a derived gain function) to avoid contentions. The derived prefetch gain func-
tion factors in prefetch requests’ contribution to potential on-demand requests
from neighbors that request for the prefetched object, in terms of reducing their
probability to be sent to the server. As a result, Joserlin co-schedules on-demand
and prefetch requests to reduce the server load.
Our work differs from existing ones in Section 2.4 by clearly distinguish-
ing on-demand and prefetch requests, prioritizing them to avoid unnecessary
contentions at both requesters and responders, and co-scheduling them to gain
from the interplay between the two classes of requests. Moreover, majority of
existing solutions treat request and service scheduling as separate, leading to
scheduling efficiency loss [100]. We unify the request and service scheduling
through a global prioritization policy.
Joserlin encompasses four major contributions:
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• We propose a request binning algorithm that helps avoid self-contention
among on-demand requests from the same peer;
• We conduct an analytical study on the on-demand request rejection policy;
• We systematically study the interplay between on-demand and prefetch
requests, based on which a gain function is derived to prioritize prefetch
requests at both requesters and responders;
• We propose a prefetch request issuing algorithm that fully utilizes peers’
upload bandwidth and respects prefetch requests’ relative priority.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Preliminaries are presented
in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 investigates on-demand requests. Section 5.4 studies
prefetch requests and their interplay with on-demand requests. Evaluation is
carried out in Section 5.5 by comparison with existing state-of-the-art solutions.
Finally, Section 5.6 concludes.
p a peer
u the upload bandwidth of a peer
s the object size, a constant.
q, r a request (r denotes on-demand request and q denotes prefetch request).
tr remaining time until a request r’s deadline
Ωr the candidate set of on-demand request r
Ψr the set of neighbors, of the peer that issues request r, possessing the
object requested by r, but has not received r. |Ψr| is the size.
wr the number of remaining retries for request r
ρ the probability that each serving slot is unavailable.
H random variable for upload bandwidth of a neighboring peer
κr the log-likelihood that request r cannot join any other queue in Ψr with-
out rejecting another request.
τ the prefetch interval size, a constant.
ϑq the estimated access probability of the object requested by q at the peer
that issues q, during the current prefetch interval
φ the access probability threshold to distinguish prefetching gain due to
contributions C1 and C2.
Φr total upload bandwidth of peers in Ψr.
gq the gain function of a prefetch request q
χ number of prefetch requests to send to a neighbor at one time, to replen-
ish the queue at that neighbor.




In this section, we characterize a peer’s navigation, explain its responsibility
as both a requester and responder, and outline assumptions made. Table 5.1
summarizes major symbols used in the rest of this chapter, and others will be
introduced when encountered.
All accessible media objects constitute an pi-dimensional media resource
space, where peers navigate following their respective paths. Similar to what
we did in Chapter 4, a peer’s navigation path is characterized with (i) its virtual
position and (ii) its interest window, centered at the virtual position.
We consider mesh-based P2P protocol, where each peer maintains a list of
neighbors. A peer moves around in the resource space to access media objects.
A media object that falls within its interest window but is not present in the
cache is fetched with an on-demand request, sent to one of its neighbors. Each
on-demand request has a timeout value, which is generally short to ensure good
user experience. For instance, Claypool et al. [28] reported that the acceptable
latency in online interactive games varies from 0.3s to 1s. We model the timeout
value as a function of the distance between the requested object and the peer’s
current virtual position. An on-demand request that cannot be served by the
neighbors within its deadline is sent to the server. Furthermore, a peer also
prefetches objects from its neighbors.
To serve other peers, each peer maintains a priority queue, where incoming
requests are inserted according to a service policy. The peer ensures that all
requests in this queue meet their deadlines. Otherwise, one or more requests
are rejected from the queue according to a rejection policy. On-demand and
prefetch requests may have different service and rejection policies, which will
be studied respectively in Section 5.3 and 5.4. Since on-demand requests have
much tighter deadlines, they enjoy higher priority.
Next, we outline assumptions made to simplify the analysis. We assume
that media objects are of the same size, denoted by s. Typically large media
objects are often quantized into smaller chunks, each of which can be treated
as an independent requestable object. Thus, the equal-sized object assumption
is reasonable. We further assume that each request retrieves one object. In
practice, multiple objects can be requested by a single request message.
Joserlin is independent of the access probability prediction algorithm, and
we assume that such an algorithm already exists. Moreover, we do not consider
incentive mechanism and assume that peers are cooperative. Guo et al. [43]
pointed out that some incentive mechanisms such as tit-for-tat are not suitable




For on-demand requests, which object to request and when to request are deter-
mined by user interactions, rather than by the scheduling scheme. Hence, the
on-demand request scheduling scheme only needs to decide: (Q1) which neigh-
bor an on-demand request should be sent to? The service scheduling scheme
at the responder side needs to decide: (Q2) what is the appropriate service and
rejection policy?
Since requesters independently issue on-demand requests without consensus
among each other, some responders may get overloaded, and others are under-
loaded. We adopt the reject-and-retry technique used by Liang et al. [63] and
Yang et al. [100] to balance the load across neighbors: when an on-demand re-
quest is rejected, the requester can quickly retry it to other neighbors until either
the request is served or its deadline is reached, by when the request is sent to
the server as a last resort. The reject-and-retry technique can effectively bal-
ance the load at neighbors, but it does not perform scheduling. Specifically, this
technique does not answer (Q1) and (Q2).
Furthermore, on-demand requests often contend for the limited service ca-
pacity at responders. Such request contention problem is not addressed by the
reject-and-retry technique. For instance, when the system is under heavy load,
a portion of the requests have to resort to the server due to capacity deficit at
neighbors. With the reject-and-retry technique, however, these requests will be
retried multiple times until either timeout or there are no more neighbors to
retry, leading to excessive message overhead. Generally speaking, contending
requests from the same requester can be avoided at the requester side. Con-
tending requests from different requesters are hard to avoid at responders with-
out introducing significant communication overhead. Therefore, we rely on the
request rejection process at the responder side to resolve contention. Joserlin
chooses which request to reject carefully, considering both data availability and
deadlines of requests.
In the rest of this section, we answer the aforementioned two questions
for on-demand requests. More specifically, we propose a request binning al-
gorithm in Section 5.3.1 that decides which neighbor an on-demand request
should try, by avoiding self-contention among requests issued from the same
requester. Section 5.3.2 studies the service and rejection policy to resolve con-
tentions among requests at the responder side.
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Algorithm 3: On-demand Request Binning Algorithm
Let N be the set of the requester’s neighbors;
Let R be the set of on-demand requests need to be issued;
Let λp be the total time used by requests at a neighbor p;
Let up be the upload bandwidth of a neighbor p;
Let Γp be the set of requests (the bin) assigned to a neighbor p;
foreach p ∈ N do λp ← 0 ;
while R is not empty do
Remove request r with smallest timeout from R;
Let Nr be a subset of neighbors in N that possess the object o
requested by r;
Let tr be the remaining time until r’s deadline;
while Nr is not empty do
Remove a peer p from Nr;
Let |o| denotes the size of the requested object o;
if λp + |o|/up ≤ tr then
Add r to Γp;
λp ← λp + |o|/up;
break;
if r has not been assigned to any peer then
Assign r to the server;
Let Ωr be the candidate set of a request r;
foreach request r that is not assigned to the server do
foreach p ∈ Nr do
if r /∈ Γp and the insertion of r into Γp is safe then
Add p into Ωr;
5.3.1 Request Binning Algorithm
Given a set of on-demand requests, the request binning algorithm decides where
each request should be sent to. This algorithm is designed to alleviate request
contention at the requester side, preventing requests issued by the same peer
from stepping on each other, i.e., causing a request from itself to be rejected.
We say a set of requests is contention-free with respect to a peer p, if all
their deadlines can be satisfied by p when there are no other requests at p. The
binning algorithm assigns each request in a given set R to either a neighbor or
the server. All requests assigned to a neighbor form a bin such that requests in
the same bin are contention-free with respect to that neighbor. Consider a set
of requests. If adding a request r to this set does not cause the deadline of any
request (including r) in the set to be violated (with respect to the service policy),
we say that this addition is safe. We only add a request to a bin if the addition is
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safe. Furthermore, for each request r ∈ R, the algorithm produces a candidate
set Ωr. If r is rejected, the requester only retries it to peers in Ωr, even if other
peers outside Ωr may possess the requested object. A neighbor is in Ωr if (i)
it possesses the object that r is requesting and (ii) adding r to the bin of this
neighbor is safe. Alg. 3 sketches the binning algorithm at a generic requester.
The candidate sets allow requests to stop retrying earlier, especially when
the system load is heavy. Heavy system load increases the number of requests
in each bin, and reduces the size of the candidate sets accordingly. Since we
only send rejected requests to neighbors in their respective candidate sets, the
number of retries would be small. Our evaluation in Section 5.5 shows that the
binning algorithm reduces the retrying message overhead significantly.
5.3.2 Service Policy and Rejection Policy
The service queue of a peer can be modeled as a non-preemptive priority queue,
where requests in service cannot be preempted. Since object size is usually
small due to chunking of large objects, the non-preemptive priority queue con-
verges to a preemptive priority queue, where the EDF service policy is opti-
mal [64]. We therefore adopt EDF as our service policy for on-demand requests.
Note that EDF is also adopted by Yang et al. [100] and Abbasi et al. [9].
We now analyze the rejection policy. Any on-demand request that arrives
at peer p and can be safely inserted into the service queue of p (with respect to
EDF) will be accepted for service by p. Otherwise, some request r′ misses its
deadline after the insertion of the newly arrived request as shown in Figure 5.2.
Let V be the set of requests in the service queue of p that have an earlier or equal
deadline than r′. To restore the service queue to a state where each request’s
deadline is satisfiable, we have to reject one request from V (only one is needed
since we assume equal-sized objects).
head
deadlinenewly arrived request
Figure 5.2: The illustration of V .
We have two naive choices: (i) Reject the newly arrived request, resulting
in a drop-tail policy. The drawback of this policy is that, if the newly arrived
request’s deadline is almost up, it would have insufficient time to be retried at
other neighbors and has to be sent to the server. (ii) Reject the request r′ whose
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deadline is violated. Note that r′ has the largest remaining time to deadline
in V , thus can be retried more times. This choice, however, may cause r′ to
resort to the server prematurely, if the data availability within its requester’s
neighborhood is poor (e.g, not many neighbors possess the requested object).
Deciding which request to reject needs to factor in both the deadline and the
data availability. In general, the rejection policy should reject the request that is
most likely to be served from other peers before its deadline. Next, we analyze
how these different factors affect the rejection policy.
Consider an on-demand request r that is rejected and needs to be re-sent to
another peer. We calculate the log-likelihood that r cannot join any other peer’s
service queue without rejecting a request from them. Let Ψr be the neighbors of
the requester of r that possess the object requested by r, but has not been tried.
Due to the binning algorithm in Section 5.3.1, Ψr is a subset of r’s candidate set.
For tractability purpose, we assume the round-trip time between r’s requester
and its neighbors is the same, denoted by RTT .
1s 2s 3s 4s 5s 6s 7s 8s 9s
r3r1r2 r4r6 r5
Figure 5.3: Service queue re-arrangement for on-demand requests. Suppose the
original service queue has on-demand requests {r1, r2, r3, r4, r5, r6} with re-
maining time to deadline {2s, 2s, 5s, 7s, 7s, 7s} respectively. Rearrangement
starts with r1 being inserted into an available slot that is closest but before its
deadline (the second slot in this case). Then r2 is inserted using the same rule
(into the first slot). The rest of requests are inserted in similar fashion.
We denote x(u, t) as the probability that an on-demand request cannot join a
service queue whose upload bandwidth is uwithout rejecting a request from that
queue, when the request’s remaining time to deadline is t. To derive the equation
for x(u, t), we divide the time into equal-sized slots. Each slot is the time taken
to serve one request. For the sake of convenient presentation, we re-arrange the
service queue in the following manner: iterate through all on-demand requests
from the head of the queue, and insert each request into an available slot that is
closest to, but before its deadline. We assume that deadlines are always aligned
at slot boundaries. A queue re-arrangement example is shown in Figure 5.3.
After the re-arrangement, we can see that x(u, t) is equal to the probability of
not finding an available slot before the request’s deadline. Let the probability
that each slot is unavailable be ρ, then





Note that ρ depends on the current system load (the number of on-demand
requests). The current system load, however, is hard to characterize as each
request has their respective deadlines. Moreover, ρ also depends on the upload
capacity, data availability, and peers’ access patterns. Modeling ρ is going to be
complex, and thus we treat ρ as a constant.
If the on-demand request r is rejected, the requester randomly selects an-
other neighbor from Ψr to retry until r either gets accepted or timeouts. Ran-
domization is necessary to avoid the synchronization effect. The upload band-
width of the neighbor that r is re-sent to, is therefore a random variable, denoted












Figure 5.4: On-demand requests retrying.
To calculate the probability that r cannot join any queues in Ψr without
rejecting another request, consider what needs to happen: r needs to be re-sent
to neighbors in Ψr, one after another, until r’s deadline is up or Ψr is exhausted.
Every time r is re-sent and rejected, the remaining time tr reduces by RTT as
shown in Figure 5.4. We can therefore derive the log-likelihood that r cannot
























where E[·] denotes the expectation and
ϕr = E[H]wr
(






With this analysis, we can now describe the rejection policy. The serving
peer should pick the request r with the smallest κr to reject. Since log(ρ) < 0,
this selection is equivalent to choosing the request r with the largest ϕr.
|Ψr| and E[H] correspond to availability of the object requested by r and
tr corresponds to the remaining time to r’s deadline. In general, we should
reject requests that have both good data availability and large remaining time.
The remaining time, however, is usually the bottleneck if the data availability
condition is good. For instance, when |Ψr| ≥ b trRTT c, wr = b trRTT c and tr
becomes the dominant factor, which has a degree of 2. Only under poor data
availability, factoring in |Ψr| and E[H] would help. As the data availability
bottleneck is going to be alleviated with prefetch requests in Section 5.4, we
find that tr is usually the bottleneck in the sense that the request r with the
largest ϕr is most likely to be the one with the largest remaining time. This
observation suggests that the naive rejection policy, which rejects the request
whose deadline is violated, would suffice. Therefore, Joserlin uses this naive
policy as the rejection policy.
5.4 Prefetch Requests
Any residual upload bandwidth remaining after serving on-demand requests
should be fully utilized to prefetch objects outside the current interest window.
On-demand request scheduling only needs to decide which neighbor (or server)
an on-demand request should be sent to, as which object to request and when to
request are determined by user interactions. Unlike on-demand request schedul-
ing, prefetch request scheduling also needs to decide which object to prefetch
and when to prefetch, leading to two additional scheduling aspects.
As stated in Section 5.2, we assume that there exists a prediction algorithm
that assigns each object a probability that the object will be accessed by the
peer within a given period of time. Due to user interactions, such prediction
algorithms are usually more accurate when this time period is short. Therefore,
Joserlin slots time into small prefetch intervals of length τ (typically in the order
of seconds) and each peer recomputes objects’ access probability at the begin-
ning of each prefetch interval. Each prefetch request therefore has a timeout
value of τ . Unlike on-demand request, the deadline for a prefetch request exists
to ensure that:
• the prefetch request is not obsolete due to recomputation of access proba-
bility after every prefetch interval, and
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• the requester gets a chance to re-send the request to another neighbor if
the current neighbor is overloaded.
Note that a prefetch request is rejected if the serving peer cannot start serv-
ing it by the deadline, but an on-demand request is rejected if the serving peer
cannot finish serving it by the deadline. This minor modification is to prevent
scenarios where the remaining time to the next prefetch interval cannot fit in a
prefetch request, leading to wasted bandwidth.
With the preceding prefetching framework, there are still two questions
unanswered: (Q3) How to decide the requesting and serving order of prefetch
requests? (Q4) When and at what rate should prefetch requests be issued so as
to fully utilize the available upload bandwidth? To answer (Q3), Section 5.4.1
derives a gain function, which is used to prioritize prefetch requests at both re-
questers and responders. In Section 5.4.2, a prefetch request issuing algorithm
is devised to answer (Q4).
5.4.1 Prefetch Gain Function
We associate each prefetch request q with a gain function gq to prioritize them
for both issuing and serving order. This gain function reflects the contributions
of q to server load reduction. Higher gain leads to higher priority.
In general, a prefetched object contributes to reducing the server load in
three ways:
(C1): it eliminates on-demand requests for the same object (if the prefetch
is a hit) at the prefetching peer.
(C2): it increases data availability and, therefore, increases the chances that
a neighbor of the prefetching peer can successfully fetch the object via on-
demand requests.
(C3): it increases data availability and, therefore, increases the chances that
a neighbor of the prefetching peer can prefetch the object via prefetch re-
quests. This type of contribution can be extended to multiple hops.
Both C2 and C3 help to reduce the number of on-demand requests sent by
neighbors to the server: C2 allows a neighbor’s on-demand requests to be met,
and C3 suppresses an on-demand request in case the prefetch request for the
same object hits. However, we do not consider C3 in our gain function, since it
is hard to tell if a missing object will be requested on-demand or prefetched by
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a neighbor. But, in the worst case, if prefetch requests fail to retrieve the object
and the object is needed, an on-demand request will be issued by the neighbor
anyway. It is therefore more important to consider C2. Henceforth, we will only
consider C1 and C2 when designing the gain function.
Among C1 and C2, we give priority to C1 over C2, since if we can eliminate
on-demand requests in the first place, there is no need for the second type of
contribution. Furthermore, prefetch hit leads to better user experience compared
to on-demand requests.
Consider a prefetch request q. Let ϑq be the access probability of the object
requested by q at the peer that issues q within the current prefetch interval, as
estimated by the prediction algorithm. If ϑq is larger than a threshold φ, we treat
the corresponding prefetch request q as having significant gain due to C1. Oth-
erwise, its gain due to C1 is negligible, and we should consider its contribution
C2. If ϑq > φ, the contribution of q can be modeled using the access probability
ϑq.
g1(q) = ϑq. (5.6)
If ϑq ≤ φ, the gain due to C2 is not obvious, and its derivation requires
a comprehensive analysis of the effect that this prefetch request may poten-
tially have on a neighbor’s on-demand request. In Eq. 5.4, we have derived the
log-likelihood that an on-demand request r cannot be served by any neighbor
without rejecting an existing on-demand request in their service queues. We can
regard κr as a function of |Ψr| and Φr = E[H]|Ψr|, where Φr is the total upload
bandwidth of peers in Ψr.
κr(|Ψr|, Φr) = log(ρ)Φr
s|Ψr| wr
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Note that when r has not been sent to any peer, the remaining time to deadline
tr is equal to its timeout value.
Now consider what would happen when one neighbor of the prefetching
peer sends an on-demand request r for the prefetched object: Ψr is going to
expand with the prefetching peer by 1, and Φr is going to increase by u, which
is the upload bandwidth of the prefetching peer. As a result, r will have a higher
chance of being served. We can quantify this increment with the decrease in
log-likelihood.
κr(|Ψr|, Φr)− κr(|Ψr|+ 1, Φr + u) = − log(ρ)
s









Note that we ignore some boundary conditions for the sake of simplicity in
Eq. 5.8. As the term−log(ρ)/s is positive and is a constant, we factor it out and
use βur as the gain function for prefetching the object that would be needed by a
neighbor’s on-demand request r.
Note that βur could be negative – i.e., prefetching the object actually “hurts”
the neighbors’ on-demand requests. This scenario can occur, for instance, when
the prefetching peer’s upload bandwidth u is very small. A peer with small
upload bandwidth may not help much in serving on-demand requests, but may
cause a peer to waste one RTT , increasing the chance of timeout. We, however,
want to bound the gain to non-negative values only. Such arrangement is rea-
sonable, since a peer can opt not to announce itself as a content provider after
prefetching the object (e.g., if its upload bandwidth is too small).
We can now derive the gain of a prefetch request q due to C2. Let u be the
upload bandwidth of the prefetching peer that issues q, and let Nq be neighbors
of the prefetching peer that do not possess the object requested by q. If a neigh-
bor already possesses an object, it would not issue any on-demand request for
it. Consider each peer p ∈ Nq and their corresponding on-demand request rp





To compute g2, the prefetching peer reports its upload bandwidth to each of
its neighbors p. For each object that is missing from p’s cache, p collects the
number of content providers for the object in its neighborhood, the total upload
bandwidth of the content providers, and the average RTT between itself and
these content providers. The timeout value of an on-demand request is only
known when it is issued. The average timeout value of historical on-demand
requests, however, can be used as approximation. With this information, p com-
putes the gain of the prefetch request q with respect to the on-demand request
issued by itself and requesting for the same object (using Eq. 5.8), and sends
it back to the prefetching peer. The prefetching peer aggregates potential gains
from all its neighbors and computes g2 using Eq. 5.9.
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Finally, we combine the two contributions and yield the prefetch gain func-
tion for a prefetch request q as
gq =




Gmax is a constant, denoting the maximum possible value of g2. The purpose
of introducing this constant is to normalize g2 to the range of [0, 1].
After receiving a prefetch request, the serving peer inserts it into the same
service queue as on-demand requests. On-demand requests have higher priority
over prefetch requests in the service queue. Within on-demand requests, priority
is given to the one with earlier deadline, and within prefetch requests, priority
is given to the one with larger gain value. Ties are broken based on the objects’
distance to the prefetching peers’ current virtual position.
5.4.2 Prefetch Request Issuing Algorithm
We now discuss Joserlin’s prefetch request issuing algorithm that decides when
and where a prefetch request should be sent to. The algorithm aims to:
• fully utilize peers’ upload bandwidth,
• respect the relative priority of prefetch requests issued from different peers,
and
• incur small overhead.
Fully utilizing peers’ upload bandwidth is not difficult if peers issue prefetch
requests quickly. This behavior, however, would create serious problem if prefetch
requests are not prioritized properly at the responder side. For instance, if
prefetch requests are served using the FCFS policy [9], aggressively issuing
prefetch requests would starve other peers. In contrast, if prefetch requests are
issued conservatively, peers’ upload bandwidth may be under utilized. In Joser-
lin, since peers serve prefetch requests in decreasing order of priority (based
on the gain function in Section 5.4.1), how fast a neighbor’s prefetch requests
get served depends on how much gain they bring to the system compared to
prefetch requests from other neighbors, not how fast they arrive. Thus, there is
no point in issuing prefetch requests aggressively. A peer in Joserlin therefore




Noticing that peers’ upload bandwidth gets fully utilized as long as their
service queues are not empty, our idea is that each peer should ensure that it has
at least one prefetch request awaiting in each of its neighbors’ service queue at
any point of time (except special cases, such as when the peer has no prefetch
requests to issue). Ensuring this property also allows the serving peer to respect
the “global” priority, i.e., serve prefetch requests in decreasing order of priority
as computed across multiple prefetching peers.
Note that a peer with upload bandwidth of u can serve up to $ = du×RTT
s
e
number of prefetch requests from a neighbor within an RTT. To retain the system
at a valid state, a neighbor should issue new prefetch requests to the service
queue, whenever it realizes the number of its pending prefetch requests at the
service queue drops below $.
Based on the aforementioned observations, we design Joserlin’s prefetch
request issuing algorithm as follows: at the beginning of each prefetch interval,
a prefetching peer builds a priority queue of all prefetch requests it will send,
using the gain function as the priority. Then, for each of the peer’s neighbors
(in random order), the peer picks up to $ + χ (χ ≥ 1) highest priority prefetch
requests for objects available at that neighbor, and sends these requests to it. For
every χ prefetched objects received from a neighbor, the prefetching peer issues
another χ prefetch requests to this neighbor. χ is the replenishing unit. Rejected
prefetch requests are re-inserted into the priority queue. The prefetching peer
stops sending prefetch requests to a neighbor that rejects a prefetch request until
the next prefetch interval. In practice, χ prefetch requests can be bundled into
a single message. Small χ causes more request message overhead. Large χ,
however, causes more rejection message overhead. Joserlin uses χ = $ to
adapt to RTT and upload bandwidth of the neighbors.
5.5 Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate Joserlin with traces collected from a well-known
NVE called Second Life and a simulator implemented on top of Oversim [5].
We choose NVE as the aplication to base our evaluation on because (i) it is a
typical non-linear access scenario; (ii) there are many existing works on peer-
to-peer NVE, allowing us to compare our methods; and (iii) user traces are
available and not difficult to collect.
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5.5.1 Trace Collection and Parameter Settings
The traces include both avatar mobility traces(we do not distinguish avatar and
peer) and texture traces collected from the Second Life region Freebies [2] and
Sunland [6]. Note that the Freebies trace used here is different from the one used
in Section 4.6, which consists of only the mobility trace but not the texture trace.
The size of both regions is 256m × 256m. The mobility traces sample avatar’s
position every 10s, and we interpolate the positions in between to obtain traces
that sample every 1s. The Freebies trace is 2.5 hours long and the Sunland
trace is 2.2 hours long. The media objects that avatars need to retrieve while
moving around are textures. There are 1782 textures in the Freebies region and
2197 in the Sunland region. Each texture has a position and size value. Large
textures are quantized into units of 64KB. After quantization, the number of
texture objects becomes 3422 and 5747, respectively.
We use the same bandwidth trace as the one used by Liang et al. [63], which
is collected from dslreports.com [1]. The startup latency is set to 5s. Each peer
maintains between 10 and 15 neighbors. If the number of neighbors drops below
10, the peer should request new neighbors from a tracker. Both bitmap exchange
and gain update intervals are set to 10s.
The interest window in our model corresponds to the Area-of-Interest in
NVE, which we set to a circle with a radius of 20m (the interest window size,
ψ). The deadline to retrieve a texture is set to be a linear function of d, the
distance between the texture and the peer’s current position.
f(d) = tmin +
d
ψ
(tmax − tmin). (5.11)
where tmin and tmax are the minimum and maximum timeout values for on-
demand requests. By default, we set tmin to 0.3s and tmax to 1s.
The prefetch interval size τ is set to 5s. To predict which media object
is needed (for prefetching), we assume that a peer continues to move in the
same direction and with the same speed for the next τ seconds. The predicted
distance moved is thus τ times the current moving speed. A cap of 30m is put on
the predicted distance moved to prevent exceedingly large instantaneous moving
speed, caused by user interactions such as teleportations. Based on the predicted
movement, a predicted interest region can be computed. Textures that fall within
the predicted region are considered to have predicted access probabilities larger
than the threshold φ. All other textures have access probabilities less than φ.
Within the predicted region, textures that are farther away from the peer’s
current position have smaller access probabilities. To model this phenomenon,
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we set a texture’s access probabilities to d
Dmax
(φ− 1) + 1, where d denotes the
texture’s distance from the peer’s current position, and Dmax is the maximum
possible value of d (used to normalize d to the range of [0, 1]). This function
restricts the access probability of any texture within the predicted region to be in
the range of [φ, 1]. Note that the value for φ does not matter for our evaluation,
as it is not necessary to know the exact predicted access probability. Knowing
the relative access probability is sufficient to break ties among different prefetch
requests. Furthermore, note that we need not model the access probability for
textures outside of the predicted region (Eq. 5.10).
In our simulations, serving peers serve one request at a time. Although in
practice, peers may serve several requests concurrently. Furthermore, network
layer details such as congestion and packet loss are not captured in the simula-
tions.
5.5.2 Performance Comparison
We compare our request and service scheduling scheme with solutions proposed
by Liang et al. [63], Yang et al. [100], and Abbasi et al. [9]. We use the same
parameter settings for all four schemes, including the prefetch prediction algo-
rithm.
Abbasi et al. [9] use cooperative prefetching, with which textures inside the
predicted region are prioritized over those outside. Ties among objects that fall
into the predicted region are broken based on their distance to peers’ current
positions. The rarest-first policy is used for objects outside the region. Liang et
al. [63]’s and Yang et al. [100]’s solutions do not prioritize prefetch requests, so
we augment them with one: Textures in the predicted region are given higher
priority. Within each category (textures within or outside the predicted region),
closer textures get higher priority.
The three schemes that we are comparing against do not have a complete
prefetch request issuing algorithm. Yang et al. [100] proposed that each peer
can send n requests to each of its neighbors periodically, but did not hint on
how large n should be. To ensure a fair comparison, for these three schemes,
each peer sends 50 prefetch requests to its neighbors at the beginning of each
prefetch interval. Ignoring the data availability bottleneck, 50 prefetch requests
is enough to fully utilize the available upload bandwidth. We vary this num-
ber as well in our performance comparison to study its effect on these schemes.
Note that the three schemes have their respective service policy for prefetch re-
quests: Liang et al. [63] and Abbasi et al. [9] use FCFS policy; Yang et al. [100]
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use EDF policy. Note that Yang et al. proposed how to integrate their DAS
(deadline-aware scheduling) scheme with mixed piece selection approach: in-
order requests are served using EDF (Earliest Deadline First) policy and out-of-
order requests are served using FCFS (First Come First Serve) policy. As tex-
tures requested by prefetch requests are those close to peers’ current positions,
we consider prefetch requests as in-order requests. If we map prefetch requests
to out-of-order requests, Yang et al.’s method would be very similar to Abbasi et
al.’s. Moreover, we augment Abbasi et al.’s scheme with reject-and-retry, even

















































Figure 5.5: Vary the upload bandwidth.
Next, we vary a number of system parameters, including peer’s upload band-
width, request timeout value, interest window size, peer arrival rate, and the
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number of prefetch requests issued per prefetch interval, to test the performance
of Joserlin under different system conditions.
Upload Bandwidth. In Figure 5.5, we vary peers’ upload bandwidth from
50% to 150% of their default values and plot the average server load with respect
to the upload bandwidth. As expected, the server load decreases as the upload
bandwidth increases. Joserlin achieves a performance gain of 30% ∼ 50% for
the Freebies trace and 25% ∼ 40% for the Sunland trace, in comparison to
the other three schemes. In Figure 5.5(a), as the upload bandwidth decreases,
the server load of the other three schemes increases much faster than Joserlin’s.
This observation suggests that Joserlin is particularly good at handling relatively
heavy system load (with respect to the available upload bandwidth). As the
upload bandwidth increases, the four schemes converge in Figure 5.5(a), since
the system performance will be insensitive to scheduling when there is excessive
upload bandwidth. In Figure 5.5(b), such trend is less obvious, as the user access
pattern in the Sunland trace is bursty, leading to higher instantaneous system
load.
Timeout. Figure 5.6 keeps the tmin value unchanged and varies the maxi-
mum timeout value tmax. Joserlin achieves a performance gain of 35% ∼ 40%
over Yang et al.’s scheme, 50% ∼ 55% over Liang et al.’s scheme, 55% over Ab-
basi et al.’s scheme when timeout is small and 20% when timeout is large for the
Freebies trace. As for the Sunland trace, the performance gain is 30% ∼ 35%
over Yang et al.’s scheme, 40% ∼ 47% over Liang et al.’s scheme, 40% over
Abbasi et al.’s scheme when timeout is small and 30% when timeout is large.
It is worth noticing that Joserlin’s server load only increases slightly as tmax
decreases. The server load for each of the other three schemes, however, either
remains high or increases quickly when tmax decreases. In general, the sig-
nificance of prefetch requests to on-demand requests is much larger when the
timeout value is small. With our carefully designed prefetch gain function and
issuing algorithm, Joserlin successfully exploits the interplay between prefetch
and on-demand requests, thus incurs much less server load when the timeout
value is small.
In Figure 5.6(a), the performance of Yang et al.’s and Liang et al.’s schemes
does not change much with respect to the timeout value, since they do not dif-
ferentiate on-demand and prefetch requests, causing contentions between the
two. Abbasi et al.’s scheme incurs a large server load when the timeout value
is small due to their simple prefetch scheduling policy. As the timeout value


















































Figure 5.6: Vary the timeout value.
requests, beats the other two and converges to Joserlin’s performance. Most
media streaming systems, however, demand short timeout value to ensure good
user experience.
Interest Window Size. The interest window size is varied in Figure 5.7. As
the interest windows size increases, instantaneous system load increases as the
more objects need to be fetched on-demand when prefetch misses occur. The
performance gain of Joserlin over the other three schemes decreases from 40%
to 20% for the Freebies trace, and decreases from 35% to 15% for the Sunland
trace, as the interest window size increases. When the instantaneous system load
is high, scheduling becomes insignificant, as there is insufficient upload capac-


















































Figure 5.7: Vary the interest window size.
observation in Figure 5.5(a), where Joserlin can handle relatively heavy system
load better than other schemes. When the system load is light, we do not need
sophisticated scheduling, and when the system load is too heavy, scheduling be-
comes insignificant. The scheduling scheme makes a difference only when the
system load is somewhere in between.
Peer Arrival Rate. We separate the two traces into one mobility sequence
per peer, and each sequence is fed into the simulator following a Poisson peer
arrival rate with different average inter-arrival time, until they are drained. In
Figure 5.8(a), Joserlin achieves a performance gain of 50% ∼ 60% compared
to the other schemes when the peer arrival rate is large. When peer arrival


















































Figure 5.8: Vary the peer arrival rate.
tion suggests that Joserlin is good at dealing with large peer populations. In
Figure 5.8(b), the performance gain is 20% ∼ 30%.
Number of Prefetch Requests. In Figure 5.9, we vary the number of
prefetch requests issued by Yang et al’s, Liang et al.’s and Abbasi et al.’s scheme
per prefetch interval. Note that this parameter is not used in Joserlin’s prefetch
request issuing algorithm. Instead, Joserlin automatically adopts its prefetch
request issuing rate to the serving rate. Joserlin, whose results are shown as a
horizontal lines in the figure, beats the other three schemes when we vary the ag-
gressiveness of prefetching. We can see that the server load suffers when fewer
prefetch requests are issued per interval, due to under utilization of peers’ up-






















































Figure 5.9: Vary the number of prefetched objects per prefetch interval.
stabilizes. These two figures indicate that simply sending more prefetch requests
to saturate peers’ upload bandwidth is not enough. Sophisticated scheduling for
prefetch requests is needed.
Causes of Server Load. Next, we select five representative scenarios to
investigate the causes of server load and the retrying message overhead. These
five representative scenarios are the default setting, 50% of upload bandwidth,
timeout range of [0.3s, 2s], 40m viewing distance, and 30s peer inter-arrival
time.
In Table 5.2, we inspect the causes of server load by investigating why each
request is sent to the server in the five representative scenarios. The reason is
either “timeout”, if the request’s deadline is reached, or “data availability”, if the
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neighbors either do not possess the requested object or have insufficient upload
capacity to serve the request. Joserlin significantly reduces the number of on-
demand requests sent to the server due to “data availability”, which is the sole
major cause of the server load. The prefetch gain function in Section 5.4.1 and
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Figure 5.10: Number of retrying messages.
Number of Retries. We compare the number of retries in Figure 5.10. Our
scheme incurs significantly fewer retrying messages under all scenarios. In par-
ticular, comparing the scenario with timeout range of [0.3s, 2s] to the default
setting, the retrying message overhead for both Yang et al.’s and Liang et al.’s
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default settings 50% of upload band.
timeout data avail. timeout data avail.
Freebies
Yang 614 20,023 936 52,474
Liang 1,026 25,479 1,676 61,277
Abbasi 318 22,511 691 57,829
Joserlin 203 12,242 1,106 31,587
Sunland
Yang 744 18,178 1,265 28,289
Liang 1,189 21,190 753 31,450
Abbasi 920 19,031 296 27,696
Joserlin 362 12,123 751 20,866
timeout range [0.3, 2] 40m view distance
timeout data avail. timeout data avail.
Freebies
Yang 174 17,411 825 44,922
Liang 547 23,426 1,857 52,947
Abbasi 44 16,540 891 47,557
Joserlin 95 11,760 379 31,768
Sunland
Yang 403 17,008 1,580 45,694
Liang 912 19,640 2,399 49,873
Abbasi 348 16,412 1,454 46,926













Table 5.2: The number of requests sent to the server and their respective reasons.
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schemes increases due to request contentions. The larger timeout value causes
requests to retry more times before timeout. When larger interest window size is
used, all other three schemes incur excessive retrying message overhead due to
the heavier system load. The reject-and-retry mechanism retries many requests
repeatedly until timeout, as there is insufficient service capacity. Joserlin avoids
this problem with the on-demand request binning algorithm sketched in Alg. 3,
thus incurs much less overhead. For instance, in the Freebies trace with timeout
range of [0.3s, 2s] scenario, Joserlin’s retrying message overhead is approxi-
mately 7.5%, 5.3%, and 3% of that incurred by Abbasi et al.’s, Yang et al.’s, and










































Figure 5.11: Effect of different neighborhood sizes.
Neighborhood Sizes. We further use the Freebies trace with 30s inter-arrival
time scenario to inspect the effect of neighborhood size. The server load is com-
pared between neighborhood sizes distributed between 5−10, 10−15, 15−20,
and 20−25. In Figure 5.11(a), the server load incurred by neighborhood size of
10− 15, 15− 20, and 20− 25 are very similar. In Figure 5.11(b), however, the
server load decreases as the neighborhood size increases. We believes that this
phenomenon is due to the higher instantaneous system load in the Sunland trace,
and thus more neighbors are needed to absorb the burst of on-demand requests.
A general guideline for the neighborhood size would be to use large neighbor-
hood size if the instantaneous system load is higher. Otherwise, small neighbor-
hood size would suffice, helping reduce the message overhead for neighborhood
maintenance and bitmap exchange.
Protocol Overhead. The protocol overhead is mainly caused by the un-
derlying distributed computation of gain, which requires exchanges of β. The
interval for recomputation of the gain function is set to 10s. Thus, if the neigh-
borhood size is between 10−15, each peer needs to send 1−1.5 update messages
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per second. By our measurement, the average value is 1.23/s. Each update mes-
sage should include the computed β value (Eq. 5.8) for missing objects. Note,
however, that a peer does not need to report the β value to its neighbor under
the following circumstances: (i) the object is present in its cache or has been re-
quested, (ii) the β value does not change since last report, and (iii) its neighbor
already has the object in its cache. This observation allows us to significantly
prune the number of gain values reported in each update message. Further, each
gain value can be encoded with 2 − 4 bytes depending on the quantization and
accuracy. In our simulations, we measured 26.18 values per message on average
for the Freebies trace and 22.61 for the Sunland trace, using default settings.
5.6 Conclusion
To conclude, Joserlin is a joint request and service scheduling scheme for P2P
non-linear media streaming systems. Joserlin avoids request contention through
request binning and exploits the interplay among on-demand and prefetch re-
quests to prioritize prefetch requests at both requesters and responders. Joserlin
issues prefetch requests to fully utilize peers’ upload bandwidth, without vio-
lating requests’ relative priorities. Our evaluation compares Joserlin with three
existing state-of-the-art solutions using traces collected from Second Life and
finds that Joserlin outperforms them in all scenarios.
Joserlin does not factor in the contribution of a prefetch request to other
prefetch requests (C3). Fully factoring in the contributions of prefetch requests
may potentially boost Joserlin’s performance. Contribution of type C3, how-




Conclusion and Future Work
6.1 Conclusion
In this thesis, we focus on addressing three challenges that non-linear and non-
continuous media accesses pose on P2P streaming systems. These challenges
cover various aspects of a P2P streaming system, specifically, the effect of user
interactions, content discovery, and request and service scheduling.
In Chapter 3, we propose an analytical model to study the effect of user in-
teractions, including forward seeks, pauses, and random departure, to P2P VoD
streaming systems, in particular, the server load. Our model not only helps
reason on the effect of different user interaction patterns, but also allows accu-
rate calculation of the server load. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the
first modeling work that investigates the effect of user interactions on P2P VoD
streaming systems.
In Chapter 4, we address the fast content discovery requirement during non-
continuous accesses, by proposing an access-pattern-driven content discovery
caching middleware named APRICOD. APRICOD is general enough to be at-
tached with any existing content discovery system. With APRICOD, content
discovery latency during non-continuous accesses can be drastically shortened.
In particular, APRICOD is capable of resolving all continuous access queries
with a single hop deterministically (with node failure as exception), and resolv-
ing a significant portion of non-continuous access queries with a single hope
(depending on the access patterns). To the best of our knowledge, APRICOD is
the first work that explores this new paradigm of content discovery for support-
ing non-continuous accesses in P2P media streaming systems.
An alternative hierarchical APRICOD design may be considered in future
work. In the current APRICOD design, we quantize the resource space into
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cells and exploit the correlations among different cells. As the cell size in-
creases, stronger correlations are observed. Large cell size, however, may cause
problems for load balancing, since the total number of cell managers that share
the content discovery workload decreases as the cell size increases. In the ex-
treme case, if the cell size is equal to the resource space size, APRICOD degen-
erates to the client-server architecture. Hence, we may consider a hierarchical
multilayer APRICOD design as shown in Figure 6.1. Each layer of Figure 6.1
is an APRICOD overlay as presented in Chapter 4. As moving upwards along
the layer hierarchy, cell granularity becomes coarser. Cell managers of Layer 1
are responsible for managing resources within their cells, and those of Layer 2
and above manage cell managers at lower layers. For instance, in Figure 6.1, the
node at Layer 2 manages the four nodes in Layer 1, since the four small cells
at Layer 1 are just part of the larger cell at Layer 2. Queries are relayed to the
upper layer if they cannot be resolved at the current layer. The intuition behind
such design is that moving up the layer hierarchy will increase the probability




Figure 6.1: Multilayer APRICOD design.
Another direction in which we can further explore APRICOD is to integrate
APRICOD with prefetch decision making. In Section 4.4.2, we discuss the inte-
gration of APRICOD with prefetching, so as to distribute the prefetch decision
making process across all peers. This integration is simple as it only considers
peers’ current positions. We can further investigate prefetching techniques that
take peers’ historical paths into account and integrate them with APRICOD.
In Chapter 5, we develop a joint request and service scheduling scheme
named Joserlin. Joserlin adopts request-level scheduling rather than flow-level
scheduling. Joserlin can adapt to fast changing system conditions in the neigh-
borhood. Further, Joserlin systematically analyzes the interplay between on-
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demand and prefetch requests, based on which a gain function is derived to
prioritize prefetch requests at both requesters and responders. The gain func-
tion factors in the potential contributions that prefetch requests may have on
on-demand requests. Our evaluation with traces collected from Second Life
demonstrates that Joserlin significantly alleviates the server load in scenarios
where non-linear access patterns are intrinsic.
As a future development of Joserlin, we may incorporate a decaying factor to
take neighbors’ current access positions into account. The intuition is that media
objects that are too far away from peers’ current positions are in no hurry to be
retrieved. If a media object is far away from all neighbors’ current positions,
retrieving this object may not help much as no neighbors will access it in the
near future, so we can postpone its retrieval a bit. The purpose of introducing
this decaying factor is to weight the importance of an object based on its distance
from a peer’s current position.
6.2 Future Work
Supporting non-linear and non-continuous access patterns in P2P streaming sys-
tems is still a relatively new research area, where not much prior work exists.
Apart from the three challenges that we have addressed, many other problems
exist. In the rest of this section, we give an incomplete list of them.
6.2.1 Quantifying the Amount of Non-linear and Non-continuous
Media Accesses
A metric that can effectively quantify the amount of non-linear and non-continuous
accesses in a given user access trace is still missing. Addressing this problem
may significantly facilitate researches in this area. For instance, we know that
non-linear accesses are rare in VoD but widely exist in networked virtual envi-
ronment (NVE). One question that we cannot answer so far is how much more
non-linear accesses we have in NVE than in VoD (a quantitative value). Such
problem also exists within a single application. Let’s take NVE for example.
Given two user access traces, we lack a metric to tell which trace contains more
non-linear accesses.
As discussed in Chapter. 1, non-linear and non-continuous accesses create
uncertainties. Therefore, this metric should quantify the amount of uncertainties
in user accesses. Random variables are often used to study uncertainties. For
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instance, given the current accessed media object di, we can let the next accessed
media object be a random variable H that draws its value from the space of
accessible media objects. H may follow different distributions for different user
access patterns. A potential metric may be derived from the distribution function
of H (e.g., the variance value). This guess, however, is just our preliminary idea
towards addressing this problem. Deriving a well-accepted metric is still worth
a careful study and requires non-trivial work.
6.2.2 Automatic Access Path Recommendation
Figure 6.2: Auto access path recommendation.
As discussed in Section 1.2 and confirmed by user studies in Section 2.6.1,
the user interface (UI) design can subconsciously affect user access patterns.
Therefore, another research direction that we can potentially work in is to study
how to properly design the UI to guide user access patterns, not from an aes-
thetic point of view, but from the system perspective. Uncertainties in user ac-
cesses can be reduced significantly by guiding the user access patterns, leading
to improvement in system performance (e.g., higher prefetch hit rate).
A specific UI feature that we have in mind is automatic access path recom-
mendation. That is we try to recommend navigation paths for a particular user
as shown in Figure 6.2. In general, users would be more likely to follow one
of the recommended paths, reducing the amount of uncertainties and increasing
the predictability accordingly. Further, we can snap users’ positions to a recom-
mended path if they are very close to it. Path snapping does not degrade user
experience much, but may benefit the system a lot.
Automatic access path recommendation faces non-trivial challenges. First,
users’ navigation paths have to be collected and clustered. Next, we need to
classify users into different classes based on their navigation patterns. Finally,
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we guess the user class that a new user may belong to and recommend the paths
that users in that class tend to take. Even though there have been a few works
targeting at some specific components such as path clustering [57], we are still
far from a fully fledged automatic path recommendation system.
6.2.3 Neighborhood Maintenance
Another problem worth a careful study is neighborhood maintenance. In P2P
streaming systems, establishing a neighborhood is not the end of the story.
Peers’ neighborhood needs to be maintained and updated over time, mainly due
to peer departure, changes in data availability, etc. Maintenance of neighbor-
hood in face of peer departure has been well studied in existing literature. Up-
dating neighborhood according to changes in data availability, however, has not
been well addressed.
In VoD, where user access patterns are largely linear, when to replace a
neighbor is easy to decide due to the linear playback property. For instance, if
a neighbor does not have the requested content at the moment, it is likely not
to have the requested content in the near future. Therefore, we can go ahead to
replace this neighbor. In scenarios where non-linear access patterns are intrinsic
(such as networked virtual environment), when to replace a neighbor is not that
obvious. As even if a neighbor does not possess the requested content now, it
may possess the requested content later due to uncertainties in user accesses.
Besides, we cannot change peers’ neighborhood too frequently. Otherwise, not
only large overhead is incurred, normal streaming service can be disrupted as
well. A balance point needs to be found on how frequently we should update a
peer’s neighborhood.
The neighborhood maintenance problem can be formulated as follows: Given
a set of peers, their cached contents, and their respective current positions in the
resource space, we may find a good (or optimal if possible) arrangement R
to construct the overlay through a peer selection process. As peers fetch and
prefetch content, their cached contents change over time. As peers navigate in
the resource space, their positions change as well. With the changes of all these
system conditions, the original arrangement R may no longer be good (or opti-
mal). Therefore, we need a neighborhood maintenance algorithm to adapt to the





Layered coding such as scalable video coding (SVC) has been widely exploited
for adaptive media streaming [35, 50]. With layered coding, media content is
encoded into one base layer and a few refinement layers. All layers form a
dependency chain, with the base layer at the bottom. To successfully render the
content, the base layer has to be present. Further, the more refinement layers are
received, the better quality we get. Note that the dependencies among different
layers have to be respected.
Layered coding may potentially bring lots of benefits. First, we can adapt the
content quality according to the current system conditions. If there is not enough
upload bandwidth, instead of retaining a high playback quality but making user
accesses very jitter, we can reduce the quality by fetching less refinement layers
and ensure smooth user accesses. Second, after non-continuous accesses, peers
often need to perform content discovery, during which user accesses are stalled,
awaiting for the new content to arrive. Khiem et al.’s user behavior study with
zoomable video shows that the presence of a low quality version is better than
having nothing [58]. The low quality version significantly increases the user
tolerance to content retrieval latency. Therefore, layered coding can potentially
be used to buy some time after user interactions. Third, layered coding can
be exploited to support heterogeneous devices such as wired PCs and mobile
phones over 3G/WiFi.
Therefore, applying layered coding to support non-linear and non-continuous
accesses is an interesting direction to explore. In general, its adoption can al-
leviate the demand on short content discovery latency after non-continuous ac-
cesses. Layered coding, however, may increase the request and service schedul-
ing complexity as the scheduling units become more fine-grained and depen-
dencies exist among different layers. Further, it is worth noticing that frequent
adaption of playback quality may potentially harm user experience. Hence, we
suggest that the adoption of layered coding should go side by side with appro-
priate user behavior studies.
In conclusion, supporting non-linear and non-continuous media accesses in
P2P streaming systems is a challenging topic. The essence of this topic is to deal
with uncertainties in a highly distributed and dynamic environment. We spot
and address three major challenges in this thesis. Continuous research input is
needed to address others.
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